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Abstract

Thanks to Deep Learning Text-To-Speech (TTS) has achieved high audio quality with large databases. But at the same time the complex models lost any ability to control or interpret the generation process. For the big challenge of affective TTS it is infeasible to record databases for all varieties. We believe that affective TTS can only be enabled with models which generalise better to the variability in speech thanks to components which are interpretable by humans.

In this thesis we aim to do so by incorporating prior knowledge about speech and the physiological production of it in the TTS framework. We introduce well-established signal processing techniques to Neural Networks. Starting from emphasised speech we investigate the intonation production with a physiological plausible intonation model previously developed at Idiap. In order to generalise the model to longer prosodic sequences, we emulate a Spiking Neural Network (SNN) with a Recurrent Neural Network with trainable second-order recurrent elements trained with a learning function inspired from SNNs. The model synthesises neutral intonation with high naturalness and retains the physiological plausibility and controllability of the intonation model. After intonation, we look into spectral features in the aspect of formant frequencies, which have shown to be indicators of certain emotions.

Based on the speaker adaptation technique Vocal Tract Length Normalisation we propose a back-propagatable time-varying All Pass Warp (APW). Experiments of the APW in few- and zero-shot speaker adaptation shows its effectiveness in low-data regimes. In emotional TTS it is not able to increase expressiveness or audio quality, but our analysis shows that the warping correlates with the level of valence in the emotion. We assume that localisation of emotion within an utterance is necessary for the warping (and an affective TTS model in general). We suggest to extract frame-level emotion intensity with an emotion recogniser in an unsupervised manner. The emotion intensity input is a scalable and interpretable control and is able to increase the amount of correctly perceived emotion by humans. We also propose to increase the quantity of emotional data with a language-agnostic emotional voice conversion model.

The model achieves high-quality emotion conversion in German by exploiting large amounts of emotional data in English. To train it we develop a novel contribution to gradient reversal.

We are able to demonstrate that Deep Learning TTS models can benefit from well-established signal processing techniques and interpretable low-dimensional controls to improve their generalisability in low-data regimes and/or allow simple controllability without losing on quality. The developed models also allow interpretability for future physiological and linguistic analysis. While this thesis provides a toolbox of independent controls their combination presents itself as a next step towards a comprehensive framework for affective TTS.
Abstract
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Zusammenfassung


Um es zu trainieren, entwickeln wir eine gradient reversal Erweiterung.
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The last 10 years have seen a big boom in Artificial Intelligence (AI) assistants often as part of operating systems for mobile devices and computers, like Google Assistant, Siri, or Cortana; or as the main interface for smart home devices like Alexa, Google Home, Swisscom Box. AI assistants rely on a sophisticated pipeline of AI components combined through heavy engineering (Figure 1.1). Most assistants are activated through a dedicated wakeup word or phrase like 'Alexa' or 'Hey Google' which is detected on device. Once active the device starts recording and sends it to the online Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system. The recognised text runs through a Natural Language Understanding (NLU) component that identifies keywords to detect the user’s command(s). The commands can activate a variety of (third-party) services which generate a response. Depending on the device the response triggers an action on the device and/or the assistant replies with its own voice. To reply an online Text-To-Speech (TTS) system is used. The generated audio is sent back to the device and played there to communicate the result(s) to the user.

Figure 1.1 – An oversimplified representation of the different AI components of a smart speaker with online processing.
1.1 Motivation

In most scenarios the AI assistant understands the user and performs the task reliably. However, today's systems are completely incapable of handling affect neither on the recognition nor on the generation side. The next step in human-computer interaction requires detection and generation of affect, e.g. emotions, on the AI side. We can roughly order the types of non-neutral speech by increasing intensity into emphatic/emotional, over expressive, to affective speech. Moving Picture, Audio and Data Coding by Artificial Intelligence (MPAI) has just released a call for technologies to enable a standard for the conversation with emotion in full AI-based implementations.¹

Detection of emotion is a controversial topic. More and more companies claim to be able to predict emotions from audio-visual cues. The emotion recognition industry is likely to substantially grow in the next five years. A modern AI would certainly benefit from the ability to recognise frustration or joy to react to it. Other applications may be dangerous or unethical like flagging pupils because a Neural Network (NN) predicts that they look angry or surveillance of remote workers during the pandemic. This is especially concerning because no formal validation of the systems from a government body is required. Experts of the field start to ask for regulation for tools that make claims about the human mind similar to regulations in medicines (Crawford, 2021). Such regulations might also enforce a level of explainability; on what bases did the NN make the decision. A question that is still totally open in Deep Learning.

Modern TTS has achieved audio quality indistinguishable from human speech. The development is driven by NNs of increasing complexity trained on an ever increasing amount of data. Every component from grapheme-to-phoneme modelling, over duration and acoustic features prediction, to vocoding can now be done by NNs (we give an introduction to each of them in Chapter 2); often better than any other method before. While the performance of these models is impressive, controllability and interpretability have been lost on the way.

One of the next big challenges in TTS is affective speech synthesis, varying from simple emphatic, over expressive, to emotional speech. It would certainly be possible to record large affective databases and apply the same complex models, however, the mere variability of languages, speakers, emotions, and affect intensities makes this the proverbial fight against windmills. What can we do when the general trend of big data, big networks, big computation is not the solution? Modern affective TTS models have to make better use of the limited data they can train on, they need integrated mechanisms which help to produce affective speech, and they need interpretable controls to be useful in many scenarios. Affective TTS is not only a dream for smart assistants, it is also desirable for the automatic generation of audiobooks or automatic dubbing, eventually leading to dubbing for low resource languages for which usually no/low-quality dubbing is available.

¹https://mpai.community/2021/02/06/having-a-conversation-with-a-machine/
1.2 Scope of the Thesis

We believe that modern affective TTS can only be enabled with models which make better use of the available training data with increased generalisability and which offer control over the different generation aspects in a way that is interpretable/understandable by human users. In this thesis we aim to do so by incorporating prior knowledge about speech in general and the physiological production of it in the TTS framework. We introduce well-established signal processing techniques to NNs, smoothing the ways for their renaissance in modern deep learning. In this work we investigate a set of aspects of affective speech synthesis independently, but this forms only the first step towards a comprehensive controllable and interpretable framework of affective speech synthesis.

Pitch is an important aspect of affective speech. An intonation model offers interpretability and control of it. Incorporating an intonation model into a NN would allow to benefit from recent advances in deep learning. As a starting point we can rely on a physiologically plausible model of intonation previously developed at Idiap; the Generalised Command Response (GCR) model (Honnet et al., 2015).

Adaptations in spectral features play another important role in affective speech. Emotion recognition research found that the first two formant frequencies are effective indicators of certain emotions (Vlasenko et al., 2011). We aim to develop a technique to shift the whole spectrum depending on the target emotion in a continuous way that maintains high naturalness over the entire transformation. Such a technique would provide us with high controllability while maintaining high naturalness. Vocal Tract Length Normalisation (VTLN) is well established as a speaker adaptation technique that can work with very little adaptation data (Sundermann and Ney, 2003). Adapting it to a time-varying NN component could provide us with the necessary controllable formant shifting.

Many emotions are not displayed continuously in an otherwise emotional utterance; rather, the intensity varies with time. We hypothesise that emotion is localised within an utterance and that this intensity information would benefit TTS models trained in low data regimes. With more data one can expect that the model learns the inherent patterns on its own. We expect that translation agents could infer the intensity information from the source language. TTS systems are likely to require more training data to infer it from text. An emotion intensity input to the TTS model is also desirable because it is a scalable and interpretable control to vary the emotion intensity in the whole or parts of the sentence. We identified two research directions: 1) Increase the quality of the emotional training data e.g. with explicit emotion localisation labels. 2) Increase the quantity of the emotional training data so that the model learns to infer the localisation from text without explicit labels.
1.3 Main Contributions

This thesis contains four broad contributions, which is also reflected in the chapter structure:

i In Chapter 3, “A Neural Generalised Command Response Model”, we present a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which emulates a Spiking Neural Network (SNN), followed by a post-processing step with a fixed dictionary of muscle responses to model intonation with the GCR model. We show that a loss function for error backpropagation can be formulated analogously to that of the Spike Pattern Association Neuron (SPAN, Mohamed et al. (2013)) method for spiking networks. We then propose an end-to-end neural architecture that replaces the post-processing step with fixed dictionary with trainable second-order recurrent elements (Marelli, 2018) analogous to recursive filters. Subjective listening tests demonstrate that both system can synthesize neutral intonation with high naturalness, comparable to state-of-the-art acoustic models, and retain the physiological plausibility and controllability of the GCR model.

ii It is well known that VTLN can be cast as a linear transform in the cepstral domain (Pitz and Ney, 2005). Building on this latter property, we show in Chapter 4, “Neural All Pass Warp”, that it can be cast as a (linear) layer in a NN. We generalise it to a back-propagatable time-varying warp, which is best described as an All Pass Warp (APW). The APW offers a low-dimensional interpretable control to alter the spectrum, which by design generalises over different speakers. We investigate few- and zero-shot speaker adaptation in multi-speaker models, followed by emotional multi-speaker TTS in low-data regimes. The models with APW layer are able to outperform those without in the multi-speaker tasks in subjective listening tests, supporting our hypothesis that the APW improves generalisability. While the APW is not able to increase expressiveness or audio quality in the emotional TTS task, our analysis shows that the warping correlates with the level of valence in the emotion.

iii Following our results with the APW we assume that the localisation of emotion within an utterance is required for better use of the warping. In Chapter 5, “Emotion Intensity”, we show that an emotion recogniser is capable of producing a measure of emotion intensity via attention or saliency; this measure is appropriate to label utterances (thus increasing their quality) subsequently used to train a speech synthesiser. We evaluate novel and published means to do this showing that, whilst it is no longer state of the art for emotion recognition, attention is a good way to indicate emotion intensity for speech synthesis.

iv To increase the quantity of the emotional training data we propose in Chapter 6, “Emotional Voice Conversion”, a language-agnostic Emotional Voice Conversion (EVC) model. The model achieves high-quality emotion conversion in German with limited data by exploiting large amounts of emotional data in US English. It is an encoder-decoder model with adversarial training to remove emotion leakage from the encoder to the decoder. The adversarial training is improved by a novel contribution to gradient reversal to truly reverse gradients. This allows to remove only the leaking information and to converge to better
optima with higher conversion performance. Evaluations show that the model can convert to different emotions at high quality but misses on emotion intensity compared to the recordings, especially for very expressive emotions.

1.4 Outline

This thesis consists of seven chapters of which Chapter 3 - 6 contain the four broad contributions. The current chapter started with an introduction to the field, the motivation for the thesis, and its scope.

The next Chapter, 2, covers background information required at different points in the thesis. It covers the major developments the field of TTS has gone through in the last five years, as well as new methods in general machine learning, that already found their way into TTS systems. The chapter also contains objective and subjective measurements, databases, and features commonly used in TTS and also this thesis.

Chapter 3 describes how to drive the GCR model with an RNN, emulating an SNN. It also include the extension to an end-to-end model with integrated neural filters.

In Chapter 4 we present the generalisation of VTLN to a time-varying APW and its backpropagatable implementation as an integrated component of an RNN.

In Chapter 5 we present unsupervised methods to extract emotion intensity from emotional recordings. We prove that an emotional TTS model with this emotion intensity input greatly improves the expressiveness without degradation in audio quality.

Chapter 6 proposes an EVC model to generate synthetic emotional data that can be used to improve a TTS model in the future. To prevent emotion leakage a novel improvement to gradient reversal is proposed.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and summarises the key points. It also gives recommendations for future work.
In this chapter, we cover background topics required to understand general aspects of this thesis. It will give an overview over the main developments in text-to-speech research and put them in temporal order. It also presents objective and subjective performance measures used as standards in the field and explains the different databases as well as common features used across all experiments.

2.1 Deep Learning

Deep learning has emerged as a dominant concept in the machine learning community. Over the last two decades it has achieved outstanding results in many fields such as image (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), face (Taigman et al., 2014), and pose (Cao et al., 2017) recognition, any kind of pattern recognition (LeCun et al., 2015) in large databases (e.g. bioinformatics), ASR (Amodei et al., 2016), NLU (Vaswani et al., 2017), and TTS (Wang et al., 2017b). The increase of computational power and the advent of graphical computing was an important driver for the success of NNs, but only in the sense that it made them applicable to many more problems. The main reason why NNs are so successful/powerful is that they are universal function approximators (Cybenko, 1989; Hornik et al., 1989). The Universal Approximation Theorem proves that a NN is able to approximate any continuous function as long as it has sufficient capacity; and most real world problems can be expressed as functions (some with excessive complexity though). This holds even true for NNs with a single hidden layer. However, practically the model might fail to generalise or to learn. It is important to state that the layers have to have a non-linearity like Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) or sigmoid for the Universal Approximation Theorem to hold. While linear transformations, ReLJs, and sigmoids make NNs universal function approximators, they move them further away from their biological origin, the human brain. Processes in the brain rather follow signal processing operations with asynchronous timings. If we want to resemble processes of the human body into NNs we need to integrate signal processing techniques in the models.
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The algorithm which made NNs trainable is the backpropagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986). It computes the partial derivatives of the loss w.r.t. to every trainable parameter in the network. It traverses the network in reverse order computing the partial derivatives of every layer and reuses the intermediate results for the next error (dynamic programming). In this thesis we rely on the PyTorch deep learning framework (Paszke et al., 2019) written in the Python programming language. PyTorch provides a rich Autograd class (Paszke et al., 2017) that handles most backpropagation computations entirely concealed from the programmer. In every forward pass it automatically builds a dynamic computational graph that can be traversed backwards to assign gradients to every network parameter involved in the computation. As long as we rely on PyTorch operators in new NN components, Autograd will enable backpropagation without explicit implementation. We will exploit this property at various points in this thesis.

2.1.1 An introduction to VAE

A Generative Model is a statistical model which models the joint probability distribution of an observable and a target random variable. In contrast to discriminative models they allow to generate new data similar to the training data. One of the two major families in generative models is the Variational Autoencoder (VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2014). As the name suggests the model is practically an autoencoder (Rumelhart et al., 1985; Bourlard and Kamp, 1988) with some constraints on the latent encodings. The goal is to create a latent space from which one can sample unseen representations of the data, thus generate new data of the same domain. This is a fundamental shortcoming of the standard autoencoder. As there is no constraint on the latent space (the objective is only to encode and decode with minimal reconstruction error), selecting a random point from it will not necessarily generate good results, as it could lie far away from the training points.

A VAE encodes the input as a distribution instead of a single point. During training points sampled from the distribution are decoded with the goal of lowest reconstruction error. The encoder predicts the mean and (log) variance conditioned on the input. This alone does not produce a better latent space. The encoder could learn to predict very small variances effectively transforming to a point distribution similar to autoencoders, or it could predict the means very far from each other. VAEs prevent that by introducing a regularisation term. It requests the latent space to be close to a chosen prior distribution in terms of Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD). In most applications the prior distribution is chosen to be Standard Normal and the predicted latent distribution is Gaussian. The main reason for it is that a closed form solution for the KLD between the two exists, which is not the case for most other distributions. The regularisation forces the latent space to be close together and possibly overlap, it also prevents the variance from becoming too small. The network has to learn a meaningful way of overlapping samples to minimise the reconstruction error. When properly trained sampling from the prior distribution will generate meaningful new samples.
2.2 Features

VAEs are an interesting method to sample different representations for the same input text/conditioning. They allow variations for the same speaker and text which makes the audio less monotonic. They have shown to be useful to model the space of speaker embeddings as they nicely model variations in the speakers’ voice (Hsu et al., 2017b).

2.1.2 An introduction to GAN

A Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) in machine learning is a fairly recent type of generative model (Goodfellow et al., 2014). The idea is to train two networks: a generator and a discriminator. The input to the generator are sampled from a prior distribution and the generator network generates samples of the target domain. To apply backpropagation it would be necessary to compare the true and generated distributions, e.g. with maximum mean discrepancy (Dziugaite et al., 2015). However, as it is practically difficult to implement, GANs use a second auxiliary network called discriminator. The discriminator is trained to identify whether a sample was generated by the generator or is a real sample from the database. When the generator and discriminator are concatenated the whole structure can be trained with the classification loss of the discriminator alone. To handle multiple parts of the target domain generator and discriminator can also be conditioned, e.g. on a class label.

Training GANs is known to be tricky (Salimans et al., 2016). The goal is to reach an equilibrium where the generator produces only samples closely following the target domain and the discriminator’s classification accuracy dropped to 50%, i.e. purely random. The networks are trained alternating with the other network fixed. The generator is trained to increase the classification error of the discriminator while the discriminator is fixed. The discriminator is trained to decrease its classification loss while the generator is fixed. From a back-propagation perspective the difference is just in the sign of the gradients. An overly powerful discriminator can make the generator be stuck, thus the generator usually receives more training epochs than the discriminator.

Some GANs have been used in TTS (Zhao et al., 2018), neural vocoders (Juvela et al., 2019b), full end-to-end models (Binkowski et al., 2020), speech enhancement methods (Donahue et al., 2018), and voice conversion (Gao et al., 2018).

2.2 Features

In this section we describe commonly used features in TTS and throughout this thesis. Instead of describing each feature over and over again we will refer back to this section in the rest of the thesis where possible. While their description might seem a bit abstract and unrelated here, they are necessary for understanding the recent trends in TTS presented in the following section.
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**Phonemes** are units of sound which represent words in a phonological and linguistic way. Phonemes have a linguistic origin but here we interpret them as acoustic realisations in the context of TTS. A phonetic representation is then available from so-called Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) models. The first models were simple dictionary look-ups. They are obviously limited by their size, costly to create, too big for mobile devices, and do not work on out-of-domain words. Rule-based methods formulated as finite-state machines overcame some of the limitations (Kaplan and Kay, 1994). However, they usually require a dictionary for pronunciation exceptions and the creation of the rules requires linguistic experts. Data-driven approaches came for the rescue, trading the requirement of providing rules against providing sufficient examples. All kinds of machine learning techniques have been applied to the problem. A thorough review is beyond the scope of this thesis. A good overview of pre-NN techniques can be found in Bisani and Ney (2008). More recently some approaches of neural G2P models were proposed (Bilcu, 2008; Rao et al., 2015; Yao and Zweig, 2015). For our experiments we rely on the rule-based system of the Festival toolkit (Black et al., 1998) to extract phoneme sequences from text.

**Context embeddings** (sometimes also referred to as question features) represent contextual input features originally developed for ASR and later expanded for TTS models developed with the Hidden-Markov-Model Toolkit (official website) (HTK) (Woodland et al., 1994). They were later used for Merlin-style TTS models as well (Section 2.3.3). They first need to be forced aligned (with the audio) so that the length of the input context embeddings matches the length of the acoustic frames. Forced alignment describes the process of creating a time-aligned version of a transcription (in our case phonemes) with the audio. In principal the model builds increasingly complex ASR systems to recognise the phonemes in the audio. After each training the data is aligned and reused in the next iteration. Because the correct sequence is known the decoding step is trivial and the alignment very accurate. The alignment will vary negligibly between algorithms, but this is also the case for human annotators. In most of our experiments we use HTK to compute forced-alignments with context-independent HMMs. HTK computes state-level alignments, which means that every phoneme is split into five states. For the experiments in Chapter 6 we use the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al., 2017), which produces phoneme-level alignments (single state per phoneme). From the aligned phoneme sequences we generate context embeddings with 425 text-derived binary and numerical features. The questions insert context and prior knowledge into the context embedding. For example, context is added by explicitly describing the previous and following two phonemes, as well as the position of the current word in the utterance, and the position of the current phoneme in the word. Prior knowledge is added through flags for vowels, fricatives, and other properties of the language. The 425 questions we use are suitable for UK and US English. The context embeddings are normalized to \([0.01, 0.99]\) before passed to any network.

**Durations** describe the length of each phoneme in the audio. They require a forced-alignment step before. For state-level alignments (e.g. HTK) the durations of the five states per phoneme are summed. Duration prediction is a challenging task on its own, especially for affective speech. In this thesis we exclusively rely on oracle durations.
2.3. TTS through the ages

**WORLD acoustic features**, consisting of Logarithmic fundamental frequency (LF₀), 30-dim mel-generalised Cepstrum (MGC), and one Band-Aperiodicity (BAP) at 5 ms frame step, are extracted with the WORLD vocoder (Morise et al., 2016) (D4C edition (Morise, 2016)). We interpolate LF₀ before training and add a binary Voiced/Unvoiced (V/UV) flag to represent voicing information. We perform mean/variance normalization for all but V/UV. From these features waveforms are generated with the WORLD vocoder. Some models also require the dynamic components of those features, also referred to as deltas and double deltas/delta deltas (Δ and ΔΔ) for all but the V/UV flag. They correspond to the first and second derivatives. As speech is continuous over short time windows synthetic speech can be improved by enforcing smooth contours of the signal and its derivates. Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimation (Tokuda et al., 2000) (MLPG) is an algorithm which produces a smooth trajectory of a predicted sequence based on the predicted first and second derivatives and their statistical properties. This technique has shown to be superior compared to models predicting only the output features without their dynamic component.

**openSMILE** (Open-source Speech and Music Interpretation by Large-space Extraction) is an open-source framework for the extraction of hand-crafted audio features from speech and music signals. It provides the most commonly used feature sets in emotion recognition (El Ayadi et al., 2011). The toolkit is able to extract features from chunks of frames up to the full audio. In speech processing it is often used with a fixed length sliding window (Ramet et al., 2018), for frames of the same phoneme (Lei et al., 2020), or the entire utterance (Zhu et al., 2019). A well known feature set is the IS09 set, which was used in the INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge (Schuller et al., 2009). The 384-dim features consist of hand-crafted Low-Level Descriptors (pitch, energy, zero-crossing rate, voicing probability), 12 mel Cepstrum (MCEP) coefficients, and others as well as their first derivative.

### 2.3 TTS through the ages

A TTS system is a generative model. It models the joint probability of the input character / phoneme sequence with the sequence of the acoustic features. Following Bayes’ theorem it can alternatively be formulated as modelling the conditional probability of the acoustic features given the character/phoneme sequence. In all methods the text to synthesise runs through a normalisation step, where numbers and dates are spelled out based on rules, e.g. ‘1st Dec’ becomes ‘the first of December’. Then a G2P model is used to convert to a sequence of phonemes.

#### 2.3.1 Unit Selection

Unit selection tries to select and concatenate units of speech extracted from a speech database (Hunt and Black, 1996; Campbell and Black, 1997). Because the units are actual speech, which already contain all the fine details and nuances of human speech, the quality is very high. For a given sequence of phonemes the task is to select units best matching the required context...
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with minimal distortion when concatenated. Smoothing with signal processing techniques is still necessary at the transitions between units to address concatenation artefacts. NNs were also proposed to help with the smoothing (Merritt et al., 2016).

While it is tempting to speak about unit selection as pre-deep learning, it is not at all true. Unit selection speech synthesis has been the method of choice for most synthetic voices for a long time, because of its high quality. Only with the invention of Parallel WaveNet (Oord et al., 2018) the quality and performance requirements of industrial TTS systems were met. Over the last three years NN-based TTS has replaced unit selection in most applications.

2.3.2 HMM Synthesis

Early data-driven generative models for TTS were build from Hidden-Markov-Models (HMMs) (Yoshimura et al., 1999). Similar to many other fields HMMs were the most successful data-driven machine learning technique before the advent of NNs. Context dependent phoneme HMMs are used, where the context can be thought of as a subset of the context embeddings described in the previous section. The context is often obtained with a decision-tree-based clustering technique (Shinoda and Watanabe, 2000). The output of the multistream HMMs are continuous probability distributions. For the prediction of LF₀ slightly different HMMs are used than for spectral features. The HMM parameters are learned from the data with the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. During synthesis a text is first converted with a G2P model and context-dependent phoneme labels are obtained. Then a sentence HMM is created by concatenation of context-dependent phoneme HMMs. Spectral and F₀ parameters are sampled from the sentence HMM based on the Maximum Likelihood criterium. To prevent discontinuities in the generated speech the dynamic features are predicted as well and an algorithm like MLPG is used to smooth them. HMM speech synthesis is mostly intelligible, but its quality is far from the recordings.

2.3.3 Merlin-style TTS (pre 2017)

The successor of HMM-based TTS is NN-based TTS, which can be split into two successive developments. In this thesis we will refer to the first as the old paradigm or Merlin-style TTS (named after the Merlin toolkit, Wu et al. (2016)). For the second we will use new paradigm, encoder-decoder models (named after its underlying architecture), or Tacotron-style models (named after the first published model of its kind, Wang et al. (2017b)) interchangably. We will present the former in this section and the latter in the next section.

In the old paradigm duration and acoustic feature prediction is split (Figure 2.1); we distinguish duration and acoustic model. The duration model receives phoneme inputs as one-hot vectors (the vector has as many dimensions as phonemes used; the vector is one at the dimension of the current phoneme and zero otherwise). It then predicts the duration for each of the phonemes. This is usually done at state-level and requires state-level forced alignment.
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The inputs to the acoustic model are context embeddings. They are upsampled to match the durations. At training time the oracle durations are used, for inference the durations are predicted by the duration model. The acoustic model then predicts the acoustic features for each frame. Usually the features extracted by well known vocoders are used as acoustic features, so that the vocoder can convert them to the waveform. Similar to other fields feed-forward NNs were later replaced by RNNs in both models. The duration and acoustic model are trained independently, which is one of the major weaknesses of the old paradigm. While the new paradigm does not split into duration and acoustic model, recently separated models came into fashion again, because they allow better control over the duration (Ren et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020).

2.3.4 Tacotron - The era of encoder-decoder models

With the publication of Tacotron (Wang et al., 2017b) in 2017 the era of encoder-decoder models was heralded. It was the first attempt to end-to-end speech synthesis combining the duration and acoustic model as well as the MLPG step (Figure 2.2). In contrast to the old paradigm it predicts mel-spectrogram and uses the Griffin-Lim algorithm (Griffin and Lim, 1984) to generate the waveform. Griffin-Lim has its problems and the success of the new paradigm was significantly boosted by neural vocoders, which effectively convert mel-spectrum to waveform. Neural vocoders are discussed in the next section.

Instead of context embeddings phoneme or even character embeddings are used. The encoder network consists of multiple convolutional layers and a bidirectional recurrent layer. With the receptive field of the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-stack and the recurrence it is expected that the encoder learns the context embeddings on its own, which leads to better embeddings than hand-crafted features.

The duration prediction is taken care of by an attention mechanism. It also uses recurrence and state information inside and is computed for each decoder step. The model learns the alignment on its own, thus no forced alignment is necessary. With the attention mechanism
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the controllability is partly lost. It can also lead to repetitions and skipping of words or entire utterances.

The decoder is an autoregressive model with unidirectional recurrence. It predicts a chunk of frames at the same time (usually five) and feeds the last predicted frame back as autoregressive input. Before being concatenated with the attention context the autoregressive input is transformed by a pre-net. At training time the model is trained with teacher forcing (the oracle features are used as autoregressive input). This allows parallel training and the simple computation of L1 loss on the prediction, because the alignment matches. The decoder also predicts a stop token. It indicates that the synthesis as finished and that the autoregressive model should stop.

The decoder output is passed through a post-net consisting of 2D convolutional layers, which predicts an additive residual. This step smooths the prediction similarly to the MLPG step in the old paradigm. It can also add some finer details to the spectrum. When the model is used with the Griffin-Lim algorithm the post-net also converts from mel to linear-frequency scale (no residual in this case).

2.3.5 Neural vocoder

WaveNet (Figure 2.3, van den Oord et al. (2016)) was published in September 2016 and started the advent of neural vocoders substituting previous vocoders based on signal-processing techniques like WORLD and STRAIGHT. WaveNet is an autoregressive network based on gated dilated convolutional layers. In each iteration it predicts the next sample of the waveform based on a receptive field over the previous predictions. Though less useful, the model can be run without conditioning, which allows infinite sampling of speech-like babbling from it. In
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the original publication the model is conditioned on a global speaker embedding and context embeddings with LF$_0$, which are upsampled by deconvolution layers to match the sampling frequency of the target waveform. In this case it operates as an end-to-end TTS model. It was later used as a neural vocoder only by using a conditioning on mel spectrogram (Shen et al., 2018). The model is trained in teacher forcing mode, which brings efficient training speed. At inference time the model runs heavily sequential making it slow. This makes it unusable in production TTS systems and is its main shortcoming.

Some architectures were proposed to overcome this limitation. WaveRNN (Kalchbrenner et al., 2018) is a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)-based network with reduced computational cost thanks to sparse matrices. FFTNet (Jin et al., 2018) is a significantly smaller version of WaveNet, that is able to achieve the same quality because it models the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with suitable network components. It is designed to transform F$_0$ and mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) to the waveform and requires a post-processing step. WaveGlow (Prenger et al., 2019) is a non-autoregressive network based on normalising flows, which is parallelisable because it is entirely feed-forward.

Neural vocoders based on signal-processing techniques

With increasing interest in neural vocoders, some models were developed, that overcome the speed limitation by incorporating signal-processing knowledge. The idea is that many concepts of speech are well understood, like linear prediction or harmonic sine waves, but are difficult to model by conventional NN components.

Wang et al. (2019a) propose a set of neural source filter models. The models use a source module to produce a sine-based excitation signal. The excitation signal is then transformed into the waveform with a filter module. A conditioning module transforms the inputs to the

Figure 2.3 – Visualisation of WaveNet's receptive field when predicting the next waveform sample. The inputs are the previously predicted samples at inference time or the oracle waveform at training time. The image does not show the conditioning, which is concatenated to the input of every convolutional layer, and the aggregating network with residual connections.
source and filter model. Their best model also incorporates a harmonic-plus-noise structure where transformed Gaussian noise is mixed with the filter module output in a ratio based on whether the frame is voiced or not.

LPCNet (Valin and Skoglund, 2019) enhances WaveRNN with an explicit Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) block. Based on the previous samples it computes the expected next sample and feeds it to the network. The RNN then only has to add the residual excitation to it.

GlottNet (Juvela et al., 2019a) predicts the glottal excitation signal from acoustic features in an autoregressive manner. It has a similar structure as WaveNet but is much smaller, because it only has to predict the glottal excitation. The excitation is filtered by a vocal tract filter, whose parameters are computed from the acoustic features, to generate the waveform.

Parallel WaveNet

Parallel WaveNet (Oord et al., 2018) is an inverse autoregressive flow (Kingma et al., 2016) that overcomes the speed limitations of WaveNet with nearly equal audio quality. An inverse autoregressive flow converts a base distribution to the target distribution by a chain of bijective transformations. The probability density of one sample is conditioned on the base distribution up to that sample. As the prediction is deterministic it implicitly allows the model to internally know what it had predicted before without explicit autoregressive input. At inference time the transformation can be computed in parallel when the entire input sequence is available. However, during training the gradient of the \(N\)-th input is required to compute the gradient of the \(N+1\)-th input. This makes training sequential and increasingly time consuming, especially because Parallel WaveNet is a much bigger network than WaveNet.

Parallel WaveNet uses logistic noise as base distribution which is close to the mixture of logistics generated by WaveNet. The Parallel WaveNet (student) predicts shift and scale for every sample based on the logistic input noise. The sample value is computed by scaling the input noise and adding the shift. The predicted waveform is given to a pre-trained WaveNet (teacher), which predicts the most likely mixture of logistics for every sample given all previous samples. The main optimisation loss is the KLD between the teacher and student distributions. Three other auxiliary losses further improve the results: the power loss (Mean-Squared-Error (MSE) of power spectrum), a contrastive loss (maximised KLD when student and teacher are conditioned differently), and a perceptual loss (accuracy of ASR system).

2.4 Audio Quality Measures

To evaluate a TTS system clear measures/metrics are needed. The measures used in today’s TTS research can be split into objective and subjective measures. Objective measures are based on mathematical functions and clearly defined. Subjective measures are based on the ratings of human listeners. Based on the task the listeners have to be trained or require a certain level of language fluency or even nativeness.
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2.4.1 Objective measures

$F_0$ is often computed in terms of Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) on voiced frames. Errors in voicing are captured by the percentage of wrongly (un)voiced frames.

The error in the cepstrum is computed by mel-cepstral Distortion (MCD) which is simply an MSE on each dimension independently excluding energy ($c_0$). When ground truth durations are not used the prediction first needs to be aligned with the target. Dynamic time warping is usually used to align the sequences. It is chosen so that the resulting MCD is minimal.

While those metrics give rough estimates of the synthesis quality, they were found to not reflect the ratings of humans for modern TTS systems. The quality of today’s systems is too high to be differentiated by simple metrics including PESQ (Rix et al., 2001).

Some works compare TTS systems in terms of recognition performance of other machine learning algorithms, e.g. ASR, emotion recognition, and speaker identification systems. Some NN even attempt to predict the ratings of human listeners from audio (Lo et al., 2019). However, a convincing measurement has not been found so that every system has to be validated by subjective measures.

2.4.2 Subjective measures$^1$

Mean Opinion Score

Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is a commonly used test for audio quality. The listener is presented with a single sample at the time and has to rate it on a 1 to 5 scale. The step size is either 1 or 0.5. While MOS tests are simple they require listeners with a certain level of expertise. Because there is no anchor in the test, listeners might rate the best system as 5 and the worst as 1. MOS scores can only be compared when the same set of listeners was used. While it is still used much in the literature we usually recommend a MUSHRA test.

MUSHRA

The MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) test was designed to compare the audio quality of audio codecs (Series, 2014). In contrast to MOS tests it presents samples of all systems at the same time. This allows to get statistically significant results based on a paired t-test with much fewer participants. In the test a reference audio is presented as groundtruth. Then the listener has to rate all the systems under test on a scale from 0 to 100 on a given criterium (mostly audio quality). The reference also reappears between the systems and the listener is asked to rate it at 100 points. Excluding tests where the listener has rated the reference below 90 points is a valid strategy to exclude outliers. The order of the presented systems is randomised. Between the systems also a hidden lower anchor exists. It

$^1$Listening tests are designed with the BeaqleJS toolkit (Kraft and Zölzer, 2014).
should be a system which is clearly worse than all the systems under test. The hidden lower anchor causes the ratings to be closer together. It mitigates the problem of MOS tests where some participants rate the worst system with the lowest possible score.

### 2.4.3 Preference test

In a preference test the listener chooses which of the two options better matches a certain criterion. This can be audio quality (even though a MUSHRA test is better suited), speaker similarity, expressiveness, and others. When a reference sample is given as groundtruth to compare against, we speak about an ABX test; if not, it is an AB test. The order of the systems is random so that the participants do not know which of the provided audio came from which system. Sometimes the listeners can also select that they do not prefer either of the two systems.

### 2.5 Databases

#### 2.5.1 2008 Blizzard Challenge

The speech database released for the 2008 Blizzard Challenge (Karaiskos et al., 2008) consists of the native UK English voice A (Roger) with about 15 hours, UK English voice B with about one hour, and a Mandarin voice C with about 6.5 hours of recordings on a 16 kHz sampling rate. In this work only voice A is used which contains parts of Lewis Carroll’s children’s stories (Strom et al., 2006) (subset carroll), the Arctic corpus (Kominek et al., 2003) (subset arctic), and newspaper text (subset theherald 1, 2, 3). Additionally it has emphatic recordings (subset emphasis), world list recordings (subset worldlist), and carrier sentences (subset address and spelling).

#### 2.5.2 VCTK

The CSTR VCTK database (Veaux et al., 2017) consists of 110 English speakers with different accents. The recordings are at 48 kHz and have ~400 utterances per speaker. The 400 sentences are from a newspaper, the rainbow passage, and an elicitation paragraph. Only the newscaster sentences vary between the speakers and were selected based on a greedy algorithm for contextual and phonetic coverage.

#### 2.5.3 WSJCAM0

The WSJCAM0 (Fransen et al., 1994) database forms a UK English equivalent of a subset of the US American English WSJ0 database (Paul and Baker, 1992). It consists of 92 speakers reading 90 non-parallel speaker-independent utterances (training subset) and additional 48 speakers reading 40 sentences containing only words from a fixed 5000 word vocabulary and
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40 sentences from a fixed 64000 word vocabulary. Another 18 sentences are shared between all speakers. A head-mounted close-talking and a far-field desk microphone were used for the recordings at 16 kHz. In this thesis we use only the head-mounted close-talking microphone recordings.

To compensate for loudness differences we use a loudness normalization technique (Equation 2.1) to normalize all samples to an average root-mean squared value of $RMS = 0.1$.

\[
\tilde{x} = x \times \sqrt{\frac{T \cdot RMS^2}{\sum (x - x_{\text{mean}})^2}}
\]  

(2.1)

We also found a significant amount of background noise in some of the recordings. To reduce the noise we use a single channel spectral enhancement scheme (Cauchi et al., 2015) to pre-process the entire database.

2.5.4 SAVEE

The Surrey Audio-Visual Expressed Emotion (SAVEE) database (Haq et al., 2008) is an audio-visual British English database with sentences from TIMIT phonetically-balanced for each emotion. For each emotion three common, two emotion-specific, and ten generic sentences (different for each emotion) were taken from TIMIT. For neutral the three common and 2 * 6 emotion-specific sentences were additionally recorded, giving 30 neutral sentences in total. Four male (postgraduate students and researchers) acted in seven different emotions (neutral, anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise) resulting in a total of 480 utterances. The audio was recorded at 44.1 kHz. The database also contains visual and 3d dynamic face capture data, which we do not use in our experiments. The recordings of speaker 'KL' are significantly quieter than those of the other three speakers which can have a negative effect on the training of a TTS system. Thus we use the same loudness normalisation and background noise reduction technique as on WSJCAM0 (compare Section 2.5.3).

2.5.5 IEMOCAP

The Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture (IEMOCAP) (Busso et al., 2008) database is a commonly used database for speech emotion recognition (Mirsamadi et al., 2017; Ramet et al., 2018; Tarantino et al., 2019). It splits into five dialogue sessions of acted and spontaneous emotions with two different professional actors each, totalling ten speakers and approximately 12 hours of 48 KHz recordings. At least three fluent English speakers annotated the perceived emotion and the final emotion label was chosen based on majority vote. We apply the same loudness normalization and noise reduction techniques as on WSJCAM0 (see Section 2.5.3).
A Neural Generalised Command Response Model

Many aspects of speech control its affect such as duration, intonation, and frequency patterns. In our endeavour to improve affective speech synthesis we investigate aspects independently and try to improve perceived affect and/or their control. In this chapter we focus on intonation, i.e. pitch or fundamental frequency ($F_0$). Proper intonation like emphasis is important. For example, speech to speech translation requires transfer of paralinguistics from one language to another. If a speaker expresses emotion or emphasis in an input language, we would like those features to be present in the synthetic speech resulting from machine translation of speech recognition output.

In previous work at Idiap (Honnet et al., 2015), a model of prosody (actually intonation, $F_0$) based on the Command-Response (CR) model of Fujisaki et al. (1998) was studied. We give a detailed introduction to the CR model in Section 3.1.1. By contrast to the CR model, this Generalised Command Response (GCR) model can be extracted easily from an intonation contour using a matching pursuit algorithm (Mallat and Zhang, 1993). The time-local nature of its constituent atoms was shown (by design) to lend itself to transfer of emphasis. In particular, sections of intonation contours can be replaced with others that carry different meaning, all whilst retaining naturalness. A detailed explanation of the GCR model is given in Section 3.1.2.

In this chapter, we report on an investigation into how to use the GCR to generate longer intonation contours for more general models. Of course, such contours can be generated by any modern TTS system. However, we hope to retain the transfer capability of the GCR. The GCR also enables analysis of the underlying physiological process.

While the design of the GCR suggests the use of SNNs we instead emulate an SNN using a bidirectional RNN which is capable of generating spikes, hence atoms, for a given text. This allows us to rely on back-propagation training. It is a less risky task as we rely on a familiar technology. This work also forms a necessary precursor to the work of a new PhD student, who has recently started at Idiap, on the use of SNNs for ASR and TTS. The work additionally relies on an evolving number of training algorithms for SNNs with back-propagation proposed over the course of this thesis. It has already resulted in a publication (Bittar and Garner, 2021).
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We show that a bidirectional GRU based RNN can simulate the spikes that might be expected to come from a biological spiking network. We introduce a loss function for the training of spiking outputs which is inspired by losses in SNNs. It generalises the Spike Pattern Association Neuron (SPAN) algorithm (Mohemmed et al., 2013) from the literature to construct a loss function from GCR atoms, which can be backpropagated. We test the hypothesis that prosody generated by our neural model is natural (objectively and subjectively), even though it might vary from the ground truth and that generated by a baseline model. While our first model relies on a post-processing step, we extend it by embedding neural muscle models (Section 3.1.3) and adding a phrase component modelling ability. The model is able to learn the muscle parameters and thus improves on the previous version in objective and subjective scores.

The majority of the text in this chapter was originally published as:


3.1 Background

This section covers necessary background information for the research presented in this chapter. It starts with an introduction to the intonation model of Fujisaki et al. (1998), followed by the Generalised Command Response (GCR), which we model with an RNN in our research. We then introduce the neural filters previously developed at Idiap, which allow us to model the entire GCR with a single RNN. We give a rough overview over other research trends in intonation modelling and describe the main characteristics of SNNs.

3.1.1 Fujisaki’s Command Response Model

Fujisaki’s Command-Response (CR) Model (Fujisaki et al., 1998) is one of the most well known intonation models. Fujisaki assumes the LF₀ contour is a superposition of three components:

1. A constant base component depending on the speaker, speaking style, and emotion.

2. A global phrase component associated with a slow movement related to the depleting lungs.

3. Multiple local accent components for fast adaptation of LF₀.
The model has been successfully applied to a wide variety of languages including but not limited to Japanese, English, German, Greek, Korean, Spanish, Mandarin, Thai, Swedish and Bengal. Phrase and accent components can be negative, which was necessary for tonal languages and languages with pitch accents. The preeminent aspect of the model is its physiological interpretability. Fujisaki was able to relate the time varying components to the movement of the muscles controlling the vocal folds. In the following we will give the mathematical description of the CR model.

The constant base can be treated as a simple bias of the form $\ln F_b$. The time varying components differ in their activation. The phrase component is caused by impulses (phrase commands) while the accent components are represented as stepwise functions (accent commands). The phrase component is the impulse response of a second-order, critically-damped linear filter:

$$G_{pi}(t) = \begin{cases} \alpha_i^2 t e^{-\alpha_i t} & \text{if } t \geq 0 \\ 0 & \text{if } t < 0 \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

$\alpha_i^2$ is the natural angular frequency of the $i$th phrase control mechanism $G_{pi}$. The accent components are the response of a stepwise accent command of a second-order, critically-damped linear filter:

$$G_{aj}(t) = \begin{cases} \min \left[ 1 - (1 + \beta_j t) e^{-\beta_j t}, \gamma \right] & \text{if } t \geq 0 \\ 0 & \text{if } t < 0 \end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

$\beta_j^2$ is the natural angular frequency of the $j$th accent control mechanism component $G_{aj}$. $\gamma$ is the maximum threshold, which Fujisaki set to 0.9. The LF$_0$ contour can be represented as:

$$\ln F_0(t) = \ln F_b + \sum_{i=1}^I A_{pi} G_{pi}(t - T_{0i}) + \sum_{j=1}^J A_{aj} \left\{ G_{aj}(t - T_{1j}) - G_{aj}(t - T_{2j}) \right\}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

$I$ is the number of phrase components and $J$ the number of accent components. $A_{pi}$ and $A_{pj}$ are the magnitudes of the $i$th phrase and $j$th accent comand respectively. $T_{0i}$ is the time of the impulse of the phrase command $i$. $T_{1j}$ and $T_{2j}$ are the onset and offset times of the accent command $j$.

It is possible to extract the parameters of the CR model from audio. Several methods have been proposed including those of Agüero and Bonafonte (2005); Agüero et al. (2004); Kameoka et al. (2010); Mixdorff (2000); Narusawa et al. (2002) and more recently Torres and Gurlekian (2015). Generation of the model parameters for TTS is more difficult but was successfully implemented in the framework of HMMs in Kameoka et al. (2015).
3.1.2 Generalised Command-Response Model

Based on Fujisaki’s CR model a Generalised Command Response (GCR) model was developed in previous work at Idiap (Honnet et al., 2015; Gerazov et al., 2015) which has the same representative power. The main goal of the GCR was to develop a physiologically plausible intonation model based on muscle responses. At its core lies a muscle response to a nerve impulse, mathematically similar to the phrase component and phrase commands in the CR model. From this command-response perspective muscles are triggered by the brain through nerve impulses. Each nerve impulse creates a muscle twitch (Figure 3.1) and higher muscle activations are caused by sequences of impulses with a period shorter than that of the twitch. Honnet et al. (2015) argued that the step function accent commands of the CR model can be modelled by a train of spikes where the spikes are separated by only one frame. This allows to use the same type of critically-damped linear filters for the accent commands as for the phrase command.

![Figure 3.1 – Muscle response to a nerve impulse. Image taken from Honnet (2017) Section 5.3.2](image)

To model the impulse response of a muscle the gamma kernel was proposed:

\[ G_{k,\theta}(t) = \frac{1}{\theta^k \Gamma(k)} t^{k-1} e^{-t/\theta} \quad \text{for} \quad t \geq 0 \quad (3.4) \]

with \( k \) being the system order, \( \Gamma \) being the gamma function, and \( \theta \) determining the length of the kernel. \( k = 2 \) for a critically damped second-order system as well as the CR model, however, previous research (Gerazov et al., 2015) has found that \( k = 6 \) gives better approximations of the original LF\(_0\) contour.

To approximate the LF\(_0\) curve with a superposition of kernel functions the matching pursuit algorithm (Mallat and Zhang, 1993) was proposed. It uses a fixed length dictionary of kernel functions, which we will refer to as atoms from here on. The iterative algorithm finds an atom and its weight that correlates best with the signal. It then subtracts the chosen atom from the signal and continues with searching for the next best atom. The algorithm ends when a certain accuracy is achieved or a maximum number of atoms is reached. The matching pursuit algorithm finds the atoms, which allows direct computation of the impulse positions, however,
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each impulse has an amplitude/weight and the conversion to a sequence of impulses is non-trivial. Therefore the GCR assigns an amplitude to each spike instead of using a sequence of unit size spikes. The result of the matching pursuit algorithm can be seen in Figure 3.2. More atoms could be extracted to decrease the error between reconstruction and original $LF_0$.

![Figure 3.2 – Atom decomposition of $LF_0$ contour. Upper plot: Original $LF_0$ contour (red), reconstruction from atoms (green), phrase component (blue). Lower plot: Atom impulse responses with one colour per atom.](image)

Classical matching pursuit does not take into account the interpolated $LF_0$ of unvoiced regions and will try to follow the signal closely in them as well. Thus Gerazov et al. (2015) proposed to use a weighted RMSE as cost function within the matching pursuit algorithm. It assigns a weight to the whole signal based on the multiplication of voicing probability $p(t)$ (Ghahremani et al., 2014) and energy $e(t)$. This encourages the algorithm to ignore errors in unvoiced regions. Their algorithm also skips over silence in the beginning and end of the signal.

The GCR also modifies the phrase component to use the same Gamma kernel. It is mainly correlated to the physics of the speaker’s lung volume. It was necessary to use a constant $\theta_r$ during the rise and a variable $\theta_f$ for the fall. The phrase component is estimated and subtracted from the signal before running the matching pursuit algorithm.

$$G_{k, \theta_r, \theta_f}(t) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\theta_r^2 \Gamma(k)} t^{k-1} e^{-t/\theta_r} & \text{for } 0 \leq t \leq t_{rm} \\ \frac{1}{\theta_f^2 \Gamma(k)} t^{k-1} e^{-t'/\theta_f} & \text{for } t > t_{rm} \end{cases} \quad (3.5)$$
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\[ t_{rm} = (k - 1)\theta_r \]
\[ t_{fm} = (k - 1)\theta_f \]
\[ t' = t - (t_{rm} - t_{fm}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

Experiments have shown that the proposed model is capable of producing good representations in English, German, and French. Until now it was not possible to use the GCR for TTS (Honnet, 2017). Previous attempts used only non-recurrent NNs, which were state of the art at that time.

However, the GCR was successfully used to transplant emphasis from one to another language (Honnet and Garner, 2016). Atom parameters are clustered with a random forest algorithm based on contextual factors on the word-level. Observations showed that a maximum of five atoms are required for an emphasised word. In a first step a TTS system synthesises the neutral version of the sentence. Then matching pursuit is used to extract its atoms. From the random forests the atoms of the emphasised word are obtained and substitute the neutral atoms of that word. The method greatly improved the perceived emphasis.

3.1.3 Neural Filters

As part of a Master Thesis at Idiap Marelli (2018) has developed a neural implementation of a Spring-Damper-Mass (SDM) system. The filter was designed to substitute the muscle response behaviour in the GCR model and also matches Fujisaki’s assumption that command signals are filtered by second order systems. The filter itself is similar to a second-order Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) synapse, which has been analysed before (Back and Tsoi, 1991; Campolucci and Piazza, 2000). He extended that analysis by investigating and solving the gradient explosion issues that can prevent the convergence of recurrent units (Pascanu et al., 2012), when applying back-propagation through time (Werbos, 1990). Parts of this section can be found in the collaborative publication (Marelli et al., 2019), however, it must be noted that the content of this Section 3.1.3 was developed by Marelli and is repeated for context here. The collaborative work is limited to the integration of the neural filters in the TTS system discussed in Section 3.4.

The generic discrete transfer function of an SDM system is

\[ y_{(k)} = Gx_{(k)} + \alpha y_{(k-1)} + \beta y_{(k-2)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

with \( x \) the command signal, \( y \) the response, \( G \) the gain, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) the recurrence coefficients of the model, and \( k \) the discrete time step. It is equivalent to the equation of a second-order linear all-pole digital filter (Figure 3.3).

Given that the SDM system is second-order time recurrent, it would make sense to model it by an RNN. Implementations such as Long Short-Term Memories (LSTMs) or GRUs can indeed
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Figure 3.3 – Second-order linear all-pole digital filter.

learn second order recurrence. Nevertheless their behaviour is strongly non-linear and they are over-parametrised for an SDM model. Therefore he proposed a simpler implementation of linear second-order recurrent units based on (3.7).

The expectation is that gradient descent optimisation can be used for the extraction of the filter parameters, as iterative methods have proven to be efficient for digital filter design problems (Howell and Gordon, 2001). However, gradient explosion issues are inherent to recurrent units training (Pascanu et al., 2012). To study the convergence properties of the model, he derived the gradient equations of (3.7) using back-propagation through time (Werbos, 1990). The obtained expressions are given in (3.8 – 3.10), with \( K_n \) defined in (3.11).

\[
\frac{\partial y(k)}{\partial \alpha} = \sum_{n=0}^{k-1} [y(k-1-n) \cdot K_n] \quad (3.8)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial y(k)}{\partial \beta} = \sum_{n=0}^{k-2} [y(k-2-n) \cdot K_n] \quad (3.9)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial y(k)}{\partial x(k-n)} = GK_n \quad (3.10)
\]

\[
K_n = \begin{cases} 
\alpha K_{n-1} + \beta K_{n-2} & \text{if } n > 0 \\
1 & \text{if } n = 0 \\
0 & \text{if } n < 0 
\end{cases} \quad (3.11)
\]

The gradient explosion is caused by the recurrence in \( K_n \). The analysis of (3.11) reveals that a sufficient condition to prevent gradient explosion is that all the poles of the model have a modulus lower than one (i.e. the modelled system stability implies the stability of the gradient). When targeting only complex conjugate pairs the model can be expressed in polar notation

\[
y(k) = GX(k) + 2\rho \cos(\phi) y(k-1) - \rho^2 y(k-2) \quad (3.12)
\]
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with $\rho$ the modulus and $\phi$ the phase of the poles. This assumption is not a limitation for muscle modelling, as muscle responses tend to behave as under-damped or critically damped systems (Gerazov and Garner, 2016). This, in turn, allows to express the stability constraint as (3.13), which can be imposed by using a compressing transformation (Campolucci and Piazza, 2000) as sigmoid (3.14). The cosine of the pole angle can also be transformed to use the whole parameter space by defining $c$ in (3.15).

$$|\rho| \leq 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13) \\
$$\rho = \sigma(p)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.14) \\
$$\cos(\phi) = \tanh(c)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

The reformulation of the system

$$y(k) = Gx(k) + 2\sigma(p) \tanh(c) y(k-1) - \sigma^2(p) y(k-2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

is used to implement trainable muscle models integrated in neural networks. The network simply has to learn $p$ and $c$ and the gradient explosion issues are prevented. Marelli (2018) also investigated the vanishing gradient problem and could show that using the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) optimiser efficiently prevents it.

Toy experiments were conducted to demonstrate the modelling capabilities of the proposed neural filter. A database of 500 white noise samples of 200 frames was filtered by the target filter and white noise was added. 80% of the database was used to train a neural filter. The learned filter parameters indeed approached the target filter parameters with sufficient training steps for a wide range of filter parameters. It was also tested whether the system can learn a superposition of two filters. For that the white noise samples were processed by two filters, then summed, and random noise was added afterwards. The experiments showed that it was indeed possible to learn the filter parameters of both filters.

3.1.4 Related Work

In this section we will list related works of intonation modelling. One can roughly separate the research into two categories: First, the models of superposition, which describe the intonation contour as a superposition of functions. Those functions arise from linguistic or physiological events. Second, pure Deep Neural Network (DNN) methods which assume that relevant patterns are extracted from sufficient training data. We further split DNN models into models which predict only $F_0$ and those which provide full TTS where the intonation features only appear in latent representations within the network.
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Superposition Intonation Models

Numerous approaches to modelling prosody by the superposition of multiple $F_0$ contours exist. E.g. the General Superposition Model of Intonation (Van Santen and Möbius, 2000) models the pitch contour through a decomposition of microprosodic segmental perturbations, an accent and a phrase curve.

The Tilt model (Taylor, 2000) describes the pitch contour as a sequence of events with specific shapes that can be automatically extracted. The model produces a sequence of Tilt components with a position, amplitude, and a Tilt parameter describing the shape of the component. The Tilt parameter specifies the rise and fall shape of the event in the range of $[-1, 1]$, where 0 indicates a symmetric shape. $F_0$ is reconstructed by adding the Tilt shapes and applying linear interpolation between them.

Hirst and Espesser (1993) create a smoothed macromelodic intonation curve by approximating $F_0$ with a (piece-wise) quadratic spline function. The approximation is chosen so that no value of the original curve is more than a specific threshold above it. The authors assume that all microprosodic effects consist of lowering the macroprosodic curve. “Interesting” tonal segments are extracted based on an alphabet of 8 symbols, consisting of absolute tones (top, mid, and bottom), relative tones (higher, same, and lower), and iterative relative tones (upstepped or downstepped). This labelling system is called the INTSINT (INInternational Transcription System for INTonation) model (Hirst et al., 2000). It also allows automatic parameter extraction of the Tone and Break Indices (ToBI) model (Silverman et al., 1992) that divides prosody into multiple tiers of linguistic focus.

The Superposition of Functional Contours (SFC) model (Bailly and Holm, 2005) is a data driven approach that models the pitch contour by a superposition of intonation prototypes. A NN learns a set of function contours (prototypes) based on metalinguistic information. Once trained, an intonation contour can be decomposed into these contours. The shape of the prototypes is not restricted and entirely learned from the data.

A common drawback of all models above is that none of them is based on observations of the physiological production aspect. The work closest to our approach is that of Hojo et al. (2017) where the CR model is represented by a constrained HMM, and a DNN predicts the posteriori probability of its states. A Viterbi-like algorithm extracts the most probable sequence based on the posteriors. The $L_F$ generation based on the sequence is then straightforward and has been done before (Kameoka et al., 2015).

Neural Intonation Models

With the advent of DNNs in all speech related research areas many neural intonation models were developed, starting already in the 90s (Traber, 1991; Chen et al., 1998). While they are less relevant for the work in this chapter, we give a quick overview over recent techniques. The first DNN models proposed, predict only $L_F$ from textual or other context features. Newer
methods are integrated in the TTS pipeline and predict some latent representation of prosody as an intermediate representation within the neural network. We will list work in both domains in the following.

One of the first approaches was Fernandez et al. (2014). The authors use a bidirectional LSTM to model the long and short dependencies in $F_0$ prediction. Their model outperforms non-recurrent networks in subjective listening tests.

A major problem of prosody generation on expressive speech is the averaging effect. Prosody generation is an ill-posed problem, in the sense that the same sentence can have multiple plausible intonation curves, which depend on the desired meaning. When training a model on a database with the different intonation curves, it will learn to achieve the lowest MSE on all of them by predicting an average kind of prosody. This average prosody is usually perceived as flat, boring, and also unnatural by human listeners.

Hodari et al. (2019) proposed to use a VAE-based generative model to address the averaging effect. The VAE places the most “average” representation close to the mean of the Gaussian prior. By sampling towards the tails of the prior distribution, it is possible to generate varying and plausible intonation curves. The network is trained with $F_0$ and linguistic features as input in an encoder-decoder structure with the VAE at the bottleneck between them. The decoder is also conditioned on the linguistic features. At inference time either the prior mean or the tails from the distribution are used. Subjective tests proved that the sampling from the tails produced more varied intonation while maintaining the same level of naturalness.

Wang et al. (2017a) proposed an autoregressive network with multiple levels of feedback. This is achieved by summarising previously predicted values over linguistic segments (frames, phonemes, and syllables) with a moving average. Instead of LF0, which is artificially interpolated in unvoiced regions, the model predicts quantised $F_0$ steps including an unvoiced symbol. The model is trained with a hierarchical softmax layer which takes into account the special characteristics of the unvoiced symbol. The model produces shapes close to human production. The model was further improved in Wang et al. (2019b) by using a Vector-Quantised Variational Autoencoder (VQ-VAE) where the latent vectors operate on the phoneme level. As the model learns a codebook of $F_0$ events it can be seen as a modern approach to tilt events.

Kenter et al. (2019a) generate duration, as well as energy $c_0$ besides $F_0$. Similar to Hodari et al. (2019) they use a VAE to obtain sentence-level prosody embeddings. Additionally, they propose a hierarchical model which has layers operating at different frequencies. On the encoder side one RNN is used to aggregate frame-level features to syllable-level features, another to do the same from phoneme-level features. The results are concatenated with upsampled word- and sentence-level features before fed into another RNN. The decoder operates similarly in reverse order. The model is able to transfer prosody from a source sentence but also produce a variety of valid contours thanks to the VAE.
3.2. Atom Prediction

As part of the complete TTS pipeline Stanton et al. (2018) extend Tactron GST (detailed description in Section 4.1.2) with a GST predictor from textual features. They propose two models, where the first predicts the weight of the learned GSTs, while the second predicts one style embedding directly. Listeners did not prefer one over the other. The model is able to learn speaking styles when trained on a 147 hours single speaker database of English audiobooks.

Hodari et al. (2021) suggest to use suprasegmental context information to predict latent word-level prosody representations. Those representations are first learned with an auto-encoder with temporal bottleneck based on words. Then a prosody predictor is trained to predict them from text-derived features. The word-level prosody representations were also found helpful as input to an external duration model.

3.1.5 Spiking Neural Networks

Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) are built out of neurons which attempt to model biological neurons as closely as possible. Information travels within the network in the form of spike trains with equal amplitude. Neurons of SNNs can perform multiple operations depending on the incoming spike trains (Kouh and Poggio, 2008), which makes them more flexible compared to their counter parts in artificial NNs. Based on the spiking nature of the model stimuli can be modelled as complex spatio-temporal spike patterns or synchrony on a set of neurons in the network, which is impossible in classical artificial NNs.

Spiking neurons rest at a constant membrane potential which is lowered or raised by incoming spikes, but always decays back to its resting potential over time. When enough incoming spikes raise the potential above a threshold, the neuron fires a spike and enters a phase of refractoriness before it accepts incoming spikes again. A well known implementation is the leaky integrate-and-fire model, which is similar to a simple electrical circuit with a capacitor in parallel with a resistor, which is in line with a battery, driven by a current. Spikes are received through step functions in the current.

While SNNs offer a set of desirable properties, training them remains challenging. The classical stochastic gradient descent relies on gradients, which cannot be obtained easily due to the non-differentiable nature of spiking neurons. A range of alternative learning approaches were developed in recent years (Bodyanskiy and Dolotov, 2013; Bengio et al., 2015; Bellec et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2020; Comsa et al., 2020). However, the computational costs of these models forces small network complexity far off from conventional artificial NNs, and even further from the human brain they try to resemble.

3.2 Atom Prediction

Given that GCR atoms approximate (groups of) muscle responses to neural spikes, it would make sense to use an SNN to generate these atoms. The generated spikes would be filtered
by muscle responses to generate the pitch contour. However, the choice of a spiking network paradigm is not obvious. Rather than use an explicit spiking paradigm such as leaky integrate and fire, we instead emulate such a network using a conventional backpropagation network, given the authors' familiarity with conventional back-propagation based deep learning algorithms and toolkits. In this work we use a bidirectional RNN which is capable of generating spikes, hence atoms, for a given text. This in turn allows us to introduce a loss function for the training of spiking outputs in this section which is inspired by losses in SNNs. Furthermore, we explain how to weight the loss of different frames with respect to spike positions and V/UV decision to achieve good generalisation.

3.2.1 Atom Loss

For a regression task, which targets spiking output of varying amplitudes, the commonly used MSE is not an appropriate loss function as it does not consider any temporal information of spikes. As an example, a spike which is shifted by a few frames away from the target spike results in the same error as a spike far away from any target spike. This misleading evaluation of error significantly worsens the ability of the NN to generalise. The problem breaks down to measuring the distance between two spike trains. Various methods exist to compute such a distance such as the Victor-Purpura metric (Victor and Purpura, 1997), the Van Rossum Similarity Measure (Rossum, 2001), the Schreiber et al. Similarity Measure (Schreiber et al., 2003), the Hunter-Milton Similarity Measure (Hunter and Milton, 2003), Event Synchronisation (Quiroga et al., 2002), Stochastic Event Synchrony (SES) (Dauwels et al., 2008), and the modulus- and max-metrics (Rusu and Florian, 2014).

In general we are interested in a learning rule that uses such temporally-aware measurements to compute losses during training. We have not found a suitable learning rule in the literature for feed-forward NN or RNNs but instead in the field of SNNs. The closest precedent to the learning rule we propose is the SPAN method (Mohemmed et al., 2013). In SPAN, each spike is convolved with an “alpha” kernel which adds temporal information of the spike to all surrounding/succeeding frames. On the resulting continuous output MSE can be used as the learning rule. The authors of the SPAN method state that other kernel functions are possible as Gaussian, linear, and exponential kernels (Ponulak and Kasiński, 2010). The choice of kernel in the literature is driven by the supposed shape of the post-synaptic potential of neurons in the human brain. However, the spikes we are interested in represent muscle impulses with responses modelled by a gamma kernel as described in 3.1.2. We therefore use the gamma kernel as the kernel function. The length $\theta$ of the kernel is by no means obvious. While the desired length of correctly placed spikes is known, no ground truth is available for incorrectly placed spikes. We found that a single short kernel with $\theta = 0.01$ for all convolutions adds the required temporal information to each spike.

Let us define the matrix $G$ which has the coefficients of the gamma kernel on its leading and above leading diagonals with size $(T \times T)$ where $T$ is the number of frames in a training...
sample. Further define \( y_o \) as the output of the NN and \( y_d \) as the desired output each of size \((T \times 1)\). All spikes can be convolved independently from each other with the kernel function by \( \text{diag}(y) \cdot G = Y \) (compare Figure 3.4).

![Figure 3.4 – Frame-wise convolution of NN output \( y_o \) and desired output \( y_d \) and the following steps to compute the frame-level error. The coloured boxes indicate reappearing components during the computation.](image)

We denote \( \tilde{y}_d \) as the desired enveloped output given by the sum of all rows of \( \tilde{Y}_d \) which corresponds to a superposition of envelopes. The error at each time step \( t \) is computed by

\[
er_{t} = \sum_{i=t}^{t+\Delta t} (Y_{o,t,i} - \tilde{y}_{d,i})^2
\]

(3.17)

with \( Y_{o,t,i} \) being the \( t \)-th row and \( i \)-th column of \( Y_o \), and \( \tilde{y}_{d,i} \) being the \( i \)-th entry in \( \tilde{y}_d \). \( \Delta t \) is given by the length of the gamma kernel used to convolve each spike and represents the number of frames where a spike takes effect. To limit the interval of the sum to \([t, t+\Delta t]\) is critical so that the error is not affected by succeeding parts of the sequence where the spike cannot take effect. To compute the sum efficiently we define the matrix \( S \) of size \((T \times T)\) which is the same matrix as \( G \) but with ones at non-zero entries of \( G \) and zero otherwise. By utilising the Hadamard product \( E = S \odot Y_E \), with \( Y_E = \text{square}[Y_o - \text{1}_{\tilde{Y}_d}] \) and \( \text{square}[\cdot] \) being the element-wise square operation, entries outside the \([t, t+\Delta t]\) interval are zeroed. The error at
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time step $t$ is given by the squared norm of the $t$-th row of $E$.

$$err_t = \|E_t\|_2^2$$ (3.18)

Note that the error is computed frame-wise without the superposition of the enveloped NN output, which means that neighbouring spikes cannot interfere. When allowing the interference of spikes two problems arise:

- The NN learns to represent a single target spike by multiple smaller spikes (Figure 3.5 left).
- The NN predicts many spikes with opposite amplitude which cancel out (Figure 3.5 right).

![Graphs showing NN output vs target and NN output - target](image.png)

Figure 3.5 – Problems arising when allowing neighbouring spikes to interfere in the loss function.

The former problem is an acceptable variation to our model when assuming that a muscle response is not triggered by a single nerve impulse but multiple ones. However, the latter problem gives clearly unintended and physiological implausible behaviour. Therefore we use the frame-wise atom loss hereafter. A NN trained with the above learning rule gives an activation around each spike and thus requires a post-processing step to identify the peaks.$^1$

$^1$We use the `scipy.signal.find_peaks_cwt` function.
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3.2.2 Amplitude Prediction

For any atom the prediction of position, amplitude and length $\theta$ is required. A single position flag trained with atom loss introduced above in Section 3.2.1 gives good estimates of the position of spikes ($y_{d,t} \in \{-1, 0, 1\}$) but cannot predict amplitude and length at the same time. Unfortunately, we were not able to train a NN to predict a $\theta$ value directly. The set of $\theta$s was found empirical in previous research and might not be optimal. This might hamper the NN to learn it from the data. Instead, besides the position flag, the NN is trained with MSE to predict one amplitude per $\theta$ for a fixed set of $\theta$s. The set of $\theta$s needs enough values to allow an approximation of the target LF$_0$ contour with low error, but is limited which corresponds to the limited number of articulators in the human larynx. When training on amplitude spikes the problem of a highly unbalanced training set arises (>99.8% of all frames are zero). A network trained with MSE will therefore uniformly predict zeros and achieve a >99.8% accuracy. The problem can be solved by small adaptations to data and loss. First each amplitude spike is convolved by a normal distribution in time with a window of 51 frames. Secondly the loss of frames which are non-zero in the desired output are increased while all others are decreased resulting in a Weighted Mean-Squared-Error (WMSE).

3.2.3 Voiced/Unvoiced Prediction

The network also predicts a flag for V/UV LF$_0$ where values >0.5 are mapped to voiced frames. The target V/UV flag is used to decrease the weight of both losses (atoms and amplitudes) by 0.5 on unvoiced frames. The value of 0.5 was confirmed by a heuristic search. By this the network spends less effort on improving parts which are silent after synthesis.

3.3 Experiments

In running experiments, we mean to test the hypothesis that the basic procedure described above is a plausible approach to generate natural sounding intonation. The system is preliminary. A-priori we do not expect it to generate state-of-the-art intonation contours; rather, we simply aim to validate that the approach produces plausible intonation contours while retaining the physiological interpretability of the GCR model.

3.3.1 Experimental Setup

We test our proposed model on the speech database released for the 2008 Blizzard Challenge (detailed description in 2.5.1). We only use those samples which can be represented by a single phrase atom. 5% of all samples are set aside for testing which corresponds to approximately 20 minutes. We extract context embeddings and WORLD vocoder features as described in Section 2.2. From the extracted LF$_0$, atoms are computed by matching pursuit as proposed by Honnet et al. (2015) including a single phrase atom. Atom amplitudes are mean-variance normalised.
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The length of an atom is limited to nine discrete values \( \theta \in \{0.01, 0.015, 0.02, \ldots, 0.05\} \) which were found to be able to model the \( L_0 \) contour with low error in previous research (Gerazov et al., 2015).

### 3.3.2 Network Topologies

The baseline system is similar to the one used by Ronanki et al. (2017) following the usual approach by predicting acoustic features plus their dynamic components. It consists of two feed-forward ReLU layers of 1024 nodes, three bidirectional GRUs with 512 nodes each, and a final linear output layer with 187 nodes (features + \( \Delta + \Delta \Delta \)). The model is trained with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) on 35 epochs (learning rate 0.002).

To emulate an SNN we use a bidirectional RNN as described in Gers et al. (2002). Rather than use LSTMs with peepholes as in that paper, we use the GRU of Cho et al. (2014) where peepholes are moot. The model we propose consists of three feed-forward ReLU layers with 128 nodes, two bi-directional GRUs with 64 nodes each, two feed-forward ReLU layers with 128 nodes, and a final linear output layer with 11 nodes. It predicts one V/UV flag, nine amplitudes (one per \( \theta \)), and a spike position flag. The model is trained with Adam on 55 epochs (learning rate 0.0002). In both cases we use \( \beta_1 = 0.9, \beta_2 = 0.999, \epsilon = 10^{-8} \) for Adam.

### 3.3.3 Synthesis

For all tests the original durations, MFCCs, and BAPs are used as we are only interested in the impact of different \( L_0 \)s on naturalness. For the baseline system \( L_0 \) is improved by MLPG using variances computed from the training data. The waveform is synthesised by the WORLD vocoder.

In our proposed model, the spike position flag is post-processed to identify its peaks which results in a value of \( \{-1, 0, 1\} \) per frame. Atoms are constructed by taking the maximum of the nine predicted amplitudes for positive spikes and the minimum for negative spikes respectively. The \( \theta \) value is implicitly given by the index of the selected amplitude within the nine outputs. \( L_0 \) is reconstructed by superposition of all predicted atoms and the original phrase atom (Figure 3.6, more figures can be found in Appendix A).

### 3.3.4 Objective Results

To objectively compare the models we compute the RMSE of \( F_0 \) on all frames which are voiced either in the target data or in the network prediction, and the V/UV error rate. Our model performs slightly worse than the baseline system (compare Table 3.1) but certainly close enough to validate our hypothesis that the approach is plausible.
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Figure 3.6 – Synthetic features on a temporal scale of 5 ms per frame. Plot descriptions from top to bottom: 1: Nine amplitude outputs (one per $\theta$). 2: Spike position flag before post-processing. 3: Atom spikes generated from spike position and amplitude max/min, V/UV flag (unvoiced frames grey). 4: Target atom spikes and target V/UV flag (unvoiced frames grey). 5: $LF_0$ (without phrase component) NN reconstruction (blue, solid), target reconstruction (red, dotted), original (green, dashed) and target V/UV flag (unvoiced frames grey).

Figure 3.7 – Subjective score of MUSHRA intonation test. Medians as orange lines. Sample averages as green triangles. Outliers as circles.
Table 3.1 – Objective results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$F_0$ RMSE</th>
<th>V/UV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>44.46 Hz</td>
<td>5.43 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atom</td>
<td>49.89 Hz</td>
<td>5.94 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.5 Subjective Results

We measure the naturalness of the synthesised speech by a MUSHRA test (Figure 3.7) where we compare our model (atom) and the baseline (baseline) with the speech produced by the vocoder (copy synthesis) with the original acoustic features (reference). We randomly select a subset of 20 samples from the test set excluding those where the speaker takes a breath half way through as those samples require further phrase atoms. 17 non-native but fluent English speakers participated in the test. Each of them was asked to listen to 5 randomly selected samples from that subset and rate them on a scale from 0 to 100. They were told to focus on prosody only and ignore minor fuzzy/buzzy artefacts. As the most natural prosody is found in the reference sample, we excluded 18 results where the listener rated the baseline or the atom system more than 10 points higher than that reference. A two-tailed paired t-test on the individual ratings for the baseline and atom system gives a p-value of $p = 0.12 > 0.05$, i.e. we do not have evidence that the two systems are significantly different on a difference level of 0.05. The two-tailed paired t-tests show that both systems are significantly different to the reference. The p-value for baseline – reference is $p = 1.39 \times 10^{-9}$, and for atom – reference: $p = 2.54 \times 10^{-12}$.

3.4 End-to-End Atom Prediction

The model proposed in the last section has three limitations:

1. The Gamma kernels that filter the spikes are not trainable. Their parameters are imposed before training the system and may not be optimal.

2. The trained RNN is not able to generate true spikes. The amplitude and position of the command signals are split into two separate channels, requiring post-processing of the outputs to recover spikes. This post-processing operation prevents gradient back-propagation from the pitch curve.

3. The system cannot be used to predict the phrase component used by the GCR to reconstruct the $LF_0$. It therefore requires an external source providing the phrase curve to generate intonation contours. The model can therefore not be used to generate intonation contours without additional information regarding the phrase curve.

In this section we propose to overcome the aforementioned limitations by training an End-to-End (E2E) neural network to generate $LF_0$. This system includes trainable muscle models.
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and the generation of phrase components, both without post-processing, that allow the optimisation of the muscle parameters for intonation synthesis. To build this system, we take advantage of the existing model and replace the post-processing steps by trainable muscle models based on the second-order IIR filter explained in Section 3.1.3 (Figure 3.8). The model is a source-filter model which differs from the commonly used speech production models by generating only LF0 and using temporal static but trained filters. Additionally, the source and filter prediction models are trained together in an E2E fashion.

Of course, any modern TTS systems can predict LF0 (e.g. Wu et al. (2016)). The proposed system differs in the sense that it retains the physiologically inspired behaviour of the GCR model, by enforcing spiky command signals and muscle model filtering. This will allow us to conserve its transfer capability and physiological interpretation.

![Figure 3.8 – GCR intonation synthesis systems. Left: previous model. Right: proposed E2E model. The post-processing step is replaced by trainable muscle models to enable training directly on the LF0 curve in an E2E fashion.](image)

3.4.1 Neural Network Implementation

In the GCR model, the output filters approximate muscle activation. Different models for muscle response are investigated by Gerazov and Garner (2015). Even though previous research (Prom-On et al., 2009; Gerazov et al., 2015) has shown that higher order systems can improve intonation modelling performance, we use a second-order SDM muscle model in this work. This choice is consistent with Fujisaki’s assumption that intonation is generated by second order systems (Fujisaki and Hirose, 1984). Moreover, it is possible to obtain more complex responses by combining multiple second order models, so that this choice is not restrictive.

We integrate the trainable muscle models into the existing system by replacing the post-processing step with a new muscle models layer (Figure 3.8). In contrast to the previous system, the command signals are not split into separate position and amplitude channels. The former position output signal is therefore removed from the system. The amplitude outputs become the command inputs for the new muscle models layer. The V/UV prediction output remains unchanged as it is independent from the post-processing.
Figure 3.9 – Muscle models layer. Each muscle model $\phi_i$ is associated to a normalisation gain $G_i$. All the outputs are summed and the phrase bias $B$ is added to reconstruct $LF_0$.

The new muscle models layer has one recurrent unit $\phi_i$ per GCR muscle (Figure 3.9). Each output is multiplied by a gain that normalises the L2 norm of the impulse response of the filters (the linearity of the models implies that the gains can be applied on the input or the output signals equally). The normalisation allows an easier interpretation of the command signals, and is consistent with the previous system that also uses normalised muscle responses. Moreover, normalisation gains help balance the impact of the gradients on the different muscle models. Trainable gains could create dominant filters that would receive higher gradients, resulting in uneven convergence speed across the muscle models.

The gain that normalises the impulse response of a filter depends only on its poles. This relationship can be computed analytically. However, as the exact expressions are difficult and computationally heavy, we use the numerical approximation in Equation 3.19. The parameters $A_0$ to $A_4$ are computed with the linear least squares method. The approximation achieves less than 5% error for atoms with $\theta \in [0.01, 0.35]$.

$$G = A_0 + A_1 \rho + A_2 \rho^2 + A_3 \exp \rho + A_4 \exp \rho^2$$ (3.19)

The final $LF_0$ contour is given by summing up the normalised filter responses and adding a trainable bias, which compensates for the non-zero mean of $LF_0$. We believe that a trainable bias, which can depend on a global speaker ID input, is more flexible than training on a normalised $LF_0$ target. Compared to the existing model, the bias compensates the main shift of the phrase component.

Instead of starting from a random initialisation point we can start with a pre-trained non-E2E atom model, following the same training procedure as in the last section. Predicting spikes is
a complex task, and we can use a priori knowledge provided by the existing system to provide a sensible initialisation point for our model. Thanks to the use of a similar architecture, the parameters of the input RNN can be loaded from a trained atom system. The associated parameters of the non-trainable muscle models can serve as initialisation point for our new muscle model. Nevertheless, the muscle models used in the former architecture are gamma-shaped atoms whose impulse response is

\[ f_{K,\theta}(t) = \frac{1}{\theta^K \Gamma(K)} t^{K-1} e^{-t/\theta} \quad \text{for } t \geq 0 \]  

(3.20)

with \( K \) and \( \theta \) the shape and scale of the atom and \( t \) the continuous time variable. To use the previous muscle parameters a relationship between gamma atoms and discrete linear filters is required. Setting \( K = 2 \) and using an impulse-invariant transformation (Gardner, 1986) to discretise (3.20) relates the pole modulus of discrete linear filters to the scale of gamma atoms

\[ \rho = \exp\left(-\frac{T_s}{\theta}\right) \]  

(3.21)

with \( T_s \) the sampling period. Since the filters are normalised, the gain relationship can be ignored.

3.4.2 Experimental Validation

In running experiments, we want to validate the assumption that the proposed E2E system can reproduce the behaviour of the GCR model, and generate the phrase contribution. We are also testing the hypothesis that the fixed muscle parameters used in the atom model are not optimal for intonation generation by a neural network, and that trainable models will converge to values giving better performance matching the quality of a strong baseline.

We use a subset of the 2008 Blizzard Challenge speech database (see 2.5.1; about 5.7 hours) to test our model. 5% (17 minutes) is set aside for test and evaluation set respectively. Context embeddings and WORLD vocoder features are used as before. We use a set of nine muscles for the GCR, initialised with gamma scales \( \theta \in \{0.03, 0.045, \ldots, 0.15\} \), approximating the ones used in previous research (Gerazov et al., 2015).

Network Topologies and Training

We use the same baseline system as in Section 3.3.2. The E2E system is initialised with a pre-trained atom model, which uses the same topology and training as described before. At first the E2E model is trained for 50 epochs (learning rate of 0.001), without the phrase bias, on LF\(_0\) from which the phrase contribution is removed. It is then trained with phrase bias on non-normalised LF\(_0\) for another 50 epochs (learning rate of 0.0006). Note that training the system without initialisation converges but deteriorates the reconstruction performance.
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The loss is computed by summing the MSE of LF₀ on the voiced frames and the MSE of the V/UV output weighted by 0.3. In order to generate spiky command signals that fit the behaviour of an GCR model, we apply a temporal L1 constraint (Tibshirani, 1996) on the outputs of the atom model weighted by 0.3. Without this penalisation the generated command signals are not sparse and cannot be assimilated to GCR spikes (Figure 3.11). The learning rate is reduced using a plateau scheduler with a patience of five, a relative threshold of 0.001 and a factor of 0.3. All the networks are trained using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with $\beta_1 = 0.9$, $\beta_2 = 0.999$, $\epsilon = 10^{-8}$.

Objective Scores

The performance of the models is objectively measured by the RMSE of F₀ on all the target voiced frames and the V/UV error rate. Table 3.2 shows that the proposed E2E system significantly improves the performance on the existing atom model, and the obtained objective performance closely matches the score of the strong baseline system. The signals generated by the trained system are plotted in Figure 3.10, which shows the ability of the model to generate spiky signals and to synthesise the phrase component. For the tested E2E system the muscle parameters converge to the values $\theta \in \{0.01, 0.019, 0.02, 0.021, 0.037, 0.042, 0.145\}$ which are different from the initial ones. This validates our hypothesis that the fixed values used in the atom model are not optimal for this task.
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Figure 3.11 – Signals generated by the E2E model when trained without a temporal L1 constraint. Description as in Figure 3.10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$F_0$ RMSE</th>
<th>V/UV error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>21.3 Hz</td>
<td>10.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atom</td>
<td>28.8 Hz</td>
<td>14.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2E</td>
<td>22.3 Hz</td>
<td>10.7 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subjective Measurements

We synthesise the samples with the WORLD vocoder using the original durations, MGCs, and BAPs; only the impact of $LF_0$ is measured. For the baseline $LF_0$ is improved by MLPG. The naturalness of the synthesised speech is evaluated through a MUSHRA test. It compares our model (E2E) to the previous system (atom), an anchor (only the phrase component), the baseline, and the speech synthesised using the original $LF_0$ (reference). 20 random samples from the evaluation set have been selected for evaluation by 42 fluent English speakers. Each of them was asked to rate 5 random samples of this subset on a scale from 0 to 100, focusing on prosody only and ignoring minor artefacts. About half of the participants had background in speech processing.

A two-tailed paired t-test on the individual ratings of the baseline and E2E system gives
Figure 3.12 – Subjective score of MUSHRA intonation test. Medians as lines, sample averages as triangles, outliers as circles.

\[ p = 0.746 > 0.1, \] proving that the proposed model achieves the same perceived quality as a strong baseline system. The quality of the atom model is worse, with the p-value of E2E–Atom being \[ p = 0.0002 < 0.1. \] This is expected because the evaluation set contains multi-phrase samples, while the atom model can correctly model single-phrase samples only. Thus, the proposed model achieves a better performance on a more complex task.

### 3.5 Conclusion

We have shown that the combination of an emulated spiking network, a dictionary of atoms representing muscle responses, and a SPAN-inspired training algorithm can generate reasonable intonation contours. Although “reasonable” is open to interpretation, the algorithm produces subjective results that are not significantly different from an accepted baseline. The proposed training algorithm for spiking targets enables the use of DNNs in other research fields currently dominated by SNNs.

Furthermore we extended our model to an E2E model with embedded trainable second-order linear all-pole digital filters, that can generate natural sounding intonation, provided that suitable stability conditions are imposed. A temporal L1 constraint allows to produce spiky command signals to drive muscle responses, thus reproducing the behaviour of a GCR model. Taking advantage of the flexibility of E2E networks, the system can also generate the phrase component in \( L_0 \). The objective and subjective results of this model closely match those of a strong baseline.

We noticed a clustering effect in the muscle models of the E2E model, indicating that fewer filters might be necessary. Future work could focus on analysing the effect of a reduced filter number. Additionally, the obtained muscle parameters and command signal shapes allow the psycho-linguistic analysis of the behaviour, to improve understanding the GCR model.
In the previous chapter we have looked exclusively at pitch (more precisely the fundamental frequency $F_0$) and how we can develop an interpretable control within the neural network framework. But pitch is only one of the aspects which changes between neutral and affective speech. In this chapter we focus on the spectral features of emotional speech and how to develop a low-dimensional simple control for it.

VTLN is a technique first developed in ASR to normalise between different speakers (Cohen et al., 1995; Zolnay et al., 2005; Giuliani and Gerosa, 2003; Jaitly and Hinton, 2013). The technique was inspired by the observation that one significant difference between speakers is the length of their vocal tract. This length can vary from around 18 cm in males to around 13 cm in females. The length of the vocal tract is inversely proportional to the formant frequency positions. This leads to a variation of around 25% in formant center frequencies among speakers. ASR systems use VTLN to normalise different speakers to an average speaker before processing their speech with the same backbone system. It is well known that TTS systems can use the same technique to adapt an average voice to a specific voice, also called reverse VTLN. The number of parameters required for VTLN is much smaller compared to transform-based adaptations, offering an effective control for spectral feature adaptation.

Based on VTLN (section 4.2) we develop a neural APW layer (section 4.3), which is capable of temporal-aware warping of the spectrum and thus can also manipulate speech characteristics as speaking style besides speaker identity. We investigate its effectiveness in three challenges of today’s TTS research. As VTLN has shown to be effective for multi-speaker speech synthesis in HMM models due to its small parameter space, we start by investigating the proposed APW in two speaker adaptation scenarios before we move on to emotional speech. This chapter covers the following three experiment blocks:

1. (Section 4.4) Speaker adaptation in multi-speaker TTS systems with small amounts of adaptation data. We use a Merlin-style model (details in 2.3.3) and compare it with the same model extended by the APW. After training both models on a multi-speaker database, we adapt both to unseen speakers with a limited amount of target data.
2. (Section 4.5) Zero-shot speaker adaptation in multi-speaker TTS systems. A parallel version of the encoder-decoder model (compare Section 2.3.4) with and without APW is investigated on the task of adapting to an unseen speaker with a single sample without transcription.

3. (Section 4.6) Emotional multi-speaker TTS. Work in emotion recognition has shown that some emotions cause a formant shift. As the APW is an effective control for formant shifting, we expect it to be a beneficial neural network component for emotional TTS.

Much of the text in this chapter appeared as:


with an extended version under review as:


4.1 Background

In this section we try to give a thorough overview over current research trends covering related work in zero-shot speaker adaptation, affective speech synthesis, and the APW transformation in a three-fold way. In the first part we describe zero-shot and few-shot speaker adaptation methods for adaptation data with and without transcriptions. The second part gives a thorough list of unsupervised methods to achieve affective speech synthesis. The last part describes work related to the proposed all pass warp layer, which has been used only for multi-speaker systems before.

4.1.1 Few- & Zero-Shot Speaker Adaptation

Few- & zero-shot speaker adaptation is taken to mean creation of a TTS system which sounds like one or multiple target speakers unseen during training, while using only a very small amount of adaptation data for each of the target speakers. The border between zero- and few-shot adaptation is blurred, but few-shot adaptation methods usually require multiple transcribed observations of the target speaker and involve a fine-tuning step, i.e. change the network weights. Zero-shot adaptation usually relies on a single observation without transcription. Thus current research distinguishes whether the adaptation data is transcribed or not. Transcribed data allows to fine-tune the whole, or parts, of the model (sometimes referred to as meta-learning). For example, it allows to learn a speaker embedding for the target speakers. When no transcription is available models rely on extracting the speaker identity from the adaptation data through a reference encoder network. Acoustic features
are extracted from the adaptation data and form the input of the reference encoder, which generates speaker embeddings. Those embeddings differ in their granularity from global, over clustered, to frame-level embeddings.

**Untranscribed adaptation data**

Jia et al. (2018) use a Tacotron 2 (Shen et al., 2018) plus WaveNet combination with speaker encoder network. The speaker encoder network is trained on external untranscribed data in a speaker verification task. Then the speaker embedding is obtained from an intermediate representation at the end of the network (d-vector approach). In the speaker verification task a database with 18k speakers is used. While still good, the results show slight degradation of signal quality on embeddings extracted from unseen speakers compared to speakers seen during training. The authors report high speaker similarity and signal quality for unseen speakers, but in an ablation study they found that both quickly drop when using fewer speakers when training the speaker encoder network. The results show a significant drop in speaker similarity from 18k to 8.4k to 1.2k speakers.

Arik et al. (2018) extend Deep voice 3 (Ping et al., 2018) with a speaker encoder network. The study focuses especially on utilising multiple adaptation samples for a target speaker. The speaker encoder network consists of a CNN and mean pooling, this allows using multiple adaptation samples, as well as a self-attention mechanism to generate a global speaker embedding. To capture only the speaker identity in the embedding, they use an intercross training approach, where the speaker encoder input belongs to a different sample of the same speaker than the actual training sample. To stabilise the training they first train the speaker encoder network to predict the speaker embeddings of a previously trained multi-speaker system. They find that fine-tuning the speaker encoder network on the adaptation data improves the results. When using more than five adaptation samples fine-tuning the whole model brings additional improvements.

Cooper et al. (2020) use a speaker encoder network pre-trained on a speaker verification task in combination with a Tacotron (Wang et al., 2017b) variant (Yasuda et al., 2019). They investigate using the speaker embedding as input to: 1) the attention, 2) the attention and the pre-net, 3) the attention, pre-net, and post-net. They report variant 2) to achieve the best results. Additionally, they compare an x-vector approach with statistical pooling to learnable dictionary encodings (clustered embeddings), where they find the latter (with three clusters) to be superior.

Choi et al. (2020) combine Tacotron 2 with two speaker encoders. One coarse-grained bidirectional LSTM based encoder which produces a global speaker embedding through average pooling and one fine-grained encoder with the same structure but without the average pooling. In each decoder step a dot-product attention mechanism is used to combine embeddings from the variable length speaker embeddings of the fine-grained encoder. They find that this approach outperforms learnable dictionary encodings (Cooper et al., 2020) and Gaussian
Mixture Variational Auto-Encoder (GMVAE) (Hsu et al., 2019). An ablation study suggests that the coarse-grained encoder prevents attention collapse while the fine-grained encoder improves the speaker similarity. The model performs best when the speaker encoders receive multiple samples as input during inference and training.

Transcribed adaptation data

Nachmani et al. (2018) use the VoiceLoop model with WORLD vocoder features, but replace the speaker look-up-table with a reference encoder. They train the model with a reconstruction loss and a contrastive as well as cycle loss on the speaker embeddings. Results show that even training on a relatively small database with 85 speakers captures sufficient variation over the general population of all speaker as long as all three loss terms are used. Additionally, they argue that the training procedure of VoiceLoop encourages the model to continue with the same speaker identity over an utterance. Thus they investigate priming, where 1500 ms of the target speaker are fed in teacher forcing mode before the actual inference step starts. In their adaptation scheme only priming relies on a transcription.

Chen et al. (2019) reuse the same speaker encoder network as in (Jia et al., 2018) but combine it with a CNN-based model to capture missing residual information helpful for TTS but not speaker verification. Instead of Tacotron 2 they use the original WaveNet with linguistic features, fundamental frequency (F0), and speaker embedding input. F0 and durations are predicted by classical LSTM-based networks (Zen et al., 2016) of the old paradigm. The study compares three variants where the first two involve meta-learning and thus transcriptions: 1) speaker embeddings from a look-up-table trained on the adaptation data, 2) learn the speaker embedding as in 1) then fine-tuning of the whole model (10% of the data is used as validation set for early stopping), 3) use the speaker embedding from the speaker encoder network. Best results are obtained with variant 2), suggesting that fine-tuning is preferable in the presence of transcription. Variant 3) shows some degradation in speaker similarity.

4.1.2 Affective Speech Synthesis

Since the publication of Tacotron with Global Style Tokens (GST) (Wang et al., 2018b) the research community has worked extensively on unsupervised methods, which are especially useful for affective speech synthesis as affective databases are rare and too small for training big end-to-end TTS models. Additionally the creation of bigger affective corpora is expensive and annotating emotions error prone. We provide a list of unsupervised methods in the following. The primary objective of all these works is to extract rich (partly also interpretable) latent representations of speaking styles/emotions/affect to use them during the speech generation process. For the experiments on emotional speech synthesis in this chapter we do not rely on any of those methods but on simple learned emotion embeddings. We argue that all of the unsupervised methods can be used with our proposed APW layer and richer latent representation will only be beneficial for it. Whether richer representations decrease
the relative benefit of our proposed layer, because the TTS models become better in general, is an open research question.

**Global Style Tokens**

Tacotron with Global Style Tokens (GST) (Wang et al., 2018b) uses a reference encoder to compress the prosody of a variable length audio signal into a fixed-length vector which is called a reference embedding. Then an attention module is used to compute a similarity measure between a set of randomly initialized embeddings (the elements in the set are called global style tokens) and returns the weights to combine the global style tokens to a style embedding. The style embedding is used by the decoder for conditioning at every timestep. The style tokens are jointly trained with the model driven only by the reconstruction loss from the Tacotron decoder. At inference time the style encoding can either be extracted from any other audio signal or manually selected by a combination of global style tokens. The experiments show that a GST model yields interpretable embeddings that can be used to control and transfer style. It also decomposes various noise and speaker factors when trained on unlabelled noisy data.

Prosody Tacotron (Skerry-Ryan et al., 2018) is very similar to the GST model but its reference encoder generates the fixed length embedding by using a CNN followed by a GRU based RNN. The reference encoding is broadcast concatenated with the text encoder outputs and given as conditioning to the decoder. The authors state that they have also tried variable-length embeddings by using a second attention head which selects one of the GRU outputs based on the current text encoder output. However, they report that the variable length system is less robust to text and speaker perturbations. Experiments also showed that prosody is transferred in a pitch-absolute manner thus results in unwanted pitch shifts for other gender references.

Similar reference encoders have been used in voice conversion research (Lian et al., 2019) to add unsupervised prosody embeddings to the conversion model input which additionally consists of phonetic posterior grams (frame-level linguistic features obtained from a speaker independent automatic speech recognition system), converted LF₀, and voicing information. The proposed model uses LPCNet (Valin and Skoglund, 2019) as neural vocoder and demonstrates prosody and voice conversion abilities for singing references.

Lee and Kim (2019) extended the GST model further by using frame-level style embeddings. They tested the performance of these style embeddings on the text encoder and speech decoder side. To map the frames from the reference speech to the text encoder frames another dot-product attention layer is used. For the speech decoder the length of the reference audio has to match the length of the generated speech. The size of the style embedding was two or four. Any bigger sizes resulted in overfitting presumably because the network was copying the reference audio to the output. They found that the low dimensional style embeddings contain entangled pitch, amplitude, and speed information and thus allow fine-grained frame-level control while inference. The model showed voice conversion abilities for a song.
Klimkov et al. (2019) proposed phoneme-based aggregation of prosodic features to enable fine-grained prosody transfer while overcoming the instability of the second attention layer of Lee and Kim (2019) on long sequences and single-speaker databases. Only pitch and power features of the reference audio are used. In the proposed model those features are aggregated per phoneme (forced-aligned) as mean F₀ and mean energy (c₀) for each of three phoneme states plus the phoneme duration. The aggregated features are given to the reference encoder to generate a style embedding which is concatenated with the text encoding. They also used a VAE as reference encoder and demonstrated phoneme-alignment in the absence of text information of the reference by using a Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) based ASR model.

Gururani et al. (2019) also extract only pitch and energy from a prosody reference but compute global statistics of them (mean, variance, maximum, minimum only for pitch) which are projected to the size of the text embeddings and summed to be used as a global style embeddings. Their experiments prove the quality of the simple yet effective method on a single-speaker expressive database.

Hierarchical Latent Spaces

In Capacitron (Battenberg et al., 2019) a Tacotron is used with the reference encoder from (Skerry-Ryan et al., 2018) with a Multi-layered Perceptron (MLP) that predicts the parameters of a variational posterior. The reference encoder also has access to the text and speaker information of the reference audio. The authors argue that this allows the model to use the whole posterior space for variability in the speech, while a model without text and speaker information is likely to divide the latent space into regions that correspond to different utterances. They also demonstrate a hierarchical decomposition of the latent space. At first high-level latents are generated from the reference audio with text and speaker information. Then the low-level latents are sampled based on the high-level latents, which are used as style embeddings. This allows to sample multiple realizations for the same reference audio. The split of the capacity of the latent into high and low balances how much the output will resemble the reference and how much style variability appears between the sampled realizations. The authors analyse the variability of generated speech samples based on the style embedding capacity, i.e. the representational mutual information, which is upper bounded by the average KLD over the data distribution.

Sub-Encoder

Bian et al. (2019) split the GST style encoder into multiple sub-encoders. Each sub-encoder should capture different kinds of style classes. In their experiments the first encoder encodes mainly the speaker while the second encodes mainly the prosody. The disentanglement is achieved by intercross training. The objective is to maximize the log-likelihood of the Tacotron decoder output for different style reference encodings that share the desired sub-encoder style
4.1. Background

As an example, to learn the speaker embedding multiple samples from the same speaker with different prosody styles are encoded as reference encodings while the final output of the decoder should remain the same. Thus throughout those style encodings the prosody is ignored and mainly the speaker identity is captured. The auxiliary tasks of style classification from the style sub-embeddings and sub-encoder embedding orthogonality are necessary to train the model.

**Intercross Training**

Whitehill et al. (2020) extended the idea of Bian et al. (2019) to an adversarial cycle consistent loss. They use the same reconstruction loss for paired data and the orthogonality loss on the style embeddings of the different style encoder outputs. Additionally they train classifiers to predict the style classes from the style embedding of each style encoder where the gradients of the classifier from the other style classes are reversed. For unpaired data they encode the generated audio again with the style encoders and train the classifiers to predict the same style class as the reference audio, thus allowing training of unpaired data without any reconstruction loss.

The beforementioned works, which use reference encoders to extract speaker or emotion embeddings, achieve good results in multi-speaker scenarios and also allow zero-shot adaptation, but they only offer limited control. The populating of the embedding space is not restricted and linear interpolation between known speaker/emotion embeddings is not guaranteed to provide high quality results. Carefully designed interpolation techniques are required. Um et al. (2020) propose a method to control the intensity of an emotion in a GST model on a single-speaker database. Firstly they extract a representative embedding vector of each emotion category which maximizes the inter-category distance to the closest and farthest other category while minimizing the intra-category distance. Secondly, they propose a non-linear interpolation function to vary the emotion intensity from neutral to emotional speech. The APW we propose is an alternative that provides a low-dimensional control and guarantees high audio quality by design.

**Variational Auto-Encoders**

Akuzawa et al. (2018) combined VoiceLoop (Taigman et al., 2018) with a VAE reference encoder and showed that the quality of the generated speech exceeds that of the vanilla model. The model allows to sample new styles from the prior in the latent space as well as style transfer by encoding a given reference. The analysis in a similar work of Zhang et al. (2019b) revealed that several dimensions of the latent space could independently control style attributes such as pitch-height, local pitch variation, and speed. Thus they argued that the VAE has disentangled interpretable features in the latent dimensions. A simple control of these variables remains non-trivial.
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Aggarwal et al. (2020) extended a VAE reference encoder with a Householder Normalizing Flow (Tomczak and Welling, 2016) which transforms samples from a diagonal Gaussian to samples from a full co-variance Gaussian. The authors argue that a full co-variance Gaussian distribution could improve disentanglement and reconstruction of the variability in natural speech. Experiments on one-shot adaptation to new expressive styles show the superiority of the proposed model compared to standard VAE reference encoders.

VAE-based models have shown good results in generating $F_0$ (Hodari et al., 2019), $C_0$, and durations (Kenter et al., 2019b) as well.

Generative adversarial networks

Ma et al. (2018) implemented the GST model in a GAN inspired setup (a short introduction to GANs can be found in Section 2.1.2). For a given text the style encoder (same as in GST) encodes a reference for paired and unpaired data. As in the GST model the combined content and style embeddings are given to the decoder to generate mel-spectrogram. The discriminator is trained as a ternary classifier to predict whether each of the generated samples and a real sample, given the context embeddings, is "fake from paired data", "fake from unpaired data", or "real audio sample". They also use the standard Tacotron reconstruction loss for the paired data and a style loss for the unpaired data. The style loss is the L2 distance between the gram matrices of the reference and generated mel-spectrograms. The model is able to capture speaker identities on the VCTK database and four emotion classes on an internal database. It is furthermore able to perform style transformation which results in speaker adaptation in the former and emotion adaption in the latter case.

4.1.3 All Pass Warp

All pass warp transformations have successfully been used before in multi-speaker speech synthesis systems. Sundermann and Ney (2003) clustered the source and target speaker's speech by frequency spectra of period-synchronous frames into artificial phonetic classes. To perform voice conversion for each source class the most similar target class is determined. For each class the warping parameters are selected which minimize the Euclidean distance of all warped source frames to all target frames.

Speaker adaptation from an average model with a single speaker-dependent warping selected by line search was proposed in (Eichner et al., 2004).

VTLN is an utterance level implementation of an all pass warp transformation. Shah et al. (2018) trained two DNNs to imitate the VTLN and reverse VTLN step for each speaker. To estimate the unknown normalized features the authors propose an iterative unsupervised algorithm: 1. Train a speaker-independent Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), 2. estimate the warping parameters with Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) between input features and predicted normalized features, 3. retrain the GMM with warped input features, 4. repeat step
2 and 3 five times. In contrast to us they only train a DNN to behave like a VTLN (implicit), but they do not provide a neural network component that explicitly implements it. I.e. at no point in the model the warping parameter is computed and thus cannot be controlled.

Previous work at our laboratory has already demonstrated speaker adaptation in the mathematical framework of HMMs. Speaker specific warping parameters were estimated with the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm with grid (Saheer et al., 2010) and Brent’s search (Saheer et al., 2012) for different classes which are based on a regression task tree developed from decision tree questions. The proposed VTLN adaptation led to faster adaption that is more natural than unconstrained linear transformations.

The work closest to ours is that of Kotani et al. (2017). They predict a time-dependent linear conversion matrix and bias with two DNNs. In more recent work (Kotani and Saito, 2019) they perform voice conversion with a weighted sum of linear transformations on acoustic features. The conversion matrix and bias of each linear transformation are jointly computed from a mean and full-covariance matrix which are predicted by a mixture density network. For predicting the latter the Cholesky decomposition is used. This forms an explicit relation between conversion matrix and bias, however, they do not constrain the matrix to be a VTLN warping matrix, thus the benefit of a small parameter space, i.e., a single time-dependent warping parameter, is lost.

4.2 Vocal Tract Length Normalisation

The all pass warp technique we present is inspired by a well known technique for speaker adaptation in ASR and TTS: Vocal Tract Length Normalisation (VTLN). It stems from the fact that a key difference between speakers is the length of their vocal tract. The difference in length results in a shift of the formant frequencies. Intuitively VTLN is a warping of the spectrum; however, Pitz and Ney (2005) showed that it can be expressed as a linear transformation in the cepstral space, and can therefore be expressed as a matrix multiplication in that space. Usually an \( N \times N \) warping matrix \( A \) pre-multiplies \( N \) mel-cepstral coefficients to produce their warped representation. A significant amount of research has gone into selecting an appropriate normalization function, which includes piecewise-linear, power, quadratic, and bilinear functions. Here we use a bilinear transform, i.e., a non-complex all-pass warp, to generate \( A_\alpha \) (it only depends on a single warping parameter \( \alpha \)). This common implementation of VTLN is the same bilinear transform used in the generalized cepstral analysis (Tokuda et al., 1994).
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The element in the $k$-th row and $l$-th column can be computed in two ways, 1) recursively (Oppenheim and Johnson, 1972; Saheer et al., 2010) by

$$A_{k,l} = \begin{cases} 
\alpha^k & \text{if } l = 0 \\
0 & \text{if } l > 0, k = 0 \\
A_{k-1,l-1} + \alpha[A_{k,l-1} - A_{k-1,l}] & \text{otherwise,}
\end{cases} \quad (4.1)$$

or 2) explicitly (equation (15) in Pitz and Ney (2005)) by

$$A_{k,l} = \frac{1}{(l-1)!} \times \sum_{n=\max(0,l-k)}^{l} \binom{l}{n} \frac{(k+n-1)!}{(k+n-1)!} \left(\frac{\alpha^2}{n+k}\right)^{l+n-k} \quad (4.2)$$

Equation (4.2) was originally developed in Pitz and Ney (2005) for positive alphas only. We extended it by the part marked *added* to make it also valid for negative alphas. The form of the resulting warping matrix $A_{\alpha}$ for different alphas is qualitatively expressed in Figure 4.1. Most of the matrix is zero and the cepstral value after warping is a linear combination of the coefficients around the diagonal with alternating signs.

![Figure 4.1 – Qualitative representation of a VTLN warping matrix for a bilinear transform (left: $\alpha = 0.1$, right: $\alpha = 0.2$).](image)

Warping a mel-cepstral coefficient vector $x = (c_1, \ldots, c_N)^T$, or its extended version with deltas ($\Delta$) and double deltas ($\Delta^2$) of a single frame is as simple as Equation 4.3 and 4.4.

$$x_{\alpha} = A_{\alpha}x \quad (4.3)$$

$$\begin{bmatrix} x_{\alpha} \\ \Delta x_{\alpha} \\ \Delta^2 x_{\alpha} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} A_{\alpha} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & A_{\alpha} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & A_{\alpha} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x \\ \Delta x \\ \Delta^2 x \end{bmatrix} \quad (4.4)$$

When we turn $\alpha$ into a time-dependent parameter we cannot speak about VTLN any more as the vocal tract length of a speaker does not change while speaking. The terminology that describes the presented transformation best is an *all pass warp*. 
4.3 Neural Network Implementation

To use the APW within modern state-of-the-art deep learning frameworks a neural implementation is required. We have developed an implementation in the PyTorch framework. On the one hand, we found that any recursive structure based on Equation 4.1 does not allow efficient training. Even caching the Autograd computational graph of the forward pass leaves us with the high overhead of a recursive backward propagation. On the other hand, computing $A_\alpha$ directly with Equation 4.2 recomputes many factorials each time. A possible solution is to pre-compute $A_\alpha$ for a range of $\alpha$ with a certain precision. In the forward pass we then use the weighted sum of the two pre-computed matrices with the $\alpha$ value closest to the current input $\alpha$. Even though this implementation gives good results we rejected it because it only approximates $A_\alpha$. Instead we propose an efficient implementation that splits the constant and variable parts of Equation 4.2. Equation 4.2 can be represented by the sum of multiplications of constants with the $2N$-polynomial map of $\alpha$ which is $\alpha = (1 \ \alpha \ \alpha^2 \ ... \ \alpha^{2N})$. We designed this sum as the dot-product of the polynomial map vector $\alpha$ along the third dimension of a constant matrix $A_{3D}$, which has the size $(N \times N \times 2N)$.

$$A_{k,l} = \frac{1}{(l-1)!} \sum_{n = \max(0,l-k)}^{l} \binom{l}{n} \binom{k+n-1}{k+l-1} (-1)^{n+l+k} \alpha^{2n+k-l} = A_{k,l}^{3D} \alpha$$

$$A_{3D}^{k,l} = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{(l-1)!} \binom{l}{n} \frac{(k+n-1)!}{(k+n-l)!} (-1)^{n+l+k} & \text{if } l-k \leq n \leq l, \\ n \geq 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

The matrix $A_{3D}$ is computed once when the layer is created. The forward pass consists of three steps:

1. Compute the polynomial map $\alpha$ (most efficiently by using cumprod)
2. Compute $A_\alpha = A_{3D} \alpha$ with the dot-product along the third dimension
3. Compute one frame of warped mel-cepstrum coefficients $\tilde{x} = A_\alpha x$

The above three step computation can be efficiently parallelized across all time frames and the whole batch by using the batched version of the matrix-matrix and matrix-vector multiplication. This is commonly implemented in modern matrix computation frameworks. Only step 1 contains a sequential operation, however, it is only sequential for a single frame and can be parallelized across frames. Additionally as the size of $\alpha$ is only $2N$ with usually $N \leq 60$ the computational cost is small. As we rely only on PyTorch tensor implementations the gradient is computed automatically by Autograd. With increasing number $N$ of mel-cepstral coefficients our implementation becomes unstable due to high factorials in $A_{3D}$ and small factorials.

\footnote{1}{Code available at https://github.com/idiap/IdiapTTS.}
polynomials in \( \alpha \). A comparison with a matrix computed recursively with Equation 4.1 reveals that up to \( N = 35 \) the error of our implementation is \( < 10^{-8} \) for values in \( A_\alpha \) and \( < 10^{-5} \) for the gradients based on floating point precision. The error quickly explodes for higher values of \( N \). Moving the computation into log-space does not solve the problem as it compensates the error caused by the high factorials but increases the error caused by the small polynomials. We find using double precision computation for \( N > 35 \) solves the issue.

### 4.3.1 Memory Consumption

Even though PyTorch’s Autograd computes the gradient automatically, we can look at the differential operations needed to estimate the required memory consumption. Assume that we have received the gradient \( \frac{\partial L}{\partial \tilde{x}} = \Delta \tilde{x} \) of the loss w.r.t. the warped features \( \tilde{x} \). We can now back-propagate through the three steps above:

1. \[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \alpha} = \Delta_\alpha \cdot \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 & 2\alpha & \ldots & (2N-1)\alpha^{2N-2} \end{pmatrix} \tag{4.9}
\]

2. \[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial A_{a}} = \Delta_\tilde{x} \cdot x = \Delta A_a \tag{4.7}
\]

3. \[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial x} = \frac{\Delta \tilde{x} \cdot \tilde{x}^T}{A_{\alpha}} \tag{4.6}
\]

Looking at the memory we have to consider tensors cached by Autograd and gradients flowing backwards. We denote \( T \) for the length of the sequence, \( B \) for the batch size and \( N \) for the number of mel-cepstrum coefficients. Cached values are \( A_{\alpha} \ (T \times B \times N \times N) \), \( x \ (T \times B \times N) \), \( A^{3D} \ (N \times N \times 2N) \), and \( \alpha \ (T \times B \times 2N) \). Gradients are \( \Delta \tilde{x} \ (T \times B \times N) \), \( \Delta A_a \ (T \times B \times N \times N) \), and \( \Delta_\alpha \ (T \times B \times 2N) \). As \( N \ll TB \) the overall memory complexity is \( \Theta(TBN^2) \times 4 \) bytes for floating point precision.

### 4.3.2 Model Integration

We integrate our proposed all pass warp layer into TTS neural network architectures by simply stacking it on top (Figure 4.2). We denote the neural network that generates acoustic features without warping as the pre-net. To generate a warping matrix we first have to predict a warping value \( \alpha \) on a frame-wise basis (\( \alpha \) above). We use the output of the penultimate layer of the pre-net as one of the inputs to a fully-connected layer with a single output neuron. The other inputs to the layer can be embeddings that influence the warping. In Section 4.4.1 we use speaker embeddings concatenated with the penultimate pre-net layer output to use the all
pass warping layer for speaker adaptation. The same configuration is used in the zero-shot speaker adaptation experiments in Section 4.4.2. Additionally, we will use it with emotion embeddings to perform the emotion adaptation experiments Section 4.6. The activations are passed through a \textit{tanh} non-linearity and scaled to be in a range that makes sense for the task. Our implementation allows multiple alpha layers that each predict an alpha value. Performing two all pass warp transformations with warping factors $\alpha_i$ and $\alpha_j$ is equivalent to a single all pass warp with a warping factor of

\[
\alpha = \frac{\alpha_i + \alpha_j}{1 + \alpha_i \alpha_j}. \tag{4.10}
\]

Our implementation combines multiple warping factors with Equation 4.10 first and then builds a single warping matrix to minimize computation. However, the experiments in this work do not include multiple warpings.

![Network structure with an APW layer](image)

**Figure 4.2** – Network structure with an APW layer. The $\alpha$ parameter is estimated per frame from the pre-network. The layer also has access to some embeddings that influence the warping. The figure shows the embedding for a multi-speaker emotional TTS system.

### 4.3.3 Experimental Proof of Concept

For this experiment we use the VCTK database (section 2.5.2), but only the 33 speakers (~11.5h) with English/no accent. We use context-embeddings as input and WORLD acoustic features with their dynamic features as target (Section 2.2). Whenever we use speaker embeddings we use 128 dimensions.

In this experiment we demonstrate that the proposed model is capable of learning a specific phoneme-dependent warping parameter $\alpha_t$. Estimating $\alpha_t$ between phonemes of different speakers is difficult and would also require to consider preceding and succeeding phonemes as well as the mood of the speakers. To make sure we know what is the desired warping parameter, we create an artificial speaker from our base speaker (speaker p276, female). For that we randomly select a warping parameter between $-0.2$ and $+0.2$ for half of the phonemes and random values within the same range for the remaining phonemes and warp the MGC.
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features of the base speaker, belonging to that phoneme, with it. Using the same warping for half of the phonemes was introduced by an implementation bug and simplifies the task. We also report results where phonemes are randomly assigned to seven clusters where each cluster has a random warping value in the same range.

We first train the pre-network with the base speaker samples (~20 minutes) for 25 epochs, 0.05 dropout on all layers (PyTorch’s implementation is used for recurrent layers), a batch size of 32, and a learning rate of 0.001. In all experiments we use a plateau scheduler with a patience of five. We then stack the APW layer on top of the pre-network, keep its weights fixed, and train only the APW layer on the artificial speaker samples for 15 epochs and the same hyper-parameters as before but with a batch size of two due to the high memory requirement of our APW implementation (we improved our implementation for experiment 2 and 3). The artificial samples are the same as used before but warped (so again ~20 minutes). We can now compare the $\alpha_t$ predicted internally by our model to the ground truth.

Our experiments show that the APW layer learned to compensate about 41% of the error introduced by the artificial warping. Table 4.1 shows that the compensating works better in the lower bins, which is the expected behaviour of APW. Figure 4.3 shows how the internally predicted $\alpha_t$ (green) follows the artificial random warping parameters (red, cornered) on a phoneme-basis. This result proves that the proposed model is capable of learning the expected warping parameter in a phoneme-dependent manner, which suggests that it will also perform well for more complex dependencies between warping parameter and phoneme+context+other (global) influences. In the seven clusters scenario the overall MCD of the pre-net is reduced from 6.04 to 5.45 dB. The MCD of the final output is slightly increased from 3.55 to 3.81 dB. The resulting reduction is thus reduced from 41% to 30.1% (Figure 4.4). However, we can draw the same conclusion from this scenario.

Table 4.1 – MCD compensation (last column) of $\alpha$ predicted by the APW layer of original MGCs to artificially warped MGCs for different sets of MGC bins (first column) in the scenario where half of the phonemes share the same artificial warping. Second column shows the MCD of original MGCs compared to artificially warped MGCs. Third column contains the MCD of original MGCs warped with the predicted $\alpha$ compared to the artificially warped MGCs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coef</th>
<th>Org [dB]</th>
<th>Org NN $\alpha$ [db]</th>
<th>Compensation [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-11</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>42.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-13</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-18</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4. Experiment 1: Few-Shot Adaptation

In this section we compare multi-speaker Merlin-style models (details in Section 2.3.3) with and without APW layer. We first present a comparison in objective scores for seen training speakers without adaptation (section 4.4.1). This simply tests the generalisability of the multi-speaker systems. Then we show objective and subjective scores on a speaker adaptation task with limited amount of adaptation data (section 4.4.2). We train multi-speaker systems with 29 out of the total 33 UK English speakers of the VCTK (section 2.5.2). We randomly exclude samples from training for validation and test set. We do not explicitly set specific utterances aside for testing. This means that the model is tested to produce a known utterance from a known speaker (note that the combination of the two is unseen for the network). This is necessary because the VCTK database consists of only ~400 different utterances and excluding specific utterances from training results in very low quality because the lexicon coverage is small.

4.4.1 Multi-Speaker System

As a baseline system we use a simple yet effective algorithm (Luong et al., 2017). It consists of a Merlin-style model, which takes an additional speaker embedding as input to all its layers. New speakers can be learned by only learning the embedding vector of the new speaker. In our experiments we use an RNN with two fully-connected layers with ReLU activation and 1024
neurons, three Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) layers with 512 neurons, and a final 97 dimensional output layer (Fan et al., 2014). We train the baseline for 15 epochs, 0.05 dropout on all layers, a batch size of 32, and a learning rate of 0.001. We also tried training from scratch or fine-tuning with a batch size of two, but we did not see improvements in objective scores. The APW model uses the baseline architecture for its pre-network and also takes the speaker embedding as input to the APW layer (see Figure 4.5). The APW model is trained from scratch for 25 epochs, 0.05 dropout on all layers, a batch size of two, and a learning rate of 0.001. We also train a APW model with a pre-trained pre-network. The pre-network is trained in the same way as the baseline system and the APW model is trained for another 15 epochs with the same parameters.

Table 4.2 shows the objective scores of the baseline system, the proposed APW system trained from scratch, and the proposed APW system trained with the baseline used as pre-network initialization. Our model outperforms the baseline in this general multi-speaker speech synthesis task in objective scores. From the objective scores the initialization does not seem to have a great effect, however, perceptually we notice a higher quality. Therefore we use the initialized system in further experiments.

Table 4.2 – Objective scores of multi-speaker system trained with 29 speakers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MCD [dB]</th>
<th>( F_0 ) RMSE</th>
<th>V/UV [%]</th>
<th>BAP [dB]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APW scratch</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APW</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.4.2 Speaker Adaptation

As a second step we test the two systems (baseline and APW with pre-network initialization) on a few-shot speaker adaptation task. We use the four speakers previously excluded from training (two male and two female). As some samples were excluded from the database after recording we make sure that we use only utterances which are available for all of the four speakers (exactly 400). Even though we randomly split the utterances we use the same utterances for all speakers in training, validation, and test set respectively. Both systems learn only the speaker embedding of the new speakers. We did not fine-tune the whole model as it was just recently proposed Arik et al. (2018) and shown to be beneficial Chen et al. (2019) after we did our research. We train both systems for 128 epochs with a learning rate of 0.01 and use early stopping to select the best model. For the objective scores we train once with 380 (~14 minutes) and once with only 10 utterances per speaker (~25 seconds).

Table 4.3 shows the average objective scores for the speaker adaptation task. We see that our model also outperforms the baseline in this task. The high APW pre-network MCD shows that our model makes heavy use of its warping ability and non-zero warping parameters are learned. F0 RMSE and BAP are better for male than female speakers revealing a shortcoming of both models for high pitched voices. More adaptation data does not lead to better objective scores. We hypothesise that the model either has learned the concept of speaker well and/or that the new speakers are close the known speakers so that ten utterances are enough to learn a proper embedding.

To evaluate the subjective quality of our model adapted with 10 utterances we conducted an ABX preference test (see 2.4.3) on speaker similarity with 46 participants where the original sample was given as reference. The listeners could select that they do not prefer any of the two systems. The results in Figure 4.6 show that our model is also subjectively superior to the baseline system. Half of the listeners preferred our model.

![Figure 4.6 – Preference test: 23.2% prefer the baseline, 26.1% have no preference, 50.8% prefer the proposed APW system.](image)

---

2We subsequently found a software error that caused this difference to be too large. The gap is still prominent. We did not repeat the experiments, as it does not change the conclusion we draw.
Table 4.3 – Objective scores of speaker adaptation task with four speakers (two male, two female). The scores are also separated into gender (a: all, f: female, m: male). APW pre-network is the score of the APW pre-network without warping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MCD [dB]</th>
<th>$F_0$ RMSE</th>
<th>V/UV [%]</th>
<th>BAP [dB]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APW</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APW prenet$^2$</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of adaptation / test utterances per speaker: 380 / 10$^3$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MCD [dB]</th>
<th>$F_0$ RMSE</th>
<th>V/UV [%]</th>
<th>BAP [dB]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APW</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APW prenet$^2$</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of adaptation / test utterances per speaker: 10 / 195

Figure 4.7 – First 150 bins of spectrogram of pre-network (first), final output after APW (second), warping parameter used (third), and original extracted from audio for utterance 002 of speaker p276 (female). The network is using only positive warpings for the female speaker. It is visible that formants are shifted slightly upwards.
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In this experiment we investigate the use of an APW in a modern encoder-decoder model for zero-shot speaker adaptation on WSJCAM0 (database description in Section 2.5.3). We expect that the APW can play off its abilities in the zero-shot adaptation scenario, because it improves the generalisability of the TTS model and thus can lead to higher audio quality and/or speaker similarity for unseen speakers. At the same time we want to prove its effectiveness with modern encoder-decoder models of the new paradigm, which we were lacking in the experiment of the previous Section 4.4.2. We expect to see a positive effect in new paradigm encoder-decoder models as well, even though they itself have better speaker adaptation capabilities compared to the old paradigm models. We stress that, the system being constrained essentially to vocal tract normalisation, we do not expect it to outperform other more capable techniques. Rather, we use difficult speaker adaptation as a proof that the system is capable of doing what VTLN is known to do, before applying it to the core problem of emotion adaptation.

4.5.1 Model architecture

We use a state-of-the-art encoder-decoder architecture (see Section 2.3.4) inspired by Tacotron2 (Shen et al., 2018). It consists of a text-encoder, a reference encoder, an attention mechanism, and a decoder. We describe all modules in detail in the following. We use phonemes as inputs and WORLD acoustic features without deltas and double deltas as targets (a detailed description of the different features can be found in Section 2.2).
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Text-Encoder

The text-encoder is the same as in Tacotron2 but its inputs are 128-dimensional phoneme embeddings. It consists of three convolutional layers each containing 512 filters with shape $5 \times 1$, followed by ReLU activation and batch normalisation. The last convolution is followed by a bi-directional LSTM with 128 units in each direction. This network should model the context embeddings labels of the old paradigm, thus providing context at each step.

Reference encoder

We use a similar reference encoder as in the Tacotron GST paper (Wang et al., 2018b) followed by a VAE as in (Battenberg et al., 2019). It consists of six CNN layers with a $3 \times 1$ kernel, $2 \times 2$ stride, ReLU non-linearity, and batch norm. The layers have 32, 32, 64, 64, 128, and 128 filters respectively. In contrast to other work we use 1D convolutions because the MGCs are already low dimensional and we do not want to blur frequencies together. The convolutional layers are followed by a unidirectional GRU where we take the last state as input to the VAE. A linear layer predicts the 128-dimensional mean $\mu$ and logarithmic variance $\log \sigma^2$ of a diagonal Gaussian posterior. The speaker embedding is produced by sampling from the posterior (reparametrization trick of Kingma and Welling (2014)).

Fixed Attention

A major difference of our model is that we used “Fixed Attention", which means that we build the attention matrix from ground truth duration information generated in the forced-alignment step by HTK. Watts et al. (2019) have recently shown that this does not significantly deteriorate the overall synthesis quality. We mainly use it to speed up convergence and reduce the computational cost. We broadcast concatenate the speaker encodings from the reference encoder with the text-encoder outputs and use the fixed attention matrix to select an input for the decoder side. We use the word “select” here to emphasize that each row in the fixed attention matrix is one-hot.

Autoregressive Decoder

The autoregressive decoder-RNN consists of one fully connected layer of 512 ReLU units followed by a stack of two unidirectional LSTM layers with 1024 units each. Its output is projected through a linear transformation to predict the target acoustic features. As we use a fixed attention matrix we do not need a “stop token” prediction. The decoder-RNN predicts a chunk of five frames at a time. We found that this was necessary to achieve good audio quality. Its previous prediction is passed through an audio-encoder (often referred to as pre-net) containing two fully connected layers of 256 units with ReLU activation and a single unidirectional LSTM with 1024 units. We found that this additional LSTM layer (compared to Tacotron2) greatly improves the performance of our model. It can be seen as moving the
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The recurrent part of the attention network into the text-encoder. We also interpret the sequence of audio-encoder and decoder-RNN with linear projection as an auto-encoder (Figure 4.9), thus both networks (the decoder-RNN and the audio-encoder) should mirror each other or at least have similar capabilities.

![Auto-encoder representation of the autoregressive decoder. The audio-encoder output can be seen as the bottleneck features, the decoder-RNN has external conditioning on the attention context.](image)

Our preliminary experiments showed an incompatibility of the autoregressive decoder with the APW. The APW assumes that the pre-net outputs MGCs of an average voice which are warped by the APW to the target speaker identity. The autoregressive nature of the decoder requires it to feed the generated acoustic features back to the pre-net. As the model generates the next chunk of MGCs from the pre-net input, that input has to be the average voice. This is impossible during training because teacher forcing uses the target speaker features as input. We found that an autoregressive decoder trained in this configuration generates a warping with a “loading” phase before it reaches the desired warping over the chunk. In Figure 4.10 the autoregressive decoder outputs a chunk of five frames per decoder step. In each step the warping starts from near zero, then changes quickly for two frames, and then remains rather stable for the remaining two frames. We assume this is caused by the teacher forcing target which is very close to the target features in the next frame. Thus it does not require much warping to adapt it to the target voice in the first frame. Over the remaining frames of the chunk the network learned to predict an average voice and combine it with a warping. During inference the autoregressive input is not perfect and the loading phase deteriorates the audio quality. Instead we are using a parallel decoder (described in the following Section 4.5.1) for our experiments which still outperforms the old paradigm models (details in Section 4.6.2).

**Post-net**

The predicted acoustic features are passed through a post-net to predict an additive residual to smooth the overall reconstruction. We interpret it as the MLPG step when predicting $\Delta$ and $\Delta\Delta$ features. We use the same post-net architecture as in Tacotron2. Five convolutional layers with 512 filters with a shape of $5 \times 1$, followed by TanH activation on all but the last layer, and batch norm.
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Figure 4.10 – Predicted warping value of an autoregressive decoder predicting a chunk of five frames per step. Each chunk shows a "loading" phase, where the first frame receives nearly no warping, then the warping raises quickly to a stable value for the last three frames. This behaviour shows the incompatibility of the APW with autoregressive decoders. The plot shows ground truth V/UV (grey, hatched upwards) and predicted V/UV (red, hatched downwards).

Parallel Decoder

Assuming an external duration model generating the correct alignments allows us to remove the iterative attention mechanism. This in turn opens up experiments with non-autoregressive models necessary because of the incompatibility of the APW with autoregressive models. We investigate a parallel decoder structure recently used by Karlapati et al. (2020a) and Qian et al. (2019). Details are not given by Karlapati et al. (2020a) thus we rely on the parameters in Qian et al. (2019). The parallel decoder consists of three $5 \times 1$ convolutional layers with 512 channels with ReLU activation followed by batch norm. Instead of three LSTM layers we use three bidirectional GRU layers with 1024 neurons to allow looking ahead. We use 50% dropout in the convolutional layers as in Tacotron and 10% dropout in the recurrent layers. As in the literature we do not use a post-net with this decoder.

APW model

We stack the APW with an alpha range of $\pm 0.2$ on the parallel decoder similar to Figure 4.2. We pass the output of the last bidirectional GRU layer together with the speaker embedding to the APW layer. We compare this model (referred to as APW in the results) with the parallel decoder model without the APW (referred to as the baseline system) in the zero-shot speaker adaptation task.

4.5.2 Training

The model is trained with an L1 loss on the predicted acoustic features and a Kullback-Leibler (KL) term on the VAE parameters to push them towards a uniform Gaussian posterior. To
prevent posterior collapse we only take the KL term into account every 200 steps starting after a warmup phase of 25k steps. We train the model for 320 epochs (~160k steps) starting with a learning rate of 1E−4 in teacher forcing mode with the Adam optimiser (\(\beta_1 = 0.9, \beta_2 = 0.999, \epsilon = 1E^{-8}\), no weight decay). We use a plateau learning rate scheduler to reduce the learning rate by a factor of 0.1 on validation loss plateaus. Because we rely on fixed attention (see Section 4.5.1) the model generates features aligned with the target so that we can compute the validation loss without teacher forcing for more accurate results.

4.5.3 Zero-shot adaptation

For zero-shot adaptation we use speakers unseen during training from the test set of WSJCAM0. For each speaker we use the first sample (in alphabetic order) as input to the reference encoder. We assume that the reference sample is not transcribed, thus we do not apply any fine-tuning to the model. We then synthesise the remaining samples with oracle durations.

4.5.4 Subjective evaluations

To evaluate the impact of the APW we conduct two subjective listening tests. In the first test we ask listeners about their preference in terms of audio quality between the baseline and the APW model. In the second preference test listeners have to rate which of the models is closer to the same sample generated by copy synthesis in terms of speaker similarity. Both tests include a “no preference” option.

The WSJCAM0 test set contains five male and eight female speakers. We limit the listening test to samples between two and five seconds and a maximum of five samples per speaker (based on alphabetic order). Based on these two conditions we are left with two male speakers with four samples, one male speaker with two samples, and two male speakers with a single sample. We select a subset of five female speakers (again first in alphabetic order) with the same distribution. The resulting listening test consists of 12 male and 12 female samples from five different speakers each. 45 listeners rated nine randomly selected samples in each test.

The results show slight improvements in speaker similarity at the cost of audio quality (Table 4.4). The improvement in speaker similarity is more prominent for female speakers (+7.2%) which also show a smaller gap in audio quality (−1%). We found that the warping is especially used to generate female voices (Figure 4.11), which also shows that the warping is indeed used for speaker adaptation. For male speakers the improvement is smaller (+5.2%) and comes at the cost of a bigger audio quality drop (−4.1%). The drop in audio quality is not surprising. When the prediction comes closer to the target speaker it is moving further away from the training speakers and the exposure bias manifests itself in a drop of audio quality. The APW proves itself to increase the generalisability of the model in terms of speaker similarity.
Table 4.4 – Preference test on speaker similarity and audio quality for zero shot speaker adaptation on WSJCAM0 test speakers with 45 listeners and 9 samples per gender.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker similarity</th>
<th>Audio quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline APW Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>22.1 29.3 48.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>25.7 30.9 43.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combined</td>
<td>23.8 30.1 46.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.11 – Use of alpha per gender on the test test.

4.6 **Experiment 3: Emotional TTS**

This experiment is based on the observation that some emotions cause a shift of the first formant mean frequency. The emotion recognition community has shown that the analysis of vowel's formant frequency position allows detection of high arousal emotions in German (Vlasenko et al., 2011) and French (Bozkurt et al., 2011). We want to explicitly model this shift with the proposed APW, because it is an effective low-dimensional control for formant shifting. While we can offer the controllability through the APW, a-priori we do not know whether the model will be able to infer the correct locations to apply the formant shift from the textual input. If it can, we expect to improve the generalisability of emotional TTS models when trained on limited emotional data and thus improve audio quality and expressiveness.
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4.6.1 Database Analysis

We use the SAVEE British English database (see Section 2.5.4) in this experiment. We work with phonemes as input and WORLD acoustic features with deltas and double deltas as targets (detailed feature description in 2.2). For mean/variance normalisation the parameters of the WSJCAM0 database are used, which facilitates transfer learning described below in Section 4.6.3.

As we base our work on the observation that some emotions cause a formant shift, we first analyse if this shift is also observable in the SAVEE database. We use the PRAAT speech analysis software (Boersma and Weenink, 2017)\(^4\) to extract the first and second formant (F1 and F2) for vowel phonemes for the six different emotions (Figure 4.12). We draw the vowel triangle between the phonemes /ii/, /oo/, and /a/. The light grey triangle corresponds to neutral speech. One can see that for most emotions parts of the triangle were shifted. This is especially prominent for angry speech of speaker KL (Figure 4.13). We see the same F1 shift for angry speech as reported in Vlasenko et al. (2011). These observations show that emotions also cause a formant shift in English and that the SAVEE database is a suitable choice for our experiment.

\[\text{Figure 4.12 – Analysis of the first and second formant frequency in Hz of vowel phonemes for the six different emotions. Light grey corresponds to the vowel triangle of neutral speech.}\]

4.6.2 Model architecture

Preliminary experiments showed that encoder-decoder models are not able to generate emotional speech from the limited amount of SAVEE data. Due to their high capacity they quickly overfit the training data before adapting to the new speaking styles. Thus we investigate only an RNN-baseline model of the old paradigm here. We use a commonly known RNN-based speech synthesis system (Zen et al., 2013) as the baseline system which has been used as well in recent studies of emotional speech synthesis (Lorenzo-Trueba et al., 2018; Henter et al., 2018). Henter et al. (2018) have compared supervised training of the baseline system with

\(^4\)In combination with https://github.com/mwv/praat_formants_python.
unsupervised training of VQ-VAE-based (van den Oord et al., 2017) models on a Japanese single-speaker emotional database (Barra-Chicote et al., 2010). They found that the unsupervised learned representations achieve a slightly higher MOS of 0.13 in terms of perceived speech quality. Thus we believe it is still valuable to report results on the selected baseline system irrespective of the presence of newer VAE or encoder-decoder models. This RNN-baseline has two fully-connected layers with ReLU activation and 1024 neurons, three BiLSTM layers with 512 neurons, and a final 97 dimensional output layer. 5% dropout is applied in all but the final layer. All layers have a speaker and emotion embedding concatenated to their input.

We compare the RNN-baseline to the same model with an APW layer stacked on top. We will refer to this model as RNN-APW from here on. The RNN-APW architecture can be described well by Figure 4.2. All but the last 97 dimensional output layer are contained in the “Pre-Net” block, thus the last layer of the pre-net is a BiLSTM. The forward and backward output of the BiLSTM are concatenated with the emotion embedding and passed to the APW layer. Giving the emotion embedding only to the APW layer does not work because other features like LF₀ need to change with the emotion as well. Instead emotion and speaker embeddings are given to all layers in the pre-net. In contrast, the APW only receives the emotion embedding and the intermediate representation generated by the last layer of the pre-net. No speaker information is explicitly given to the APW to prevent it from speaker adaptation.

Figure 4.13 – Analysis of the first and second formant frequency in Hz of vowel phonemes for the four emotions most different from neutral of speaker KL.


4.6.3 Training

To train a modern TTS system the SAVEE database does not provide a sufficient variety of words, i.e. it is too small. Thus we first pre-train on the WSJCAM0 database (database details in Section 2.5.3) to obtain a good TTS system. We train the model with a batch size of 16 for 35 epochs with early stopping and a learning rate of 0.001. The learning rate is reduced by a factor of 0.1 on validation loss plateaus.

We split the emotion adaptation into two steps: adaptation to SAVEE neutral and adaptation to SAVEE emotional. As we are only interested in the impact of the APW on emotional TTS, we add it only in the second step.

First, starting from a pre-trained model on WSJCAM0, we adapt only to the neutral part of the SAVEE database. This allows the model to learn the unseen speaker identities and differing environmental conditions. We follow a three step transfer learning procedure inspired by Chen et al. (2019). At first we train only the speaker embedding (10 epochs, lr=0.001), then we train the whole model (10 epochs, lr=0.001), at last we train the whole model with a reduced learning rate (10 epochs, lr=0.0001). In each step we use early stopping and continue with the best model. A batch size of 16 is used in all steps. Training only the speaker embedding does not give good results. We assume it is because the recording conditions of the two databases are different. Environmental conditions like microphone noise and reverberations are consistent throughout all speakers of the same database and thus can be encoded in the network weights. Adapting to a new database is therefore only possible by fine-tuning the whole model. The resulting model is capable of synthesising the four SAVEE speakers in neutral speech. This model forms the starting point for the second step: the adaptation to the emotional part of the SAVEE database. We compare two models on this task: 1) the unaltered RNN-baseline and 2) RNN-APW, where we add the APW with an alpha range of ±0.1. We adapt both models with the same three stage transfer learning procedure as above, but this time using the entire SAVEE database.

4.6.4 Results

We find that the RNN-APW model gives slight improvements for a few samples, but in general does not outperform the RNN-baseline. We observe that the model is not making much use of the warping. We have tried to encourage the model to make better use of the warping with the following techniques:

- Different alpha ranges (±0.02, ±0.05, ±0.2): Convergence might be better when the range matches the maximum warping useful for emotion adaptation so that the predictions are further away from the steep part of the TanH.

- Speaker embedding as additional input: With additional speaker information the APW should be able to predict a speaker and phoneme dependent warping.
• Scale alphas during inference: The predicted warping value gives an unprecedented control to change the cepstrum. To increase the effect of the warping we scaled it globally by up to 1000%. However, we found that the scaling did not result in more affective speech, but instead became unnatural after about 500% scaling. Sparser scaling might give the desired effect but we currently do not have a method to predict the right positions for it.

• Higher learning rate for APW layers: Directly after initialization, the APW brings only more distortion in the cepstrum for neutral speech. A faster training of the APW layers should make them useful much quicker so that the model does not converge to the “no warping” local optimum.

• Gradient scaling at alpha: By increasing the gradient at the alpha prediction stage the rest of the network receives more gradient from the APW branch, so that it adapts more to it.

• Use APW for speaker and emotion adaptation: The amount of emotional data might not be sufficient to learn to use the APW for formant shifting. Instead the APW can already be used for speaker adaptation (in the first adaptation step), then, when adding emotional samples (in the second adaptation step), the already known technique for speaker adaptation can be used in a smaller quantity for emotion adaptation.

However, none of the techniques has changed the converged model positively. Some have degraded the signal quality instead. Given the essentially negative result, we do not attempt to compare the adaptation performance to other techniques. Instead, we attempt to understand what the transform has and has not learned in order to know where to direct future research.

4.6.5 Statistical analysis of the warping per phoneme

Even though the APW does not improve the model, we found that the warping is still partly used. In this section we take a closer look on the statistics of the warping on a per-phoneme-basis. We found that even neutral samples receive some warping. From the phoneme alignments we can collect the warping values per phoneme and analyse them in a violin plot (Figure 4.14). The warping on neutral samples seems to position the phonemes within the vowel triangle (compare Figure 4.12). It can be observed that phonemes as /o/, /oi/, /oo/, and /ou/ are warped negatively, moving them down to the lower left corner of the triangle, while /a/, /aa/, and /ai/ receive positive values. This indicates that a part of the warping is used for the phoneme positioning within the vowel triangle.

However, we also observe emotion dependent patterns, which we analyse in the following. Emotions can be represented as categories, but also in a continuous space of valence and arousal. Arousal is often explained as alertness or “level of activity”. Valence corresponds to the attractiveness/averseness of something. Thus high valence emotions are positive emotions,
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Figure 4.14 – Warping per vowel phoneme for neutral speech on SAVEE.

Figure 4.15 – F₀ statistics mean/variance normalised w.r.t. neutral for the six emotions (a: anger, d: disgust, f: fear, h: happiness, n: neutral, sa: sadness, su: surprise). High arousal emotions (anger, fear, happiness, surprise) show higher F₀ mean, variance, and range.
e.g. happiness/joy. We do not find correlation between the level of arousal and level of warping. It is well known (Goudbeek et al., 2009; Banse and Scherer, 1996; Johnstone and Scherer, 2000) that arousal manifests itself primarily in a change of F0 mean, variance, and range. We compute the F0 statistics per emotion and mean-variance normalise them w.r.t. neutral (Figure 4.15). We see the expected higher mean, variance, and range for the high arousal emotions (anger, fear, happiness, surprise). This shows that arousal manifests itself in F0.

To investigate correlation between the warping an the level of valence in the emotion we group the categorical emotions into low (anger, disgust, sadness, fear) and high (happiness, surprise) valence emotions and compute how much vowel phonemes are affected in terms of mean F1 shift compared to neutral (Figure 4.16 left). We then compute for which phonemes the difference in mean F1 is the most between low and high valence emotions (Figure 4.16 right). From those phonemes we select the eight with the highest difference (/i@/, /@@r/, /aa/, /ei/, /@/, /oo/, /ow/) and study their received warping. If the warping correlates with valence, we expect to see the most warping difference on these eight phonemes.

Indeed, we see that the average warping of all eight phonemes (red line in Figure 4.17) corresponds to the level of valence in the emotion. We observe high warpings for the high valence emotions, but small or negative values for the low valence emotions. The differences are statistically significant (the p-value is displayed in the figure if it exceeds 0.05 in a two-sided t-test). The warpings are normalised w.r.t. the warping on neutral, so that the phoneme positioning warping, described above, is not visible.
4.7 Conclusion

From our analysis we conclude that the warping is used to position the phonemes within the vowel triangle and also correlates with the level of valence in the emotion, even though it does not improve the overall model performance. From the analysis we develop the hypothesis that the APW can be used to increase the valence in an utterance, but the model is not able to predict it at the correct points in the utterance. This shortcoming is rooted in an independent problem. While the emotion of an utterance is not present in every word/phoneme, the database labels the whole utterance as one emotion. The model now has to infer which parts are actually emotional, which is impossible from the limited amount of data.

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we proposed a neural All Pass Warp (APW) inspired by VTLN, which allows efficient training and inference and is less data-hungry due to its small parameter space. On an artificial speaker with known warping parameters compared to a base speaker, we showed that the network can learn the ground truth time-dependent warping parameters. With the APW at hand we investigated three common scenarios of today’s TTS research:

1. We showed that the technique improves objective scores of a multi-speaker model and objective and subjective scores on a few-shot speaker adaptation task. Even though we tested the proposed technique on an old-paradigm acoustic model we argue that it is applicable in the same way to state-of-the-art encoder-decoder models.
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2. The APW by design generalises over different speakers, thus we expected that it would improve the generalisability of multi-speaker models, leading to improved speaker similarity and/or audio quality in a zero-shot speaker adaptation task. This hypothesis was demonstrated; listening tests showed superior speaker similarity at a small cost of audio quality.

3. Emotions cause a formant shift, which can be modelled explicitly with the APW. We expected to improve the expressiveness and audio quality in emotional TTS. This hypothesis was not demonstrated; the warping is not used much. However, our analysis shows that it correlates with the level of valence in the emotion, proving that the model learned what was intended. As other parts of the network can learn emotion as well, we assume that the APW gets swamped by their effect. Manual changing of the warping will alter the valence, but neither we nor the model, are currently able to infer the correct locations to do so. Rather, we assume that a dialogue or translation agent will be able to detect and reproduce them.

The somewhat negative results on emotional TTS suggest two future research directions: increasing 1) the quantity and 2) the quality of the emotional training data. On the quantity side the generation of synthetic data is a good candidate, this has already shown to be effective for expressive speaking styles (Huybrechts et al., 2020). We will investigate it in Chapter 6. On the quality side we will present a technique in Chapter 5 to infer additional localised features from the emotional data, which are then provided as additional inputs to the TTS model. During inference those features would need to come from a dialogue or translation agent. Although we cannot evaluate on translation directly, we mean to try to break the chicken-egg problem where the agent cannot be evaluated without the means to alter the acoustics, but the means cannot be evaluated without the agent. Rather, we will present the means, and characterise it, as we did in this work, in the hope that it may be used in work on agents.
In the last chapter we found that, while it correlates with the level of valence in the emotion, the APW is not able to improve the emotional speech synthesis system. We hypothesise that the model is not able to properly identify the locations in the utterance to apply to. Many emotions are not displayed continuously in an otherwise emotional utterance; rather, the intensity varies with time. Emotional databases usually have a single emotion label for every recording. We argue that this generalisation is misleading and that the emotion is localised within the utterance. Depending on the context the localisation itself can vary despite having the same linguistic content and emotion. This kind of annotation can lead to different emotion labels on words with lower emotional strength like conjunctions, while their acoustic features only marginally differ. Obviously, this impedes the learning of the model. If we can provide this information to the network, we increase the quality of the training data, which should facilitate generalisability and thus increase emotion intensity and/or audio quality for low data regimes.

In this chapter we propose to add a frame-level single dimensional emotion intensity to every sample, which is used as additional input to the TTS model. The intensity provides a simple and understandable control to the network. We present two methods to extract this information from the recordings with pre-trained emotion recognisers. The simpler model contains a single attention layer, which allows use of the attention weights as emotion intensities. The other is a modern transformer model, where we exploit saliency maps to extract the intensity. We show that an emotion recogniser is capable of producing a measure of emotion intensity via attention or saliency; this measure is appropriate to label utterances subsequently used to train a speech synthesiser. We evaluate novel and published means to do this showing that, whilst it is no longer state of the art for emotion recognition, attention is a good way to indicate emotion intensity for speech synthesis. In this work we leave out the problem of generating the emotion intensity from text or extraction from a reference sample. Possible research directions to attack this problem are listed in the conclusions in 5.4.
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The majority of the text in this chapter will appear at:


5.1 Background

While TTS systems have mastered human performance for neutral speech, emotional speech synthesis is still a challenge. For neutral speech large and high quality databases exist, but emotional databases are rare and mostly of low quality and most were recorded with speech or emotion recognition tasks in mind. Thus their quality rarely fulfils the high requirements of modern TTS systems. It is certainly possible to record large amounts of a specific emotion and train the same systems as used for neutral speech. However, the range of emotions, varying intensities, the amount of languages, speaker variations, and the need to label each recording with the perceived emotion of multiple listeners makes recording alone a nearly infeasible task in terms of time and money requirements. Modern emotional TTS research has identified three possible directions to solve these problems. We will highlight some recent work for each direction:

1. Increase the generalisability of neural network architectures to increase performance on low data regimes.

2. Increase the quantity of emotional data by voice or emotion conversion.

3. Increase the quality of the emotional data.

Databases with more expressive speech than plain neutral exist, especially in the form of audio books. While those databases cover a wider range of speaking styles, they lack any annotation of the expressed emotion or style. The lack of these annotations spawned a wide range of recent works focusing on increased model generalisability by utilising unsupervised methods to extract style embeddings from reference audio on a global (Wang et al., 2018b; Skerry-Ryan et al., 2018; Cooper et al., 2020; Gururani et al., 2019; Bian et al., 2019), clustered (Klimkov et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020), or frame level (Choi et al., 2020; Lee and Kim, 2019; Shechtman et al., 2021). Some have experimented with controlling the expressiveness through manipulation of the latent embeddings (Wang et al., 2018b; Um et al., 2020). A detailed review of all of these methods was already given in 4.1. However, controllability remains limited, especially for global style embeddings.

Some work has targeted increasing the quantity of the expressive training data. Huybrechts et al. (2020) have used voice conversion (CopyCat, detailed description in 6.1) to convert expressive (conversational and newscaster) recordings of different speakers to a target speaker. The source speaker provides large amounts of the desired style (7 hours conversational or 5
hours newscaster). The Voice Conversion (VC) model is trained with neutral and expressive recordings of the target speaker and one or multiple source speakers. Large amounts of neutral data are available for all speakers (~20 hours). The TTS model is then trained with the neutral, expressive, and converted samples of the target speaker. In a last step the TTS model is fine-tuned on the expressive recordings. The increased data quantity improved signal quality as well as style adequacy in subjective listening tests. This work assumes that large databases of the desired style of another same-gender speaker exist. In the next Chapter 6 we propose a neutral to emotional speech conversion model to address this limitation.

Xu et al. (2020) use an iterative process of TTS and ASR to improve both models on low resource languages. They start with pre-training on rich-resource languages and then fine-tune on the low-resource language with the phoneme/character and speaker embeddings all reinitialised. After the two steps both models still have issues. The authors propose to use unpaired data, i.e. text without speech (unpaired text) and speech without text (unpaired speech) of the target language, in a dual transformation between TTS and ASR to further improve the models. This data is usually easily obtained from the media. From unpaired text synthetic speech is generated. The ASR system is then used to filter out samples with word skipping and repeating issues. The resulting corpus is used to retrain the TTS model. The ASR system is also used to create text for the unpaired speech, the resulting paired corpus is combined with the synthetic speech generated from unpaired text and the low amount of paired data in the target language to retrain the ASR model. The dual transformation is iterative and applied on the fly so that it improves over time with advances in both models. The use of synthetic data improves intelligibility and audio quality of the TTS model, but also word error rate and character error rate of the ASR model.

We found a limited amount of work which attempts to increase the quality of the emotional data used during training. Emotional databases usually have a single emotion label for every recording. We argue that this generalisation is misleading and that the emotion is localised within the utterance. The closest work to ours is that of Zhu et al. (2019). They use relative attributes (Parikh and Grauman, 2011) to assign a level of emotional strength to each sample. In more recent work (Lei et al., 2020) they extended their method to phoneme level emotional strength. We will describe their method in the following.

5.1.1 Attribute Rank

Recent work (Zhu et al., 2019; Lei et al., 2020) has used attribute ranks (Parikh and Grauman, 2011) to compute emotion intensities. We include this work as a competitive method here and give a brief overview. For data of two categories the ranking function computes the ranking/order of the data w.r.t. to a certain attribute, here emotion intensity. Once the ranking function is learned, it can assign an emotion intensity level to unseen emotional data. For completeness we give an example closely following that in Lei et al. (2020).
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We select all neutral $N$ and happy $H$ samples from the training set with acoustic features $x_t$ with $t \in [1, \ldots, T]$ with $T = |N \cup H|$. We then form an ordered set $O$ and an unordered set $S$ of pairs. In the ordered set we pair an emotional sample of $H$ with a neutral sample from $N$, indicating that the emotion intensity is higher in the samples of $H$ than in those of $N$. In the unordered set we randomly create pairs of neutral-neutral and happy-happy samples, indicating that their rank should be similar. The goal is to learn a ranking function

$$ r(x_t) = wx_t $$

satisfying the following constraints as much as possible

$$ \forall (i, j) \in O: wx_i > wx_j $$
$$ \forall (i, j) \in S: wx_i = wx_j $$

(5.2)

The problem can be relaxed with slack variables $\xi_{ij}$ and $\gamma_{ij}$ and a controllable trade-off $C$ (Parikh and Grauman, 2011) and solved by Newton’s method (Chapelle, 2007) similar to Support-Vector-Machines.

$$ \min \left( \frac{1}{2}||w^T||_2^2 + C(\sum \xi_{ij}^2 + \sum \gamma_{ij}^2) \right) $$
$$ \text{s.t. } w^T(x_i - X_j) \geq 1 - \xi_{ij}; \forall (i, j) \in O $$
$$ |w^T(x_i - x_j)| \leq \gamma_{ij}; \forall (i, j) \in S $$
$$ \xi_{ij} \geq 0; \gamma_{ij} \geq 0 $$

(5.3)

In Lei et al. (2020) a single openSMILE (see Section 2.2) feature vector $x_i$ is extracted for each utterance. Then the ranking function, i.e. the ranking vector $w_m$ with $m \in [1, \ldots, M]$, is learned for each combination of neutral with the other $M$ emotions. To obtain phoneme-level rankings openSMILE features are extracted for the segments corresponding to each phoneme. Obviously this requires a forced-alignment step. We use the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al. (2017), Section 2.2) for it. In Lei et al. (2020) the authors use a 14-hour single speaker Chinese database, of which one third is emotional speech divided into six emotion categories. The remaining two thirds are neutral samples. To learn the ranking function they use only a subset of all samples. To form set $O$ they randomly select 300 neutral sentences and pair them with 300 emotional sentences, which allows that one emotional sentence is paired with multiple neutral ones. To form $S$ 150 pairs are randomly selected in the neutral and emotional set each. We use a Python port of the original code of Parikh and Grauman (2011) with the default parameters for the Newton algorithm.

---

1We thank Shan Yang for the detailed description of the process.
2https://github.com/chaitanya100100/Relative-Attributes-Zero-Shot-Learning
3https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~parikh/relative.html
5.2 Emotion intensity extraction

In this section we present our two techniques to extract an emotion intensity from audio with the help of emotion recognisers.

5.2.1 Attention LSTM

We use a simple emotion recogniser mostly resembling previous research (Ramet et al., 2018) (Figure 5.1 left). It consists of a feature extraction part of three fully-connected layers with 256 neurons and a BiLSTM with 128 neurons per direction. We apply dropout with a probability of 0.1 after each layer. Additionally, it contains an attention block with a single BiLSTM with 128 neurons per direction and a fully-connected layer without bias with a single output neuron. The outputs of the BiLSTM in the attention block correspond to the keys in recent attention terminology, and the weights of the fully-connected layer represent the query, which acts as a task embedding. The output of the fully-connected layer represents the unnormalised attention weights. As in the previous work (Ramet et al., 2018) we use a sigmoid activation, instead of the usual softmax, to obtain normalised attention weights. The reasoning was that a sigmoid activation ensures high activation levels over many frames, which leads to overall smoother attentions. This is especially desirable for our downstream task of emotional TTS. We use the predicted attention weights to compute a weighted sum over the outputs of the feature extraction part (values) to create a single utterance level embedding of size 256. We pass this vector through a single fully-connected layer with as many neurons as emotion classes. All parameters are initialised using Xavier initialisation (Glorot and Bengio, 2010) with a uniform distribution, with one exception: The weights of the fully-connected layer with single output neuron in the attention block are initialised with samples from $\mathcal{N}(0, 0.1^2)$.

The openSMILE toolkit (Eyben et al., 2013) is used to extract frame-level features with a sliding window of 25ms and a shift of 10ms. We use a 32-dimensional subset of the ISO9 feature subset composed of hand-crafted Low-Level Descriptors (pitch, energy, zero-crossing rate, voicing probability), 12 MCEP coefficients, and their first derivative. This subset is mean-variance normalised and forms the input to the emotion recogniser. To prevent overfitting we augment the input with random white noise with a standard deviation of 0.4. In contrast to previous research, this model is not limited to inputs with 500 frames; it accepts variable input lengths.

Training closely follows the procedure in previous work (Ramet et al., 2018). The model is trained with the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015) ($\beta_1 = 0.9, \beta_2 = 0.999, \epsilon = 1E−8$) with a learning rate of 3E−5 on mini-batches of 32 utterances for 200 epochs with the cross-entropy loss. To account for class-imbalance we weight the cross-entropy for each class $c$ by a factor of $w_c = \frac{N_{total}}{N_{classes} N_c}$, where $N_{total}$ is the total number of training utterances, $N_{classes}$ the number of different classes/emotions, and $N_c$ the number of utterances of class $c$ in the training set. All but the LSTM layers are regularised with $L_2$-regularisation with a factor of 5E−2. We select the best model based on the summed Weighted Accuracy (WA) and Unweighted Accuracy (UA).
We argue that this emotion recogniser, once trained, will attend to the emotional parts of the utterance to make a decision. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the attention weights over an utterance give a good approximation of the emotion intensity. By forwarding each utterance of the database through the model, we can obtain the emotion intensity value by saving the predicted attention weights.

Figure 5.1 – Architectures of the emotion recognisers. Left: attention LSTM; right: transformer

5.2.2 Transformer

The above model is a very simple emotion recogniser and does not represent the state of the art. More complex architectures exist which do not allow a straightforward extraction of attention weights as described in Section 5.2.1. In this section we investigate a more recent transformer model (Tarantino et al., 2019). It consists of multiple self-attention blocks (Vaswani et al., 2017), which do not allow the extraction of attention weights in an obvious way. We make no claim that this model is the best emotion recogniser currently available (newer exist e.g. Latif et al. (2020)); rather, we present a technique representative of more complex models without restrictions to their architecture to extract emotion intensities.

The transformer model uses Scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU) activation. SELU activation is an attempt to omit the dead state problem in ReLUs, which appears when all activations are stuck in the negative orthant. A neuron affected by this will only receive zero gradients and is effectively dead. The SELU is the non-linearity of choice for a new kind of neural networks called Self Normalizing Networks (Klambauer et al., 2017). They are designed so
that for inputs sampled from a normal distribution, their output will also follow a normal distribution. This is achieved by using $\alpha = \sim 1.6732$ and $\lambda = \sim 1.0506$ in Equation 5.4. In that sense they self-normalise, which makes other normalisation like batch norm redundant, the second important property compared to other activation functions. While not standard in NN research we mainly use it to closely follow the previous work in Tarantino et al. (2019).

$$\text{SELU}(x) = \lambda \begin{cases} x & \text{if } x > 0 \\ \alpha e^x - \alpha & \text{if } x \leq 0 \end{cases}$$ (5.4)

The transformer (Figure 5.1 right) consists of a feature extraction block with four fully-connected layers with 512 neurons and SELU activation. Afterwards a positional encoding is added in form of a sinusoid with a large period. Dropout with 0.1 probability is applied on the latent feature representation, which is then fed to two self-attention blocks with 32 heads each. The resulting attention matrix is aggregated with five 2D convolutional layers with $[30, 30, 30, 10, 6]$ output channels, a $5 \times 5$ kernel size, and a stride of $2 \times 2$. The flattened 936-dimensional output is projected with a fully-connected layer with 936 neurons and a final fully-connected output layer with as many neurons as emotion classes. After each but the last layer in the aggregation step, dropout with probability 0.2 and SELU activation is applied. All parameters are initialised using Xavier initialisation (Glorot and Bengio, 2010) with a uniform distribution.

As before we use the openSMILE toolkit to extract frame-level features of 25ms windows and 10ms shift. However, we use the entire 384-dimensional IS09 features subset as input to the transformer model and we do not add any noise. The transformer model requires a fixed-length input. We use a sliding window of 500 frames with a step size of 50 frames previously found to perform best (Tarantino et al., 2019). At inference time the final prediction is made by applying a softmax on the predicted classes of each window and averaging the results. Sequences are zero padded to match the window and step size, no frames are dropped.

During training we randomly select 500 frames from each input in the batch. We use the Adam optimiser ($\beta_1 = 0.9, \beta_2 = 0.999, \epsilon = 1E-8$, no weight decay) with a learning rate of $1E-5$ for 170 epochs on a mini-batch size of 8 and PyTorch’s ReduceLROnPlateau scheduler with default parameters.

To extract emotion intensities with the transformer model we propose to use saliency maps. Saliency maps are a common technique in vision-related machine learning tasks. They attempt to add interpretability to the neural network predictions. Saliency maps allow interpretation of inputs, but also of layers, or even neurons. In this work we are only interested in the interpretation of inputs. An increasing number of techniques exist with varying complexity: Input Gradients (Simonyan et al., 2013), Smoothgrad (Smilkov et al., 2017), Input X Gradient (Shrikumar et al., 2016), Integrated Gradients (Sundararajan et al., 2017), Grad-cam (Selvaraju et al., 2017), Full-Gradient (Srinivas and Fleuret, 2019), and more. Saliency maps compute the importance of each input to the network’s output, thus each openSMILE feature in each frame receives a value. To compute a scalar emotion intensity value we investigate the aggregation
through $\max$ and $\text{mean}$ operations. In the following we will give a high-level description of the techniques we use in our experiments (Section 5.3).

Saliency Maps

**Input gradients** (Simonyan et al., 2013) continues the backpropagation chain to the inputs and thus provides gradients of each input w.r.t. the correct class label. Theoretically one can compute the input gradients for any other class as well. The idea is that the gradients indicate how much the class prediction is affected by a change in each input, thus representing its importance.

Since *input gradients* produces relatively noisy saliency maps **Smoothgrad** (Smilkov et al., 2017) attempts to smooth them over multiple observations. It achieves this by adding white noise to the input multiple times and computes the average input gradients for all iterations. The idea of **Smoothgrad** can be applied in many other saliency map techniques.

**Input X Gradient** (Shrikumar et al., 2016) first computes the *input gradients* and then multiplies them with the input itself. The idea is that the gradient alone only indicates how important the feature is, but the input gives information on how strongly the feature is present. Together they provide a better abstraction of the feature importance.

**Integrated Gradients** (Sundararajan et al., 2017) is a more involved technique. Consider a specific input dimension, which has a major effect on the prediction once it reaches a threshold. When we compute the *input gradients* close to the threshold it will receive major importance. However, once the strength in this feature increases, the gradient on it will become small, because small pertubations do not cause a change of prediction anymore. However, the dimension is still of major importance for the predicted class. **Integrated Gradients** attacks this problem by considering the *input gradients* computed on a linear interpolation between a baseline and the actual input. The baseline in images is often a black or white image. In our case this simply corresponds to zeros in all inputs. If at any point between the baseline and the actual input the feature has contributed to the class prediction, **integrated gradients** captures it as it computes the integral over all steps.

5.3 Experiments

We compare all three methods (attention weights, saliency map, and attribute rank) and a baseline without intensity input on the task of emotional TTS. For our experiments we select the SAVEE database (see Section 2.5.4). To train emotion recognisers, the SAVEE database is rather limited. Thus we include the IEMOCAP database (see Section 2.5.5) in all strategies for emotion intensity extraction. It is a commonly used database for speech emotion recognition (Mirsamadi et al., 2017; Ramet et al., 2018; Tarantino et al., 2019). While still in the database we exclude samples where no majority label was found, additionally we exclude the ‘disgusted’ emotion from our experiments, as it is both very hard to express and very rare in the database.
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5.3.1 Emotion Intensity

Emotion Recogniser

We train the attention LSTM (Section 5.2.1) and transformer (Section 5.2.2) emotion recogniser models on IEMOCAP with the parameters and inputs as defined in their respective section, using a random split of the 5th session for the validation and test set. We then fine-tune the models on SAVEE with the same parameters for 200 epochs and select the best model based on combined WA and UA on the validation set. The dataset is organised with numerical ids. For each emotion we select emotion specific utterances as test and validation set. Namely we use the 4th and 5th id as test set and the 6th and 7th id as validation set. We select the same ids for all speakers so that the content is unseen during training. Table 5.1 shows the metrics of the trained models on IEMOCAP and SAVEE. With the trained models we extract the emotion intensity. For the attention LSTM model these are simply the attention weights.

Table 5.1 – Weighted Accuracy (WA) and Unweighted Accuracy (UA) of the emotion recogniser models after pre-training on IEMOCAP and fine-tuning on SAVEE excluding the disgusted emotion class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IEMOCAP</th>
<th>SAVEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WA</td>
<td>UA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention LSTM</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the transformer model the variety of saliency maps (Section 5.2.2) allows multiple intensity curves (Figure 5.2). We extract emotion intensity using Input Gradients, Smoothgrad, Input X Gradient, and Integrated Gradients with max and mean aggregation. As the saliency maps can be very noisy, we also experiment with smoothed versions obtained by a simple convolution with an 11 frames wide Hanning window (Figure 5.3). More saliency map plots can be found in Appendix B. With informal listening we cannot select a clear best system. However, we find that a priori the intensity weights extracted with the attention LSTM model consistently produce more expressive speech than those extracted with saliency maps. To detect a difference between the two methods we decided to use the saliency map closest to the intensity weights extracted with the attention LSTM model, knowing they are the ones most difficult to distinguish. For that reason we extract the saliency maps on the attention LSTM model and compare them to the attention weights in terms of MSE. As can be seen in Table 5.2 the closest saliency map is smoothgrad with mean aggregation and smoothing.

Attribute Rank

While it would be possible to learn the ranking just on the SAVEE database, we also include the IEMOCAP database for a fair comparison. Indeed, we found that rankings extracted in combination with IEMOCAP outperform those learned only on SAVEE in informal listening.
Figure 5.2 – Emotion intensities extracted with the attention LSTM model and different smoothed saliency maps for an angry utterance of speaker JK. For better comparison each intensity is mean-variance normalised based on its own statistics. The content is: “Don't ask me to carry an oily rag like that.”

Figure 5.3 – Emotion intensities extracted with the attention LSTM model and with the Smoothgrad saliency map with max and mean aggregation as well as smoothed mean for the same utterance as in Figure 5.2.
Table 5.2 – MSE between saliency maps and attention weights extraction on the attention LSTM model on SAVEE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saliency map</th>
<th>Aggregation</th>
<th>Smoothed</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Gradients mean</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Gradients mean</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Gradients max</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Gradients max</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothgrad mean</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothgrad mean</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td><strong>0.621</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothgrad max</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothgrad max</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input x Gradient mean</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input x Gradient mean</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1.179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input x Gradient max</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input x Gradient max</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Gradients mean</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Gradients mean</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1.312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Gradients max</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Gradients max</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tests. We exclude the SAVEE samples later used for validation and test set of the emotional TTS model (Section 5.3.2) when learning the ranking function. To form the unordered set we randomly form pairs for each sample in the neutral set of SAVEE. We then fill up the set with pairs from IEMOCAP (speaker independent selection) to reach 150 pairs. We perform the same with the respective emotion to obtain an unordered set with 300 pairs. For the ordered set we randomly select a neutral SAVEE sample for each emotional SAVEE sample and again use IEMOCAP to fill up to 300 pairs. With the learned ranking function we compute phoneme-level rankings for all SAVEE samples.

### 5.3.2 Emotional TTS

Our goal is to train an emotional TTS system with emotion intensity input on the SAVEE database. Due to the small size of SAVEE we cannot train a modern encoder-decoder network on it, as it quickly overfits before adapting the new speaking styles. Instead we rely on a classical RNN-based network (Zen et al., 2013), which has also been used in recent studies on emotional speech synthesis (Lorenzo-Trueba et al., 2018; Henter et al., 2018). We use oracle durations in all our experiments, because duration prediction for emotional speech is a challenging problem on its own. The model consists of two fully-connected layers with ReLU activation and 1024 neurons, three BiLSTM layers with 512 neurons, and the final 97-dimensional output layer. 5% dropout is applied in all but the final layer. A 128-dimensional speaker and 64-dimensional emotion embedding is concatenated to the input of each layer.
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Additionally, we concatenate the mean-variance normalised emotion intensity input in all layers, which gives better results than concatenating it only to the input. For all neutral samples we set the emotion intensity to zero for the entire sequence, indicating that there is no emotion present. At inference time we use the oracle emotion intensity extracted from the reference. We do not predict the emotion intensity internally, because we want to keep it as a tunable input. The inputs to the model are 425-dim context-embeddings (Section 2.2). The model predicts WORLD vocoder features with deltas and double deltas. The output is smoothed with the MLPG algorithm. The WORLD vocoder is used to generate the waveform.

Even for our model the SAVEE database is too small to train a TTS system, so we instead pre-train on the WSJCAM0 database (Section 2.5.3). The model is pre-trained for 35 epochs with a batch size of 16 and a learning rate of 0.001 and early stopping. We reduce the learning rate by a factor of 0.1 on validation loss plateaus. The adaptation to SAVEE is split into adaptation to the neutral subset of SAVEE first, and the entire database second. Each step is further divided into three phases. In the first phase only the speaker embedding is trained (10 epochs, lr=0.001), in the second phase the whole model is trained (10 epochs, lr=0.001), the last phase applies fine-tuning by repeating phase two with a smaller learning rate (10 epochs, lr=0.0001). The batch size in all phases is 16. In each phase early stopping is used and the best model is selected to continue with the next phase. This procedure is the same as in Section 4.6.3.

5.3.3 Subjective Results

In the subjective listening test we investigate how the TTS models compare in terms of perceived emotion and whether the audio quality is impacted. For the test we include five systems:

- **baseline**: TTS model without emotion intensity input
- **attention**: Attention weights extracted from the attention LSTM model
- **transformer**: Smoothgrad saliency map with mean aggregation and smoothing extracted with the transformer model
- **rank**: Phoneme-level rankings extracted with the competitive technique by Lei et al. (2020)
- **ref**: Copy synthesis of the recordings

The test set consists of the same two utterances recorded for every emotion (7, including neutral, excluding disgusted) and every speaker (4 males), i.e., the content is not emotion dependent. This makes 56 samples for each system. As we do not yet have a method to predict emotion intensity from text, we use the emotion intensity extracted from the reference audio by the respective technique. This gives an upper bound on the quality achievable with an emotion intensity input assuming that the prediction is perfect. We find that the emotion
intensity input does not increase the expressiveness of the speech much. However, it offers an unprecedented control to tune the emotion intensity. Informal listening shows a greatly increased expressiveness, while still sounding natural, when scaling the input with a factor of 7. This factor is set ad-hoc; we currently do not have means to set it automatically. As we (as a research community) lack objective measures for the perceived emotion intensity and audio quality a systematic selection of the factor would require a grid search with subjective listening tests. However, the models have learned to connect certain speech properties with the intensity input, which allows scaling them in a natural way. In general higher intensities result in higher energy in the speech, which is desirable for all but the sad emotion. Thus all our tests use the scaled version except sadness. The emotion intensity for neutral is zero everywhere, so scaling has no effect.

36 listeners participated in the test. Each one rated 25 randomly selected samples in a 5-scale MOS test with 0.5 steps and also selected the emotion they perceived. Table 5.3 summarises the results. The total column includes the correct ratings on neutral. As many subtle emotions like fearful or surprised are rated as neutral, this number is biased. The emotion column indicates the accuracy on the emotional samples only. On both metrics the attention weight extracted with the attention LSTM model outperforms the other systems. It shows that an emotion intensity input increases the expressiveness of the speech, which is also perceivable by listeners. The happy emotion is almost never perceived. The low recognition rate of the reference samples indicates that it was not acted well enough. Providing a neutral reference during the listening test might facilitate its prediction.

Table 5.3 – Results of the subjective evaluation of perceived emotions in percentage. ‘total’ includes the neutral samples. Accuracy for each emotion is shown as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>emotion</th>
<th>neutral</th>
<th>angry</th>
<th>fearful</th>
<th>happy</th>
<th>sad</th>
<th>surprised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attention transformer</td>
<td><strong>35.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>28.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>70</strong></td>
<td><strong>54</strong></td>
<td><strong>13</strong></td>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
<td><strong>55</strong></td>
<td><strong>21</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rank</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>33</td>
<td><strong>25</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It also shows that the quality of the emotion intensity matters as the phoneme level rankings perform much worse, this might be due to the phoneme-level granularity. The key benefit of the ranking function is that it requires very little training data. It might perform best when we do not include any IEMOCAP data. It outperforms the baseline system in a similar manner to that reported in the related work (Lei et al., 2020).

Interestingly, the saliency map extracted from the transformer model performs worse then the simple attention weight, even though the model is much more complex and achieves higher emotion recognition scores. All the saliency map techniques are developed for the field of vision, focusing on convolutional layers. A different type of saliency map might be necessary.
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for speech tasks or more convolutional networks might allow better saliency maps. The benefit of the transformer model is that it will likely improve its emotion recognition performance with more training data compared to the attention LSTM model due to its small complexity. However, as long as no proper saliency map technique exists, we are limited to models that allow straight-forward extraction of emotion intensity.

Figure 5.4 shows the results of the MOS test. None of the differences in the results are statistically significant in a two-tailed paired t-test with a p-value < 0.05. This includes the copy synthesis reference, which has other quality issues that were rated low by listeners. We have no reason to believe that the proposed techniques deteriorate the audio quality.4

![Box plot of MOS test results](image)

Figure 5.4 – Results of the 5-scale MOS test with 0.5 steps.

5.4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter we present two techniques to extract an emotion intensity input from audio in an unsupervised way by utilising pre-trained emotion recognition networks. We do not require any emotion intensity labeling, but only emotion class labels to train the emotion recognisers. Thus one could also refer to it as weak supervision. From an emotion recognition network with a single attention layer we extract the attention weights as emotion intensity. From a transformer-based network we extract it using saliency map techniques. We show that the additional emotion intensity input improves an emotional TTS system; increasing the accuracy of which human listeners perceive the target emotion without degradation in signal quality. The simpler first method outperforms all others, including a recently published competitive method for emotion intensity extraction based on relative attributes.

For the tests we use oracle emotion intensity extracted from the reference audio, which gives an upper bound on the predicted quality. This way we try to break the chicken-egg

---

4Audio samples are available at [https://www.idiap.ch/paper/ssw11_emotion_intensity/](https://www.idiap.ch/paper/ssw11_emotion_intensity/)
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problem assuming it will be possible to predict intensity in the future. As the results show
great improvements with an emotion intensity input, it is reasonable that research on emotion
intensity prediction is a promising future direction. Future work should focus on predicting
emotion intensity from text or conversion in speech-to-speech translation. In both cases much
more training data will be required, however, it is likely that emotion intensity is localised
similarly across speakers, i.e. is speaker independent. Thus it should be possible to train on a
large variety of speakers. It is also not necessary to use high quality speech as required for TTS,
instead only an emotional class label per utterance is required. This allows the use of many
speech emotion recognition databases.
6 Emotional Voice Conversion

In the last chapter we have improved the quality of the emotional training data to improve the generalisability of the model which has led to higher emotion intensity. In this chapter we instead investigate increasing the quantity of the emotional data. Creating voices in more expressive speaking styles usually requires recording large amounts of speech for the desired style. This is very time-consuming and costly. An alternative is the generation of synthetic data to satisfy the high data needs.

The conversion of speech is generally assumed to be easier than TTS, thus has lower data needs. Emotional Voice Conversion (EVC) is a subfield of VC which studies the transformation of a source audio signal into a different emotion while maintaining its linguistic content and speaker identity. Techniques applied in EVC are similar to VC and differ mostly in their feature selection (Kameoka et al., 2018; Rizos et al., 2020). EVC techniques working without hand-crafted features are applicable to other speaking styles as well. EVC is also applied to other tasks like film dubbing.

In this chapter, we aim to convert neutral to emotional speech in German. As we have only a limited amount of emotional German data available, we exploit emotional recordings in US English. We propose EmoCat, a language-agnostic EVC model trained jointly on German and US English working directly on mel-spectrograms. Compared to other works we use mel-spectrograms to leverage Amazon’s high-quality universal vocoder (Lorenzo-Trueba et al., 2019) to keep a high bar on segmental quality. Our model adapts the CopyCat model (Karlapati et al., 2020b) (which is based on AutoVC (Qian et al., 2019)) for intra-speaker emotion conversion. CopyCat is a VC model which allows to convert the speech of unseen speakers to a set of target speakers. In contrast to the global speaker identity, emotion is a continuous component of speech. We use adversarial training to explicitly remove emotion leakage from the encoder, which encodes the neutral source spectrogram, to the decoder, which generates the converted emotional spectrogram. We propose a novel improvement to gradient reversal (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015) to stabilise its gradients. We further investigate fine-tuning to improve naturalness. In an ablation study, we assess the effectiveness of each of the techniques. The proposed model is able to convert neutral German to two different emotions in three
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intensities with the support of less than 45 minutes of German emotional data. To the best of
our knowledge, no work exists on EVC with multi-lingual data or mel-spectrograms.

This work was performed during an internship in the TTS Research Group of Amazon in
Cambridge. The majority of this text will appear at:

• Schnell, B., Huybrechts, G., Perz, B., Drugman, T., and Lorenzo-Trueba, J. (2021). EmoCat:
Language-agnostic emotional voice conversion. In Proc. 11th ISCA Speech Synthesis
Workshop

6.1 Background

6.1.1 Voice Conversion

Voice Conversion (VC) describes the process of converting the speech of some source speakers
to speech of a set of target speakers, while retaining the content and style. In contrast to
TTS, where audio is generated from a low dimensional sequence of phonemes/characters,
VC starts with rich representations and fine details and only has to adapt the speech. This
fundamental difference suggests that VC is a simpler task than TTS and thus requires less
data. In the following we will give an overview of recent VC models. We will finish this list
with the AutoVC and CopyCat model, which form the basis of our work. There are two main
approaches to VC research. In the case of parallel training data the same utterances are spoken
by different speakers. This allows to learn a direct mapping in a supervised way. For high
quality speech generation the training data should contain a wide variety of speech, i.e. it
needs a large database. When parallel data is required, the large database has to be recorded
for every (new) speaker, which makes it impractical for most real world applications. Current
research focuses mostly on non-parallel training data. It is still a challenging task because no
direct supervision is possible. Following the chronological order we will start with parallel
data works.

Abe et al. (1990) propose the non-parametric vector quantisation approach. It creates a
codebook of codewords for each speaker, then the codeword closest to the feature vector is
determined, and the corresponding codeword of the target codebook is used as converted
vector. The method is applied independently on spectral features and quantised pitch and
power. The method was later extended to represent the feature vector with a weighted sum of
codewords (Shikano et al., 1991).

As a well known parametric technique GMMs were used by Stylianou et al. (1998). It models
the source speaker space with a GMM, then a transformation function is learned, which
minimises the total quadratic spectral distortion. The utterances of source and target speaker
first need to be time aligned by Dynamic Time Warping (Berndt and Clifford, 1994) (DTW).
This is necessary for most parallel data methods. The whole procedure is repeated with a new
DTW alignment computed on the converted and target samples.
Dynamic kernel partial least squares (Helander et al., 2011) is a learned non-linear transformation of the source to the target frames. First k-means is applied to the source speaker samples to select a set of reference vectors. Then it learns a kernel transform between the average of the clusters and the target frames.

As discussed in a previous chapter VTLN-based approaches were also used in VC (Sundermann and Ney, 2003; Sundermann et al., 2003; Eichner et al., 2004). A thorough introduction to VTLN is given in Section 4.2.

Non-parallel VC only recently became an active research area. One of the first works is Hsu et al. (2016) which propose a VAE. The variational part accounts for the variants in speech and leads to a more understandable model and better regularisation. The sampled latent code is concatenated with a one-hot speaker embedding. Because the decoder has access to the speaker identity through the one-hot speaker embedding, a small enough VAE dimension will not be wasted to speaker information and will thus contain a speaker invariant representation of content and style and other latent features of the input speech. The model was later adapted with a GAN loss (Hsu et al., 2017a), where the decoder is treated as the generator. Instead of using an explicit discriminator they use a the Wasserstein distance between reconstructed and source spectrogram. The authors argue that the optimal transport solved to compute the Wasserstein distance suits the task of VC.

Gao et al. (2018) propose a CycleGAN for VC. The model consists of two generators and two discriminators. One generator for the conversion from male to female, and one for the converse. Additionally, one discriminator for female samples and one for male. The idea is to convert a source spectrogram to a target spectrogram and back to its source. This is performed for female-male-female and male-female-male. The respective discriminator then decides whether the spectrogram after each conversion is real or fake.

CycleGAN is limited to one-to-one-mappings and requires more generators and discriminator for different speakers, Kameoka et al. (2018) propose the StarGAN architecture instead. It consists of a single generator which converts a source spectrogram conditioned on a target class (a speaker representation in VC) to the spectrogram of that target class. One discriminator tries to identify real and fake samples given the target class. Another domain discriminator predicts the class of the converted spectrogram, which should match the conditioning. The model outperformed the previous CycleGAN model. A newer version StarGAN-VC2 (Kaneko et al., 2019) exists. It conditions the first discriminator also on the source class, which ensures the converted data is close to the real data source- and target-wise. Also conditional instance normalisation (Dumoulin et al., 2017) is used instead of batch norm after each layer, which has been shown to be effective for style transfer in computer vision.

AutoVC (Qian et al., 2019) is an auto-encoder network with an information bottleneck and additional speaker encoder network. The model consists of a content encoder that encodes the content and style of a source sample followed by an information bottleneck. The bottleneck is not only low dimensional, to prevent copying from the encoder to the decoder side, a
temporal bottleneck is achieved by selecting only every $N$-th frame of the encoder output. To match the number of frames the down-sampled features are then copied $N$ times each. The model also has a speaker encoder which extracts a global speaker encoding from a reference audio. During training the reference is another recording from the same speaker. This training procedure encourages the model to learn a content invariant speaker representation. The speaker encoder additionally allows to convert to unseen speakers, in contrast to learned speaker embeddings. The decoder generates the converted speech from the upsampled temporal bottleneck features and the global speaker encoding. A CNN postnet is used to restore fine details, similar to Tacotron. The bottleneck dimension as well as the bottleneck down-sampling frequency has to be chosen so that no speaker information leaks through the bottleneck, but as much content and style information as possible is preserved to facilitate the speech generation. The authors state that there is a balance between reconstruction quality and speaker disentanglement. The model outperformed state-of-the-art models of that time and also enabled zero-shot conversion (conversion to unseen speakers). The authors have extended their work (Qian et al., 2020) by splitting the encoder into three components responsible for the encoding of rhythm, content, and pitch respectively. This allowed disentangled control over each of the three aspects.

CopyCat (Karlapati et al. (2020b), Figure 6.1) is based on AutoVC. It extends the model with a phoneme encoder and instance norm is used instead of batch norm in the encoder. The phonemes need to be aligned and upsampled. The phoneme encodings serve as an additional conditioning on the encoder and decoder side. The model also makes use of speaker embeddings coming from a pre-trained speaker classifier (trained on 1000 LibriSpeech speakers). This allows conversion from unseen speakers to a set of seen speakers. The authors also include a GAN-like loss with a separate discriminator network to increase the audio quality.
Some VC methods also operate directly on the waveform, e.g. Niwa et al. (2018) for parallel training data and Serrà et al. (2019) for non-parallel data. The latter is based on normalising flows, a novelty in VC literature.

### 6.1.2 Emotional Voice Conversion

Just like VC methods Emotional Voice Conversion (EVC) methods are split into two categories: parallel and non-parallel training data.

In the parallel data scenario the database contains the same utterance spoken by the same speaker in the different target emotions. This allows the network to directly learn the conversion. However, these databases are rare and typically small. It is expensive to record all the emotions of an utterance for a large phoneme coverage. Additionally, it is challenging for voice talents to act the target emotion when the linguistic content of the utterance does not match. This can lead to errors in emotion intensity and thus either lowers the quality of the database or requires the exclusion of some recordings. While parallel data methods are less relevant for this chapter, we nevertheless list some recent publications.

An early method (Aihara et al., 2012) uses a GMM for the spectrum and one for $F_0$. $F_0$ is approximated with the first $N$ normalised Discrete Cosine Transform coefficients. The GMM models the joint source and target speaker space and its parameters are trained with the Expectation-Maximisation algorithm. Once trained the maximum Likelihood estimation is used to obtain the mixture component sequence for the source. The sequence is needed for the conversion from neutral to three emotions (each emotion has its own GMM).

In Inanoglu and Young (2007) $F_0$ is modelled by context-sensitive syllable HMMs, duration is modelled by phone-based relative decision trees conditioned on neutral duration and phonetic context, and segmental level spectral conversion is performed by codebook selection or GMMs. Subjective tests showed that the latter is significantly superior.

A BiLSTM-based model is used by Ming et al. (2016) to simultaneously convert spectrum, energy, and $F_0$. Energy is represented with a 10-scale and $F_0$ with a 5-scale continuous wavelet transform. For initialisation the model is trained as an average model on a large non-emotional parallel database.

Robinson et al. (2019) model $F_0$ and duration with an encoder-decoder model with attention. Given the neutral quantised $F_0$ contour and the syllable position information the model predicts emotional $F_0$ for all vowels. Thanks to the attention mechanism the model is also able to adapt the duration. The spectral features of the neutral speech are time-stretched to match the converted $F_0$.

Shankar et al. (2019) use a highway network to map spectrogram, $F_0$, and a gender embedding to pitch and energy of the target emotion. While the spectrogram is used to condition the network, it itself is not changed. Pitch and energy are modelled in separate networks. A smaller network for gender classification is used to predict the gender embedding.
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In the non-parallel data scenario, the utterances for each emotion differ, meaning that the content can better match the emotion. This allows a wider variety of utterances and also simplifies acting for the voice talents. With the lack of parallel data, a model cannot be trained to do the conversion directly as the ground truth target is not available. The training can only be guided in an unsupervised way. GANs and cycle consistency losses are commonly used techniques.

In Gao et al. (2019) an encoder-decoder structure with a content and style encoder, which both generate a global code, is used to convert MCEP extracted by WORLD. The model is trained with three losses. First, the cepstrum is auto-encoded and an L1 reconstruction loss applied. Second, the model converts the source spectrogram to the target emotion and passes the generated spectrogram to the two encoders again. Semi-cycle consistency L1 losses force the generated global codes to match before and after conversion. Third, a GAN loss tries to discriminate generated from recorded samples. The decoder uses adaptive instance normalisation (Ulyanov et al., 2016) to add the target emotion. F0 is converted by a linear transform (log Gaussian normalisation) to match the statistics of the target emotion domain. The band aperiodicities remain unchanged.

StarGAN is used in Rizos et al. (2020) on WORLD features with a reconstruction loss, an L1 cycle consistency loss, and a real/fake GAN loss. The model architecture is the same as in the original StarGAN-VC paper (Kameoka et al., 2018). An emotion recognition model (a variant of Zhang et al. (2019c)) was trained with the generated samples and evaluations show that its accuracy improved.

CycleGAN has also been used for emotion conversion (Zhou et al., 2020a). It is trained with three losses: 1) a reconstruction loss, 2) a cycle-consistency loss on a sample converted to another emotion and then back to the source emotion, and 3) the GAN loss for real/fake discrimination. The experiments show that separate CycleGANs for F0 and MCEP outperform a joint model. Liu et al. (2020) follows a very similar approach but uses an additional emotion classification loss and no reconstruction loss.

A different approach is the variational auto-encoding Wasserstein GAN (VAW-GAN) for emotion conversion (Zhou et al., 2020b) (originally proposed for VC in Hsu et al. (2017a)). It consists of a VAE structure where the decoder is conditioned on an emotion embedding. The latent dimension is chosen to be small enough so that it will not contain emotion information. The model is trained with reconstruction loss, standard KL divergence on the VAE latent space, and a Wasserstein GAN loss.

Our approach is closest to the VAW-GAN by Zhou et al. (2020b) as it employs a similar encoder-decoder structure with a VAE encoder. However, the bottleneck used is temporal and drastically smaller, also we condition the decoder on the linguistic content. Our reference encoder is similar to the one in Skerry-Ryan et al. (2018). In contrast to all related work above, we operate on mel-spectrograms and train with multi-lingual data.
6.2 Model description

In this section we introduce EmoCat, a language-agnostic intra-speaker emotion conversion model. It aims to convert neutral speech to emotional speech of the same speaker\(^1\). EmoCat is based on CopyCat (Karlapati et al. (2020b), see Section 6.1.1) and inherits the same structure and hyper-parameters. We repeat the model structure here:

- The phoneme encoder is the same as in Tacotron 2 (Shen et al., 2018) consisting of three convolutional layers with 512 filters of shape \(5 \times 1\) with batch normalisation and ReLU non-linearity, followed by a BiLSTM with 256 neurons per direction. The input phoneme embeddings are 512-dimensional.

- The reference encoder has three convolutional layers with instance normalisation (Dumoulin et al., 2017) followed by a BiLSTM. Instance normalisation works as batch normalisation, but applies the normalisation channel-wise independently on each element in the batch. The idea is that the constant part for each channel of each element in the batch is the speaker identity; normalising against it removes it. The last BiLSTM state is projected to form the parameters of a VAE. We sample from the VAE and pass it through a dimensional and temporal bottleneck, by selecting only every \(N\)-th frame. The down-sampled frames are then copied \(N\) times to match the former temporal resolution. This prevents the model to pass fine-grained information through the bottleneck and reduces leakage.

- The parallel decoder has a stack of three convolutional layers and a BiLSTM. It is conditioned on the bottleneck features, a target class embedding (speaker embedding for VC and emotion embedding for EVC), and the phoneme encodings.

- CopyCat also has a self-attention discriminator (Zhang et al., 2019a) used during GAN training. We omit it here because it is not used in EmoCat.

EmoCat differs from CopyCat in four aspects:

1. It uses 64-dim emotion embeddings instead of 128-dim speaker embeddings (see Section 6.2.1).

2. It uses a gradient inverter block to remove emotion leakage from the bottleneck embeddings (see Section 6.2.2).

3. It operates on multi-lingual data (see Section 6.3.1).

4. It does not pass the phoneme embeddings to the VAE reference encoder.

\(^1\)We have informally verified that it also allows conversion between emotions.
Figure 6.2 shows the network structure. The VAE reference encoder encodes the mel-spectrograms and its emotion embedding. A dimensional and temporal bottleneck is applied by only selecting every N-th frame (Qian et al., 2019). Each selected frame is copied N times (to restore the sequence length). The bottleneck embeddings should contain as much information as possible to generate high-quality speech but no emotion information. This is ensured by passing them through the gradient inverter to the emotion classifier, which removes any leaking emotion information. Force-aligned upsampled phonemes are encoded by the phoneme encoder to produce phoneme embeddings. During inference, the bottleneck and phoneme embeddings are stacked with the target-emotion embedding centroid and consumed by the parallel decoder to produce the converted mel-spectrogram. During training, the oracle utterance-level emotion embedding is used on the encoder and decoder side. Source and target spectrograms are the same as well. The parallel decoder consists of a stack of three convolutional layers followed by a unidirectional LSTM. The model is trained with an L1 reconstruction loss and the KL-loss on the VAE latent space.

6.2.1 Utterance-level emotion embeddings

During training, utterance-level emotion embeddings are fed to the VAE reference encoder and the parallel decoder. The emotion embeddings need to be organised language-independently by their style and other latent information to be beneficial to the model. This excludes simple embeddings per emotion class and suggests a learnable approach.

We obtain the emotion embeddings from a separate TTS model, which is pre-trained to do phoneme to mel-spectrogram conversion. The TTS model has a Tacotron-like architecture (Latorre et al., 2019) with the addition of two VAE reference encoders (Tyagi et al., 2020).
Within the reference encoder the last GRU state is projected to form the VAE parameters. The embedding is obtained by sampling from the VAE. One reference encoder captures the speaker information while the other captures the emotion. We use intercross training (Bian et al., 2019) to guide each encoder to encode only the speaker/emotion information and to be language-independent. We use the predicted embeddings from the emotion reference encoder as utterance-level emotion embeddings for the EmoCat training. We could learn the emotion embeddings in a similar fashion on-the-fly within the EmoCat model, but this would increase its training time, which is not desirable during research. We could also obtain them from a simple emotion recognition model, but we hypothesised that those embeddings might be more suited for recognition than generation, because they were trained with a loss based on recognition performance.

For the CopyCat model, robust speaker embeddings from a pre-trained speaker identification system are necessary, because the model also has to convert from unseen speakers. This is not the case for the EmoCat model, which only converts between seen emotions. Thus it requires less sophisticated emotion embeddings.

During inference, the utterance-level emotion embedding of the converted spectrograms is unknown. Instead we compute the centroid for each emotion over all emotion embeddings extracted from the training set and feed it to the decoder. The VAE reference encoder still uses the utterance-level emotion embedding of the input audio.

### 6.2.2 Gradient inverter

As emotion is a continuous and integral part of speech, it is necessary to explicitly prevent it from leaking from the encoder to the decoder side. With a pre-trained EmoCat with frozen weights we trained independent GRU emotion classifiers to predict the source emotion from the bottleneck embeddings, where the best achieved 64% overall accuracy. We found that heavy leakage resulted in low emotion intensity during conversion. Decreasing the bottleneck (as described by (Qian et al., 2019) in their AutoVC paper) led to heavy degradation in signal quality and intelligibility. With the reconstruction loss alone, we could not force the bottleneck embeddings to remove the undesired emotion information while keeping information needed for high signal quality.

Instead we used a gradient reversal block before the emotion classifier during training to actively remove emotion leakage from the bottleneck embeddings. The idea of gradient reversal is to reverse the gradients during back-propagation to remove any activation in the input that helps the following classifier. Gradient reversal achieves this by swapping the sign of the gradient $\Delta$ (Equation 6.1). It also applies a weight $\lambda$ to control the impact of the gradient on the preceding layers. The weight greatly influences the performance of the final model.

$$ \Delta' = -\lambda \Delta $$ (6.1)
We experimented with a feed-forward and a GRU based emotion classifier. Interestingly, EmoCat converged to a better model in terms of conversion ability with the feed-forward classifier than the GRU one. This suggests that with gradient reversal even a weak classifier gives sufficient gradients to lead to a better convergence point.

We again trained the same emotion classifier as above on the bottleneck embeddings of the model with gradient reversal. The classifier mainly predicted the majority class (95% of the time) showing that the majority of the emotion leakage was removed. Informal listening verified that the conversion ability of the model improved.

We argue that a simple swap of the sign (Equation 6.1) fulfils only half of the reversal purpose. Consider the following two scenarios:

1. Imagine there is no leakage in the input. As the classifier cannot rely on any information in the input, its prediction is random and the cross-entropy loss on its predictions is high. Thus the back-propagated gradients are large as well. Even though there is no leakage the preceding network receives a large reversed gradient.

2. Imagine there is significant leakage in the input and the classifier is already properly trained. Then its prediction is good, the cross-entropy loss is low, and the back-propagated gradients are small. Even though there is significant leakage the preceding network receives only a small reversed gradient.

The desired effect on the preceding network in both scenarios should be swapped. Without any leakage the received gradients should be small, while with significant leakage the gradients should be large. To address this issue, we present the gradient inverter block. Instead of only swapping the sign of the gradient, it performs a proper inversion by also converting small gradients to large ones and vice versa. We have experimented with two gradient inverter functions.

$$\Delta' = -\lambda \frac{\Delta}{||\Delta||_2^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Inverse square norm} \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

$$\Delta' = -\lambda \frac{\Delta}{\exp(||\Delta||_2^2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Inverse exp square norm} \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

Equation 6.2 implements directly what we want to achieve by scaling the gradient by its squared norm. Gradients with a norm smaller than one will become greater than one and vice versa. However, it might lead to unstable behaviour as gradients with a norm close to zero are scaled towards infinity. Equation 6.3 prevents this by bounding the denominator to less than one. In this variant, gradients with a small norm remain almost unchanged while big gradients are quickly faded out. We found that depending on the target emotion one of the proposed inverter functions performs better.
6.3 Experiments

6.2.3 Fine-tuning

While the EmoCat model with the proposed gradient inverter achieved high emotion intensities, its signal quality left room for improvement. We investigated fine-tuning on a subset of the training data. First the model was trained with all data until convergence. Then we continued training on emotional and similar amounts of neutral data. This should compensate the averaging effect in the decoder introduced by the huge amount of neutral training data. We did not change any hyper-parameters, learning rates, or losses compared to the first training step. This approach outperforms a GAN-like loss (same as used for CopyCat), which strives for the generated spectrogram to be indistinguishable from the recordings.

6.3 Experiments

We aim at generating emotional German samples by converting from neutral using a model trained with a limited amount of emotional German data. We focused on two emotions: excited and disappointed, in three intensities: low, medium, high.

6.3.1 Database

We use two Amazon internal databases. For German, we use more than 20 h of neutral and 45 min of emotional single-speaker recordings of a female voice. 20 neutral samples are set aside as test set. We do not use a development set to guide the training because the L1 reconstruction loss does not match human perception. The 45 min of emotional data are split equally into excited and disappointed. 25% is low, 50% medium, and 25% high intensity. Excluding the test set, we have around 5 min for the most challenging intensity: high. As we do not have access to more emotional German data, we use recordings of a female US English voice as supporting speaker. From this speaker, we use more than 20 h of neutral and more than 10 h of emotional recordings of the same emotion categories. We found that including US English data greatly improved the conversion abilities of our model, despite the differences in language. This suggests that the production of emotion follows a similar behaviour in English and German, which thus makes it beneficial to include the English data during training. This might hold true for other emotions as well. 24 kHz recordings are used. We trim all silences to be maximum 100 ms and extract 80-dim mel-spectrogram. We use phonemes with fully disjoint sets for English and German, thus the speaker identity can directly be inferred and explicit speaker embeddings are unnecessary.

6.3.2 Models

We conduct an ablation study across three models. Each is trained for 100k steps on the combined two databases. The mel-spectrogram is synthesised with Amazon's universal vocoder (Lorenzo-Trueba et al., 2019).
Chapter 6. Emotional Voice Conversion

1. **Grad. reversal** - This model uses the vanilla gradient reversal block (Equation 6.1) to remove leaking emotion information. In contrast to the following two models, we used a weighted cross entropy loss for the adversarial emotion classifier to compensate for the huge class imbalance in the training data. We chose the weights inverse proportional to the amount of the emotion in the total training data. We found that this improved the grad. reversal model.

2. **Grad. inverter** - This model replaces the gradient reversal block of model 1 with the improved gradient inverter block (see Section 6.2.2). We use two separate models for the conversion. The model to convert to the three excited emotions uses the inverse exp square norm function (Equation 6.3), while the one to convert to disappointed uses inverse square norm (Equation 6.2). This was selected based on a clear performance difference in informal listening.

3. **Fine-tuning** - This is model 2 fine-tuned for 2k steps as described in Section 6.2.3. The best results were obtained by fine-tuning on the emotional data of the target speaker with a similar amount of neutral data as for each emotion. The neutral data requirement is probably due to the adversarial training. This simple fine-tuning outperforms GAN fine-tuning.

We wanted to include a state-of-the-art baseline, however, we did not find any work on emotion conversion from spectrograms, which is required to use our high-quality neural vocoder. We adapted the work of Rizos et al. (2020) based on their StarGAN implementation to use mel-spectrograms instead of WORLD vocoder features, but the quality of the synthesised speech was very low. It is likely that major adaptations to the model architecture are necessary to achieve competitive results. However, creating such a baseline system is out of scope for this work. A comparison with a WORLD vocoder-based model is superfluous (Wang et al., 2018a), therefore it was impossible for us to include a competitive state-of-the-art baseline model in our benchmark.

### 6.3.3 Evaluations

We randomly selected 10 neutral German samples from the held-out test set and converted them to each of the six emotion intensities. 24 native German listeners rated the samples in terms of emotion intensity and audio quality in a MUSHRA test from 0 to 100.

**Emotion intensity**

We asked listeners to rate the emotion intensity where we provided another neutral recording (different sentence) as a reference of 0. We also included another recoding of the same emotion of the target speaker as an upper anchor and the utterance generated by a neutral baseline.

---

2https://github.com/glam-imperial/EmotionalConversionStarGAN
6.3. Experiments

system. We see in Figure 6.3 that our gradient inverter model significantly worse for low excited, outperforms vanilla gradient reversal for medium excited, and is similar in high excited. With an intuitively large amount of ratings the \( p\)-value of a two-tailed t-test is still \( > 0.05 \) in the high excited case, which suggests that there is no statistical difference (denoted as a horizontal bar in the plots). The exp square norm function (Equation 6.3) only scales large gradients down which does not seem to be optimal for the excited intensities. For disappointed the gradient inverter model achieves more than 20 MUSHRA points higher score across all intensities, proving the improvement through the gradient inverter function. We either did not yet find a gradient inverter function which generalises to different emotions, or the function should be chosen depending on the use case. Fine-tuning lowers the emotion intensity for the medium and high emotions. This shows an averaging effect of the neutral and low intensity data. It should also be noted that we see a clear ascent from the low to the high intensity, but do not yet reach the emotion intensity of the recordings except for low disappointed. We were only able to partially address the averaging effect in the decoder, which might reveal a general shortcoming of current decoder architectures. Highly expressive data in another language seems to improve the system only to a certain point. More high expressive German recordings, even from other speakers, might push the emotion intensity further.

![Figure 6.3 – System descriptions: blue: gradient reversal, orange: gradient inverter, green: gradient inverter fine-tuned, red: neutral baseline, purple: recordings. Black horizontal bars connecting systems denote no statistically significant difference between them (\( p\)-value \( > 0.05 \)).]
Audio quality

We compared the same systems as above but without a reference sample and asked the listeners to rate the audio quality (Figure 6.4). The test instruction was: “Please rate the systems in terms of audio quality. Try to ignore the content of the speech and the expressiveness and instead focus on the quality of the audio signal (e.g. glitches, clicks, noise, …).” We do not see a statistical difference between all systems for medium and high excited. Vanilla gradient reversal outperforms both other techniques for low excited and all disappointed intensities, but at a lower emotion intensity which makes the comparison unfair. The other techniques are still at par with the recordings. We see a trade-off between emotion intensity and audio quality here. We usually found that higher emotion intensities suffer from reduced signal quality. Most likely because low intensities are close to neutral samples for which we have a lot of training data. This leads back to the averaging effect in the decoder. We suggest to explore different decoder architectures more suitable for highly expressive speaking styles. While we are not able to reach the emotion intensity of the recordings yet, we achieve high audio quality at a generally lower intensity level. Fine-tuning did not achieve the desired improvement in audio quality. Even though it increased the MUSHRA score in five out of six emotions the difference is only statistically significant for low disappointed. The increase in audio quality might be a consequence of the lower emotion intensity instead of fine-tuning. However, for low disappointed fine-tuning increased audio quality without reduced emotion intensity. Interestingly, listeners found the audio quality of the neutral baseline system to be significantly higher than the emotional recordings. Our current hypothesis is that the listeners indeed noticed that the recordings are acted emotions and thus found them slightly unnatural.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we proposed EmoCat, a novel EVC model based on CopyCat, which operates directly on mel-spectrograms. It allows to convert neutral to emotional samples in German with less than 45 minutes of German emotional recordings. It achieves this by leveraging large amounts of emotional English data with the same emotions. While we expect the technique to be language-agnostic, we only demonstrate it for the rather similar languages German and US English. Even though the model is able to generate expressive speech at different intensities, we were not yet able to match the expressiveness of the recordings. Moreover, we presented the gradient inverter block, an improvement to gradient reversal. This showed statistically significant improvements in emotion intensity for four out of six emotions in subjective listening tests. We also found minor improvements in audio quality, at the cost of emotion intensity, through fine-tuning on the target emotional data. Future work is required to investigate the influence of increasing the amount of emotional German data, testing on more dissimilar languages, and further improvements to the gradient inverter functions. It also remains to test how the synthetic data affects the affective TTS model in the downstream task. Recent work on newscaster style speech (Huybrechts et al., 2020) suggests that synthetic data can indeed improve the affect of a TTS model.
6.4. Conclusion

Figure 6.4 – System descriptions as before: blue: grad. reversal, orange: grad. inverter, green: grad. inverter fine-tuned, red: neutral baseline, purple: recordings. Black horizontal bars connecting systems denote no statistically significant difference between them (\textit{p-value} > 0.05).
7 Conclusion

In this thesis we investigated techniques to increase the controllability and interpretability of speech synthesis systems. A special challenge was the integration within the *Deep Learning* framework as neural network components. Today’s TTS systems still suffer from low variability in the generated speech and are incapable of generating affective speech. Due to the high variability in affective speech recording large databases is too costly. The techniques developed in this thesis aim to decrease the data needs of affective speech synthesis by incorporating well known signal processing techniques and prior knowledge about speech into the models.

We have developed an RNN which is capable of driving the GCR model to produce natural intonation contours while retaining its controllability and physiological plausibility. We have proposed a training algorithm inspired by the SPAN algorithm from the SNN literature to train it on the spiky command signals of the GCR model. We further extended the model with neural second-order linear all-pole filters to train directly on the LF₀ contour. This in turn allowed the model to learn the set of muscle responses and converge to a better set than a hand-crafted dictionary. We showed that an L₁-regularisation term effectively ensures spiky latent representations, which can be interpreted as atom spikes. Retaining the analogy to the GCR model is desirable as previous work has shown that the GCR model is a strong candidate for the transplantation of emphasis in speech-to-speech translation.

Besides our work on pitch contours we developed a neural APW inspired by VTLN to adapt the spectral features. We proposed to split the computation into constant and varying parts to allow an efficient back-propagatable module. The APW is driven by a one-dimensional frame-level parameter, which directly maps to the warping applied on the spectral features, thus allowing direct interpretation and control. Experiments proved that the APW improves TTS systems on multi-speaker tasks like multi-speaker TTS and few- and zero-shot adaptation with limited data. The APW did not prove useful for emotional speech synthesis, even though observations in emotion recognition suggest that many emotions cause a formant shift. We hypothesised that localisation information of the emotion within the utterance would be required to apply the settle emotion dependent warping by the APW.
Chapter 7. Conclusion

To add localisation we proposed to extract emotion intensity information from pre-trained emotion recognisers by two techniques in an unsupervised way (only the emotion label is needed). First, we used the attention weights of an emotion recogniser with a single attention network as indicator of the emotion intensity. Second, we investigated various saliency map techniques to extract emotion intensity from a transformer-based emotion recogniser. We showed that the additional emotion intensity input improves an emotional TTS model. We found that the attention weights of the simple attention-based emotion recogniser outperform the saliency maps extracted with the more complex transformer-based model.

As an alternative to explicit emotion intensity extraction we investigated the generation of artificial emotional data. The assumption is that a TTS model can infer the localisation from text with sufficient training data. We proposed a language-agnostic emotional voice conversion model which is able to convert neutral German to emotional German speech by exploiting large amounts of emotional English recordings. We developed an improvement to gradient reversal to truly reverse gradients, which enabled the model to benefit from English data without leakage. The model showed to be able to convert neutral to excited and disappointed emotion at varying intensities, but does not fully match the expressiveness of the recordings.

7.1 Recommendations

In this thesis a toolbox of controllable and interpretable techniques for (affective) speech synthesis was developed. This toolbox is not yet complete and some of the techniques could be tested in more broad scenarios. Completing the toolbox and combining the methods to form a unified framework is a major perspective. Then experiments on dialogue agents and integration in speech-to-speech translation systems are reasonable research directions to test the methods in realworld applications. Most experiments were conducted on English only and it remains to show that they generalise to other languages, especially to those significantly different such as tonal languages.

The controllable adaptation of durations was not investigated in this thesis due to time constraints, but duration plays an important role in affective speech and deserves attention in the future. Duration prediction is different in the sense that it is very similar across speakers, which in turn allows pooling of emotional data of multiple speakers, and does not require high quality recordings in contrast to TTS, which allows to use emotion recognition databases.

As stated in Chapter 5 the oracle emotion intensity is used for all the experiments. How to obtain the emotion intensity is non-trivial and depends on the task. In speech-to-speech translation the model could also transfer the emotion intensity. As we do not have a speech-to-speech translation system available at Idiap testing this hypothesis would require a significant amount of time. Predicting the emotion intensity value from text is required in TTS systems and might benefit from the same relaxed constraints as duration prediction (speaker-independence and lower audio quality).
7.1. Recommendations

The emotion conversion system developed in Chapter 6 was not tested on the downstream task. It remains to show whether the artificial data improves the TTS system. We assume it does, because it has already been shown that artificial data helps TTS system on conversational and newscaster style. As the model was developed as part of an internship at Amazon access to the model and databases could not be granted afterwards and further research was not possible.
A Neural Generalised Command Response Model Results

Here we show a few more figures demonstrating the capability of the neural GCR model introduced in Section 3.2 to predict atom spikes. The caption is not repeated after the first figure.

Figure A.1 – Synthetic features on a temporal scale of 5 ms per frame. Plot descriptions from top to bottom: 1: Nine amplitude outputs (one per $\theta$). 2: Spike position flag before post-processing. 3: Atom spikes generated from spike position and amplitude max/min, V/UV flag (unvoiced frames grey). 4: Target atom spikes and target V/UV flag (unvoiced frames grey). 5: $LF_0$ (without phrase component) NN reconstruction (blue, solid), target reconstruction (red, dotted), original (green, dashed) and target V/UV flag (unvoiced frames grey).
Figure B.1 – Emotion intensities extracted with the attention LSTM model and with the Input Gradients saliency map with smoothed max and mean aggregation as well as oracle mean aggregation. For better comparison each intensity is mean-variance normalised based on its own statistics. The content is: “Don’t ask me to carry an oily rag like that.”
Appendix B. Emotion Intensity Saliency Maps

Figure B.2 – Emotion intensities extracted with the attention LSTM model and with the Input x Gradient saliency map with the same aggregations as above for the same utterance as in the figure above.

Figure B.3 – Emotion intensities extracted with the attention LSTM model and with the Integrated Gradients saliency map with the same aggregations as above for the same utterance as before.
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